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To Him

"PROLOGUE"
"The story of my life is basically
a love story. A Midwestern, middle-class,
American Methodist, exhausted by the
slaughter and suffering of World War II,
I met a Hindu doctor in the Bengal jungle
whose love for life itself was so total
and so profound that it transformed
me and my life completely.
My story is a tale of what can happen
when an ordinary person commits himself
to an extraordinary Ideal .."
Ray Hauserman
May 15, 1922-March 16, 2000
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The Tiddim Road, Burma
September, 1944

Im standing alone in a large meadow on the outskirts of
Bishenpur. The Japanese 75's are shooting straight down at us
from the surrounding hills. Mortars make the earth jump under
my feet, as bullets rip through the air. I feel naked as I watch the
stretcher-bearers try to dodge a hit while rushing the casualties to
my jeep. We pile the groaning and unconscious Gurkhas onto the
racks, some I help slump into spaces berween the stretchers.
Adrenaline is pumping so hard through my body that I drive
recklessly out of range of the shells to unload the men, some
injured, some dying, some already gone. Im trembling so hard
with fear that all I want is to get out of there, but some strange
hypnotic power forces me back to the field of battle again and
again. Im no hero; I know I'm a coward. What am I doing here?
And yet in one moment, with nothing to lose but my life, I
Teel it all fall away from me -the
fear, the mortars, the war, my
beliefs, my past. And I feel, finally, free, free of everyching except
the undisputable fact of my own vibrant existence. I am alive
otaly and completely. Perhaps for the first time in my life.
How did this happen? Five years ago, I was just a kid
graduating from high school.
ts 1940 in Rocky River, Ohio, and I'm graduating from high
School as the Second World War is exploding across Europe. Both
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my parents had been part of the irst Worlcd War's American
Expeditionary Forces in 1917; both werc fervent bclievers that it
was "the war to make the world sale for democracy.. thc war to
end all wars."
But not many ycars latcr, disillusionment and shattcred
idealism overwhelmed them as they discovered the sordid and
hypocritical activities that had been a part of that war, the
shameless political and economic manipulations. Within a few
short years, these idecalists turned isolationists, pacifists.
So it was no wonder that, growing up in this cnvironment
fueled also by a charismatic pacifist minister, I became an ardent
teen-age believer and pacifist; that no war accomplished anything
that time would not have resolved anyway, and that we should
leave it all alone.
Despite the intensity with which I played football, basketball
and every kind of competition, I resolved to become a
conscientious objector when the time came for registration. In late
1942, I registered as a C.O., one of the first draftees to do so.
Names of all objectors were turned over to the Federal Burcau
of Investigation for verification of their "sincerity" The
investigation proceeded through the early part of 1943, when I
learned the fate of those C.O.s proven to be "sincere": They spent
the war ina work camp in lowa digging postholes. I began looking
for an alternative.

The Anierican Field Service, a volunteer ambulance group, seemed
an attractive option to digging postholes in the Midwest. So, in
March 1943, I joined the AFS and was assigned to the BritishIndian Army in Eurma (today known as Myanmar).
We arrived in Bombay, in late May 1943 aboard rthe British
troopship AORANGI. As we waited in line to disembark, I was
overwhelmed by a deep sense that something momentous would
happen to me. As I look down at the docks, the teeming crowds,
coolies, booms, and what seems total chaos, I whispered
to the god
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believed was "up there somewhere, "Please let me know the best
Lictle did I realize how totally I would be answered.
in this land."
I

knew little of that part of the world, except for Mahatma
Gandhi, of course, whose non-violent campaign for India's
freedom was the polestar for pacifists around the world. In fact,
that phrase in Louis Fischer's book on Gandhi epitomized the
seemingly absolute power of non-violence: "Gandhi fasts. The
empire trembles." Because of this, I felt that I was coming to a
veritable holy land.
After Basic Training, our group was stationed along the
Tiddim Road about 160 rmiles south into the Chin Hills with the
17th Indian Infantry.
Tiddim Road had been hewn out of
mountainous jungle from what had been a mere foot track. The
views were often breathtaking, but negotiating the sometimes 180degree switchbacks was hair-raising. In Urdu, the edge of a cliff
was called the "khud," and "over the khud was a not uncommon
occurrence for any vehicle on that road.
AFS ambulances and jeeps transported the wounded and the
ill from Advanced Dressing Stations (ADS) to larger Medical
Dressing Stations (MDS) and then to base hospitals in Imphal.
Casualties from aggressive patrols, ambushes and constant shelling
were almost equaled by the number of typhus, malaria, and
dysentery cases.
AS we became more familiar with the different units stretched
the Tiddim Road, a loyalty and rapport developed among
ne West Yorks, the Gurkhas, the Punjabi Muslims, the Dogras,
d the Sikhs, as well as the eagineering, supply and medical units.
In fa
stretched out
time, we became like a community
along miles of the mountain road.
the
ouddenly, in March of 1944, after a year of relative quiet,
attack on Impnal as a
multi-pronged
launched
a
surprisc,
Pnese
that single line of
first step in
Along
India.
the
invast
invasion
Comm: C and supply,ofthey cut the Tiddim Road at eight
points. Amazingly,
only arms and
not
transport
they had
jungle and
ammu
guns through thick
I

ng

cation

mountain
utmm
without detection.

mpassable terrain
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credentials received a fatal blow
At milestone 126, my pacifist
ar
We were four AFS men, two with jeeps and two with ambulan
unces,
12
Indian cooks and sweep
four British nursing orderlies and
along with eight stretcher and four sitting cases. We were cut off
on both sides and could not, by any stretch of the imagination
e
considered a fighting force.
I remained the only member of the group with any pacifi
pretensions, even though the Japanese repeatedly disdained the
Red Cross on our vehicles. Most drivers traveled with
small
armories rifles, grenades and sten guns were regular equipment
for them.
-

That evening we gathered to fashion a plan of defense and I
suddenly realized I couldnt sit on the sidelines with
an attack
coming at any moment. I practiced shooting a few rounds with a
Lee Enfield rifle and gingerly played with
a hand grenade to ready
myself for a turn guarding our small perimeter.
Seeing the tracer
bullets, hearing the mortars exploding
up on the hill, and looking
into the eyes of the pat.ents for whom I had taken responsibility, I
decided that night that non-violence
was a useful tool at times, but
would
it
no longer be an absolute principle for me.
Though this action had little effect on the course
of the war, it
was personally momentous. I
had lost my polestar and that
vacuum compelled me to search for
something more constant to
live by and for. But no
one could predict where that quest would
lead.

The monsoon season in 1944
brought an end to some or
heaviest casualties of the
war in Burma. The Japanese came
through the pouring walls
of rain, and the Indian army did tne
same, steadily fighting their
way back. For the first time, we began
to pick up Japanese soldiers,
ill and wounded. Their myth of
invincibility was crumbling.
During our advance through
mud and rain, I received another
shock that intensified
my search for meaning.
waiting
We were wai
Wewere
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some shelling in a bunker at milestone 132 when our officer,
Norm Fenn, arrived from Imphal with some much awaited mail.
He grabbed my arm and pulled me outside. The telegram read:
"Inform Hauserman tather died October 1*." It was the middle
of
November.
Qut

stumbled away not seeing where I was going. Id been living
in blood, death and suffering for more than a year.
Id been
shocked, terrified, and saddened; but this
was different. Now it
was me, my amily, my own Dad. It happened all
the time to
others, but how could it happen to me? As
the shock gave way to
a dull emptiness, the inner
urge for meaning writhed inside me.
What was this all for? Why was it
happening
For almost 18 months, I had scen continuous action.
Months
of learning, some of them were filled with things I'd preferred
never to have known. How to
grow indifferent to death, to
danger. What it is to be afraid to move, more afraid
to stand still.
How a compassionate man can become a
cold-blooded killer.
How a strong man can break under the strain.
How others grew
stronger with each battle.
At times it seemed like a big game, except that the stakes
were
Pain and death. I was amazed at how quickly a would-be
pacifist
could actually enjoy
the contest.
Ocher times, the flash on the horizon, then the boom, the
snriek and louder boom
of the Japanese 105s, the slow staccato of
iDy heavy machine guns left me standing amidst bodies mutilated
direct hits. The stench
of the dead made me wonder if it was
cal, it I was real,
if anything was real. Then it's over.
I

Along the
Tiddim Road, nearly 40,000 British, Indian and
Japanes
body SOldiers died. Monsoon rains washed away the blood and

parts. Bunkers
caved in, jungle weeds overgrew them. Local
illagere
agers returned
to eacefully trade their chickens, eggs, fruits
vegetables
in the village bazaars as though nothing had ever
happened.
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What for? The lack of any answer throbbed in my brain,
had seen too much, heard too much and endured too much to go
back to a comfortable conclusion that my Evangelical Christian
Jesus had the only answer. The Christian heaven where the
"chosen" lived happily ever after, while others burned in hel, was
no longer a reasonable option.
It was a little more than two years since I left New York, afire
with my pacifist faith and fervor for Christ, but it seemed many
life times ago. The twenty-year-old middle-class, Mid-Western
Protestant who knew all the answers and who was ready to stand
up and fight for them had come a long way. I no longer knew all
the answers. In fact, I was sure I knew noue of the answers. I had
met individuals who had not even heard the name of Christ and
yet were far more Christian than I knew. They had spoken of other
gods and other values, and yet, I couldn't match them in courage,
compassion, tenacity, or intelligence.
In short, I had become more tolerant, The security of the
absolute had been exchanged for the insecurity of the relative. My
passionate excesses of self-righteousness had given way to a confused
and compromising tolerance. But, I couldn't live my life believing
some things were all right and some things were all wrong. It wasnt
comfortable. It went around in circles. I felt like a raft adrift on an
ocean, driven by the whims of the wind and the tide.
Yet,
wasn't possible to return to those absolutes ld
ideals
discarded. I could only hope that
out there somewhere lay
of
and goals and meaning that might
include my innocent a ns
goodnesa. And most of all, I prayed
that I'd recognize them iri a

it

them.

the
laughed and talked, played poker and bridge, wen
all
a
movies and the clubs and
in
tried to act as if I were interes
the talks of home,
back in the
of college, of the girl and family Da
States. But inside
my stomach was churning.
rendered.
The war was quickly winding
down. Germany surrerhe
thef
The full force of the Allied
gainst
might was brought ag heart
hea /
Japanese. The war was almost
my
over. But the war inside i"7
and mind and soul was
growing more intense.
T
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in the action gave me leave time, but I came down with
tvphus. Disease was as big a threat to the troops as enemy bombs:
nalaria, for which Atabrine was taken daily; dysentery,
for which
gobbled
down
sulfaguanidine tablets like candy; jaundice,
we
which liver injections helped to control, lastly, typhus, thought
to
be carried by a tick in the mountains and for which there was no
treatment. It had killed many and almost killed me. I ran a
temperature of 105 for six days before it went down.
During that time in a convalescent camp, I made another
personal discovery. Someone had given me a copy of the BhagavadGita, translated by Swami Nikhilananda. As I read Krishna's
description of our living again and again trying to perfect ourselves
on earth, it suddenly felt as if a huge weight lifted off my heart.
Yes! I thought.
God's creation does have justice and mercy in it.
All the events weren't finalized in that 60 or 70 or 80 years (54, in
my Dad's case). We come back again and again until we finally get
to know God, a God of love and life, not a whimsical or unfair
Creator. No good deed ever goes unnoticed or unrewarded, and
what goes around, comes around., How reasonable! How just!
And perhaps most important of all: It became clear that it
was no longer a luxury but an absolute necessity to know God,
really know God, and to love Him. But how? How do we know
Him? How do we love Him? And, how do we live it?
These questions boiled inside me as I sat on the front porch of
the Himalayan Hotel in Kalimpong one day near the end of the
war. It was July, 1945. My Field Service companions were a
strange assortment: a few pacifists like me, others with one leg or
one eye, something that disqualified them for regular army, but
their conversations were as regular as they get:
Tm counting the days til I'm back home eating real
hamburgers with ketchup and onions..
but
"For a while there, I thought I wouldnt get home to
now it looks like I'll make it after all."
think I was the only one who was a little sad that it was over
For the first time in my life, I felt like I was living for something
ECr tihan the next meal, party, or date, and sometiing inside
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me hated to lose that fecling. I just wasn't sure what that
"something was yct. There's a saying in India that when the
disciple is ready, the Guru appears.

Intimate contact with Indian soldiers had filled me with stories of
saints and monks living in caves high in the Himalayas, men who
lived to be hundreds of years old, who did miracles, who knew
God. Almost unconsciously, I had moved out of the familiar
world of practical Western ethics into a world where visions of
divinity and impossible feats were as common as fresh air and
sunlight. These Hindu soldiers spoke of their various yogis and
spiritual teachers as freely and normally as we talk about the
personalities of our major league players and Hollywood stars.
Listening to them talk with such familiarity made me envious.
Their gurus were a constant part of daily life, not hidden away to
be brought out once a week for praise and some financial
contribution.
"Look, there's that madman, Spencer," one of my AFS
buddies pointed out.
"Yeah, he always seemed a bit queer. Didn't he have a nervous
breakdown at Anzio?" another volunteered.
"I heard he went to see some Hindu yogi in the jungle."
It felt as if an electric shock rippled through my body. A
Hindu holy man.
My dormant longing tor a spiritual guide
surged through e.
"I'm going to ask him about it," I said defiantly.
They looked at me strangely, but I pressed on, "Listen, that
guy lasted longer at Anzio than any other AFS driver and that was
the worst bloodbath of them all." Ignoring their sarcastic taund,
took off after Spencer.
Hey, Spencer, T heard you saw a yogi in the jungle. LDoc
have a long beard? Wear robes? Live in a cave?
as
"Wait a minute. Wait a minute," Spence
put up his
if to ward off the torrent of my questions.
"They call him 1 DuN*
*

a
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oronounced ta-koor. And he isnt a real yogi, doesn't
wear robes,
none of that. In fact, he lives in a
nice house beside the Padma
River in North Bengal. He's married, has several children and his
community is called Satsang."
"But, but, what's the attraction? I stuttered, trying to
suppress my disappointment.
"Well, I think it was Thakur's complete normality
that most
surprised me. Everything he did or said seemed to have the
charming spontaneity of a child and at the same time the
perception and wisdom of a prophet or a saint.
"Yet he wasn't the least bit pompous or even pious. Me, Im
always interested in the bigger' questions, so I asked him about
man's proclivity to war and the growing possibility of our totally
destroying ourselves at some point in the future." Spence reached
into his pocket for a little notebook that looked as if it had been
through Anzio with him. "I jotted down his answer."
Spence began to read: "*My war is a war of services against the
foes common to all the east and the west, the rich and the poor. Have
you got the nerve and the pluck to attack the citadels of ignorance and
prejudice, the foes visible and invisible that bring disease, disaster,
sufering and death? Can you not hear the clang of the weapons of
love and service, humaniry's birthright ofbecoming" As he read, his
voice grew in volume like a call to arms, not to an escape high up
in the Himalayas seeking some elusive spiritual power.
The next four hours with Spence demolished all my
preconceived ideas about gurus, but I didn't really care, my need
was so intense. Early the next day we went to meet a local disciple
of Thakur's who had introduced Spence to him.
**

*

room in an upstairs flat in a heavily populated area
near Calcutta University.
The room was clean, but every available
space was taken
up by books, pots and pans, and a couple ot
ats to sit on. Jotin Das was Calcutta's official representative of
Satsang.
He was a tall Bengali with distinguished-looking
.t

a tiny
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gray hair, and it was soon apPparent that he spoke English better
than I did.
Five hours later, my brain was flooded with new concepts
and
values that forced me into a massive reorganization of my
thinking. For example, one thing Das said was, "Non-violence is
useful on occasion, but its catastrophic when used to controlI
bullies. Seeing my shock, he went on to say, "It only makes them
more aggressive and cruel, and the innocent suffer."
Before I could recover, he quoted one of Thakur's observations
to C.R. Das, a prominent political leader in India: "Can you be
sure that in driving out the British you are not replacing the lion
with the jackal?"
I couldnt hide my confusion, so he went on, "Mahatma
Gandhi is a great man, no doubt, and he is sincere. But we think
he's made a great blunder by confusing the relative principle of
non-violence with an absolute. It is an excellent political tool in
certain situations and with a certain type of people, like the
British, for example. But in other cases, it can be an invitation to
tragedy, and we're afraid that is what may happen here in India."
"Many people have built their lives around the absolute beliet
in non-violent resistance to evil, Mr. Das," I said.
"Wel, I may be wrong, but I feel that the only absolute is
'existence itself. That's the basis for everything. The urge to live,
to stay alive, is fundamental and universal to everything and
everyone. Whatever you do, you do to protect and enhance your
life and the lives of those with whom you feel a part. Now that
activity and protection may be non-violent or, if necessary, violent.
By whatever means, one normally protects life."
I shook my head sadly, "Then you don't believe in that ancient
maxim, 'Resist no evil'
that
Das smiled. "Thakur says it another way. He feels t
sist
instead of tamely submitting to evil, you should immediately resi
without hesitation. Only then will it disappear. Thakur simpy
changes the punctuation to 'Resist! No evil'.
"Mr. Hauserman, its so easy to be against someone an task
an environment to agitate and find fault. Ir's a much harder
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yourselt or someone else to live responsibly, with
balance, understanding, and courage. That's what Thakur is
reaching me to do. And that's the reason I no longer feelan
any
anyone
else for that matter. Its
compulsion to blame the British or
why I neither support nor oppose the political movements."
I loved the way Das eyes would light up when he talked about
Thakur. I knew I had to meet this man, and soon. When I
confided this urgent feeling to Das, he agreed to meet me the next
morning at the traun station and accompany me to the ashram to

sild

uD

meet with Thakur.

2
The district town of Pabna was typical of most Indian county seats in
post-war Bengal. Flat-roofed, white-washed buildings on the
outskirts housed government personnel, offices, and the local college
buildings. The tarmac pot-holed main road of the town was
jammed with people; three-wheeled ceycle rickshaws; merchants with
their wares on a road of closely packed, open-front shops seling
brassware, clothes, shoes, rice, pots, suitcases, iron pans and almost
anything else. To enter the shops, you had to jump over the open
drains running down the sides of the road, filled with garbage, flies,
rubbish, and human waste.
We transferred our luggage from the bus to a rickshaw and, with
Das' son in his lap and me squeezed behind him, we started on the
final lap, accompanied by the raucous sound of the rickshaw's
honking as it made its way out of the crowds onto a narrow
macadam road.
"Now it's only four miles from here," Das tried to sound
comforting. After four hours in the hot and crowded Bengal-Assam
train from Calcutta to Ishurdi, then two hours on a rickety bus to
Pabna, I was exhausted and anxious to finish this last lap of my
pilgrimage. The road was just wide enough for two rickshaws to pass
one another. For bullock carts or the rare automobile, our rickshaw
went off the road, balancing precariously on the steep shoulder.
We passed the ever-present paddy fields covered with light grect
rice sticking up above the water;
through run-down villages
with
thatch-roofed houses, muddy pathways, large
ponds covered
hop
green scum and water hyacinth; and always
the ubiquitous tea s
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beside the road. Thick jungle of bamboo, acacia, mango and peepul
filled in berween the villages and paddy fields where, according to
Das, a tiger could now and then be seen. Now that fit my idea of
where an Indian holy man lived.
Afrer ten minutes of a pretry rough ride, electric street lights
appeared. Run-down huts gave way to neat, two-roomed brick
homes with iron-sheeted roofs and surrounded by colorful flower
and vegetable gardens. The small ponds were still scattered here and
there, but these were completely clear of scum, and each had steps
for people to enter and bathe. It was like entering a different world.
Das waved his hand. "This is the outskirts of the Satsang
community. lt just keeps spreading out from here." As the houses
grew more numerous, people in the yards and fields looked up from
their work and waved. "Jai Gurul" they shouted, and Das responded
joyously.
Whatre they saying? They all seem to know you," I asked him.
Oh, thats just our greeting. Jai Guru' means 'victory to the
guru' or long live the teacher." He pointed to a long two-storied
building we were coming up to. "That's the science laboratory.
There are comfortable guest rooms upstairs."
As we neared the gate, he indicated another very large building
from which the humming of machinery could be heard. "Thats the
hosiery mill that Thakur started here. It was only the first oie, iz:it it
started something. Now the Pabna area is known as the hosiery
center of Bengal.
We turned in the driveway to the science building. I was
surprised at how large it was, each of the two sides almost a city
block long. It had a large well, a pump, and a gas-making plant.
When the rickshaw stopped, a couple of young men approached
and carried my suitcase and bedding roll the rest of the way. As we
walked along the verandah, I noted the signs above the doors to the
various rooms: X-ray, Projection Microscope, Infrared, Dark Room.
You cestainly have a lot of equipment," I commented.
Das laughed. "Everyone who comes here is surprised. In fact,
when Thakur suggested this building back in the 1930s, everyone
said it was crazy. But," Das shrugged, "here it is and people work

14
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mechanical
and experiment with different medicines, electrical and
gadgets... all sorts of things. Whatever Thakur suggests, somebody
works at."
where the
We walked up the outside stairway to the second floor
high-ccilinged with big
guestrooms were located. Each was large and
windows and a wide verandah around them. Comfortable, yet
private and very airy.
"You take your bath here," my host pointed to an enclosed area
"While you
in the back where a tube well sat beside a large tub.
bathe and rest, I'll arrange some food."
When Das left, I proceeded to remove the grime and dust and
exhaustion of the trip. Pouring cool and refreshing well water over
me, I felt some of the despair and desolation of the months of war
wash away as well. I fixed my bedding on a wooden bedstead, hung
my mosquito net above it and laid down, relaxed and fecling ready.
A growing sense of exhilaration filled my body. Calcutta and the
American Field Service seemed far away, almost on another planet.
Things here felt fresh, clean, and alive.

Das returned with what looked like inflated pancakes, called luchees,
and some ping-pong-ball-like sweetmeats, called rashagollas. When
Id eaten my fill, he brought in a small pitcher of milk sweetened
with honey. I began to fecl a real affinity with the phrase, "the land
flowing with milk and honey."
"Mr. Das, when can we meet with Thakur?"
Das looked at his watch. "He's probably over by the steam
laundry. We can see him there, if you like."
T agreed eagerly, not caring where he was just wanting to meet
him. We walked past several neat homes with lovely gardens fillea
with gardenias, peonies, pumpkin vines, potato plants, cucumbers,
cauliflower and cabbage plants. Each home had its
own tube well.
The impression was one of clean and alert normality, as thougn
everything had spontaneously grown that way."Who uses the
laundry, Mr. Das:"
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"Oh it's just a business some man started. »He had a bit of
capital and asked Thakur for advice on how to invest it. The laundry
was Thakur's suggestion. It took a little time to catch on, but more
and more people found their clothes were cleaner and lasted longer
than when they were pounded on stones.*
The more we went on, the more intense became the nervous
excitement in my stomach. Though it had only been a few days
since I had first heard of Thakur, it seemed like a lifetime had passed.
Chaotic and confused images jumbled in my mind .. bearded
monks, fiery prophets, gentle Jesus, Indian ascetics... but they were
becoming less and less relevant to what I was seeing here.
As we turned the corner of a building, my eyes were drawn
immediately to a large, light-skinned 58-year-old gentleman with
dark hair and moustache, dusted with white. I learned his name was
Anukul Chandra Chakraborty. He was seated on a chair surrounded
by eight or nine people.
At last! Im meeting Thakur! All the expectations, the
imaginings, the questions were over. Here was a real prophet, a guru
and spiritual teacher to halfa million Bengali Hindus and Muslims.
Our approach caused the group to look up. Das stepped
forward. Thakur, this is Mr. Hauserman. Hes come to visit."
Thakur's large brown, luminous eyes caught mine and his endearing
smile brought an inexplicable surge of happiness flooding through
me. I placed my hands together and touched my forehead in the
Hindu manner of greeting, bowing my head just that half inch that
seemed appropriate for a good Methodist. Thakur pointed to a
bench for me to sit on and questioned Das, who translated for me,
Thakur is asking if you're comfortable in the science building."
"I feel I'm in the lap of luxury, Thakur!" I beamed.
Thakur smiled at my enthusiasm and Das again translated his
reply: "Thakur says that the real achievement is to find comfort, even
in discomfort." I shrugged, non-committally
AS he returned to his group discussions, I examined him intently
as he talked. His closely clipped hair and moustache, the full lips,
the high broad forehead, all gave him a distinguished, almost
European look. But I kept conming back again and again to his large
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expressive eyes. They seemed so luminous

and soft, almost pen
entty

hypnotic.
In fact, 'large' and soft were the words that seemed to most
aptly describe my whole impression of him. Large eyes, large head
large body, large belly. Large, though not out of proportion. And
soft, his face, his golden-colored skin, his manner, all gentle.
The most striking to me of all his features were his eyes, the
most expressive Id ever seen, conveying both a sense of power and of
compassion that was almost palpable.
Another thing that struck me was that despite his size, there was
a strange liquidity and spontaneity in his every movement. Whether
gesticulating with his hands to make some point or reaching for his
water pipe or greeting a visitor, every move he made was effortlessly
fluid.
The group discussion was quite animated, the men freely
objecting and arguing with little apparent inhibiion. Yet, amidst the
intensity of che exchanges, a free flow of affection berween them was
clearly apparent. As they were finishing, my enjoyment of this idylic
scene became disturbed.
the
Each man pronamed (knelt down and put their heads on
their
ground in front of Thakur's feet). Thakur acknowledged
eyes m
homage by bowing his head and momentarily closing his
years o
prayer. Despite the obvious normality of the custom, my
shrink at
middle-class Protestant egalitarian conditioning made me
warned me that
their physical self-abasement. Though Spencer had
it wouu
I might find this uncomfortable, I had no idea how deeply
hock my inherently rigid upbringing.

the

clad in
As the men left, Thakur motioned and an attendant
brought
collarless
shirt De
ypical dress of white dhoti and short-sleeved
a water pipe with a long tube coming out of the bottom. A
puffs on the pipe, Thakur looked at me quizzically and point that
of
nearby mango tree. "What's the head and what's the Iece
tree?" he said in halting English.
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Taken unaware, I hesitated. "I don't know .. I never thought
about it. I guess the roots are the feet and the branches and leaves are
the head."
"I don't know either, but when I was a boy, I wondered. Since
we take our nourishment in through our mouths and nose and a tree
takes its nourishment through its roots, I decided that perhaps the
roots are like our head and the branches like our feet and arms."
His hesitant simplicity was beguiling. "Of course, we can't really
know. But I began to think that, if the head of plants and trees point
downward, and the head of animals is parallel to the ground and
man's head is pointed upward, then this might be nature's way of
showing evolution."
I laughed at the strange analogy. "Ir's certainly an original way
of looking at things." Then cynically I observed, "Since animals
donit kill their own kind the way we do, maybe they're closer to God

than we are."
Now he caught my eye and said abruptly, "Be. Live in love."
Surprised, I was not sure whether he said, "Believe in love" or
"Be. Live in love." Prafulla, a middle-aged man whose job seemed to
"Be. Live in
be recording Thakur's conversations, cdarified it for me:
love."

The quality of Thakur's voice was appealing. Words came out
like a
distinctly, yet had a soft slur, an attractive thickness to them,
with his head.
small child who still speaks more with his heart than
power, simplicity and
A strange combination of sweetness and
grandeur.
it and Thakur
T
looked at the phrase as Prafulla had written
asked, "Is it all right?"
mean by 'live
guess so, Thakur, but I'm not sure just what you
in love'"
You may be believer or
Love is too sweet, too painful.
be heaven. But love!
You
may
be
You
monster.
may
asbeliever.
like the air and dear like
cheap
Be
never
may.
though
dies,
man
Ove
You must earn bread Dut
eating.
than
Breathing
easier
is
Eng
air is
evening,
light
of
you get air for nothing. Even in scanty
English? I dont know
good
Is
it
air.
Be
like
free.
cheap
OVIng
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English, yet I speak it shamelessly. Be dear like darling. Be.
Livein
ivein
love. Is it a good idea?"
I sat silent, overwhelmed at the beautitul eruption of
emotion
pouring out of him. This insistence on love to me who doubted
tu
own capacity or ability to love was disturbing. "It may be a good
idea, Thakur, but," I shrugged my shoulders helplesly, "it's lo
a
easier to talk about love than to actually love. In fact, for some us
of
it's not only difficult, but at times seems practically impossible."
A twinkle jumped from his eyes. "So ditficult, yet so easy. So
impossible, yet so possible."
I shook my head doubtfully. "Still, some people have more
capacity than others, don't you think?"
The capacity to love is the gift of the Omnipotent givenn to
every being in the world. If we use it, it grows. If we neglect it, it
remains unused. Love the nectar of the Omnipotent dwells in
every heart.
"I believe Christ is the Emperor Beggar of Love. He begged for it
from the rich, the poor, the prostitute, the publican."
"Do you believe in Christ?" I gasped.
If Christ were alive today, I would be the first one to take
initiation from Him."
"Good Christians claim He is still alive, at least in spirit," I
responded.
"That He is, but one has to imbibe His spirit, to drink deeply or
it."
"How can we do that?"
The way you light a fire. From another fire. You find someone
in whom His spirit is alive and you catch it from him."
"Easier said than done," I sighed.
"Just love Him," Thakur said simply.
miraculous
I shook my head. Here I was looking for some
was
solution to put me in tune with the Infinite, and Thakur wa
the
pushing Jesus. Was I wasting my time at this community out
wilderness? Couldn't I find this kind of advice back in America
that
Overwhelmed, I lapsed into silence. There was little more
I could say for now. Evening had come. Fireflies were winking
-

-
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the falling dark. Despite my sense of inadequacy, I also felt a
peaceful well-being. Das broke my reverie, saying, "Thakur has
to
meet someone and wants your permission to leave."
"Of course! I said as I jumped to my feet. "I was so absorbed
in my thoughts I didnt.notice anything."
Thakur smiled affectionately as he walked past me. I was
surprised to find he was only a few inches taller than my 5'8°. He
had seemed so much larger, maybe due to the aura of his personality
or his spiritual attainments, I don't know. I watched him as he
seemed to disappear along the pathway. Though I knew it was level,
Td swear that Thakur was walking uphill. I shook myself. Just
another one of those strange impressions in this part of the world, I
guessed.

"Would you like to see more of the ashram and meet some of the
others here?" asked Das, ever the perfect host.
"Sure, sure," I said hesitantly. "But will we have another chance
to talk with Thakur?"
Dont worry, Mr. Hauserman. Later this evening we can talk
with him again."
As we visited others in the ashram, internally I was assessing my
impressions of Thakur. Everything was appealing, enchanting and
Stimulating, on the one hand. On the other, I still shrunk from the
shocking spectacle of physical obeisance and worried at my growing
sense of inadequacy. Could I ever measure up to the standard of
devotion he apparently took for granted?
It brought to mind some words of Spencer's that Id tried to
is
minimize. "One thing, Ray, you should be aware of and that that
"You are
hakur actually believes those words of Christ in the Bible:
is perfect. Those words
Opertect, even as your Father in heaven
his
be taken seriously. In fact, Thakur believes, as do many ot
like
OWers, that there is no other purpose in life than to be perfect

to

Oh, God, what was I doing here:

3
As we walked up what seemed to be

the main road of the ashram,
the light from the street lamps reflected off the bamboo and
mango trees, and I thought how easy it was to forget we were deep
in the jungle. The lights, the stores, neat yards and well-kept
cottages, all made me feel it was a place I wanted to belong to.
Turning down a narrow pathway, Das pointed to a one-room
mud-floored house. "Thar's where Thakur was born and lived the
first thirry years of his life. This village was small then, maybe
only 200 people. Where you see all these buildings used to be
thick jungle. That was 25 years ago, and now this community
probably one of the most remarkable examples of rural
rehabilitation in all of India."
Then we came to a number of people gathered around a
rather fiery, bearded man, dressed quite differently from the
Bengalis around him. "That's the moulavi sahib," Das said as he
led me toward the man. He wore the usual apparel for Muslims in
rural Bengal, a lungee, or colored cloth tied around his waist.
The moulavi smiled at me and held
out his hand. "Salaam.
I Abdul Hussain. I
moulavi that mean teacher," he explained
He examined me closely and said,
"I glad you come. You Amer
no?"
15

-

I

nodded. His head
and beard bounced up and dow in
apparent approval. "Yes. Yes.
It good vou come Thakur. He elp
me understand how
other religion good
too."
"Are they?" asked,
siasm.
I
a little put off by his fervent

enth
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His smile displaying his betel-stained teeth seemed to magnify his
ardor.
Yes. Yes. All same. Conversion, no need." He paused, then
with perfect enunciation added, "Only need con-verge. Con
Convergence, no con-version. He was overjoyed at his mastery of this
subtle distinction. Get the idea?"
My smile invited him to move closer and, in a conspiratorial
manner, he asked softly, "You take initiation?
I shook my head. "No."
"You do
His words were an order. "Then you understand
better Hazrat Jesus. Thakur help me understand better Hazrat
Rasool (Mohammed)."
Despite his aggressiveness, I found his enthusiasm appealing
but I couldn't refrain from a gentle jibe, "I thought you said
Thakur didn't approve of conversion. Then how do you explain
Thakur, a Hindu, becoming your teacher when you are a

Mohammedan?"
He rubbed his hands together in glee and his little goatee
I
bounced up and down. "Oh, no, no! take initiation for Hazrat
I
Rasool. Thakur himself say he not able help me if come away
I
Mohammed to him. I tell people what I learn but never say
learn from Thakur, or they be angry.
I make other
"Thakur make me better Mohammedan. So,
People happy. Mohammed
peoples better Mohammedans. I happy.
nothing more to be said,
happy." Apparently he thought there was
and began another
for he shook my hand, turned abruptly
conversation in Bengali with some bystanders.
the absurdity of my
As Das and I went on to the riverbank,
me quizzically, "What
Situation made me chuckle. Das looked at
makes you laugh?"
I
I really believed that was
Das,
but
Mr.
serious,
Oh, nothing
Instead I travel by train, bus
coming here for a shortcut to heaven.
a long way from
and rickshaw to his wonderful community
I get? I get
anything I would associate with Christ and what do
now got
this ultimatum from Thakur to follow Christ, and just
rather insistent instructions fron a likeable but rather pushy
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my Jesuc
Muslim priest to take initiation so I can understand
better. Don't you think ir's a little incongruous?"
is insistent
It may seem to you, Mr. Hauserman, but Thakur
Lord
that each person remain loyal to his own culture and
Despite the moulavi's limited English, he has grasped the
distinction between conversion and convergence."
Changing the subject, I asked, "What's initiation?"
Oh, it's a kind of ceremony in which you learn a system of
official
meditating, a mental exercise, and it makes Thakur your
spiritual teacher."
"Mr. Das, do you really believe Thakur can help me love
Christ? Despite hearing about Him all my life, actually loving
Him remains an ephemeral concept at best."
"Listen, he's helped me and Hussain and thousands of others,
each in their own way. I believe he can help you ... if you let him.
A wave of insufficiency washed over me andI sighed, "Look,
Im not material that saints are made from. To be very honest, Im
afraid that the standards he measures by are beyond me.
Spiritually, I think I'm a third-class passenger, not a first-class one
like you and the others here."
Das laughed. "Thats what we all feel when we first meet him.
But at that time, we arent conscious of the tremendous poer
locked inside us. Thakur has a simple method to unlock the
energy of love and life that we never even knew existed."
"Which is what?"
Well, first and foremost is his own example. He never A
anyone to do anything he hasnt done himself. Second, the
meditation is helpful in this." He pointed to a bench on the
riverbank and we looked out over the vast expanse of the Padma
River.

"Did you know, Mr. Hauserman, there are literally billions or
brain cells we never use? In fact, some scientists claim that wE
hardly scratch the surface of our talents."
"Yeah, I read that somewhere. Most of us only use about
and great men use about 10%. I remember asking a professor wu
we dont use more and he just said it wasn't normal. So Ive

0
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wondered why all this capacity was given to us if God didn't want
us to use it.
"You're absolutely right, Mr. Hauserman!" Das sounded
excired. "Thakur has always insisted that the normal thing is to
use all of our capacity. In tact, he considers the normal person to

be the one who does develop and use it - Christ, Buddha, Krishna,
Mohammed these are the examples of normality, of what we can
be and what God intended us to be."
-

offered Das one of my Chesterfields and as we sat
I
smoking, he offered, A real teacher can help us unfold and
develop these latent talents. And I believe Thakur is such a real
teacher."

"How can you know that?"
From my own experience. He's helped me overcome my
weaknesses." From there he told an intimate story of sexual
obsession which Thakur had helped him conquer. "Hes helped
me expand my talents, and the same for my wife and children.
What more can I say?"
As if reading the doubr in my mind, Das offered, "We only
learn to swim by getting in the water, Mr. Hauserman."
I looked out over the river, the water a silvery sheen in the
moonlight. The air was still and, in the distance, the shadow ofa
fisherman's wooden boat rippled the reflection of the full moon. I
felt this place seeping into my being, gradually claiming me for its
OWn.

We left the river

and walked over to where Thakur was holding
audience. He sat elevated on a bedstead propped up by pillows all
around him. He smiled a welcome and indicated a chair near him
TOr me to sit on.
Without warning, he shot me a question, "What
does freedom mean?
I shrugged and replied, "I guess it's a kind of independence."
He turned to his note-taker, Prafulla, and asked what ¥ebster
Say's freedom means. Prafulla read, "Free comes from a Sanskrit
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priya meaning 'beloved' and "dom from Latin
house of God'."
root

mcaning

Thakur nodded approvingly. "To dwell in the house of the
Lord-beloved with interdependent, normal service of love is the
freedom that heaven dictates. Is that right?" he asked me.
"I guess it's all right. The only thing is, most people
equate
freedom with in-dependence, not inter-dependence."
Thakur shook his head and was silent for several moments
before he began again. "I don't understand in-dependence. All of
lite appears to be inter-dependent. From birth on, life
isa
continuous give and take. And if there isn't an unbreakable fellow
teeling amongst communities, nations and neighbors, then all
become stumbling blocks to the life and growth of one another.
This is the inexorable law of nature."
He caught my eye and continued, "If love is not the basis for
this interdependence, then people become involved in the haggling
of the marketplace, the shopkeeper dealings that mark the
ambitious man whose star does soar, only to burst and be no

more."
Apparently Thakur had a limitless flow of rich, majestic and
powerful words to describe almost every idea
or action. But
hearing this vivid description only served
to heighten my nagging
doubt as to its applicability to me.
The problem remains, Thakur, it's so easy to say but so hard
to do," I admitted.
He smoked his water pipe for some time
in silence, then
wiping his mouth, he looked at me. I felt
the affection pouring
from his eyes almost physically. "He is
truly blessed who chooscs
the Lord, in love with love, and a 'follow'
of contented forbearance
[Thakur commonly used verbs as nouns]. Heaven
will give him a
crown that will shine and make others shine."
The sweet exotic odor of the tobacco hung
in the air ana
inadequacy gripping me hard, I replied to him sadly, "Thakus
there's a Bible saying, 'Many are called
but few are chosen.
He interrupted me firmly but gently, "Few choose be chosc
to
and those few are the elect of the Lord."
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A debate began in Bengali amongst the group and I sat
pondering "choose to be chosen." As the discussion subsided, I
queried again, "Do you really believe it's possible for ordinary
people to truly love and follow the Lord? In theory, yes, but for
me, I depend on His love for me, not on my love for Him."
Thakur smiled. "Just see when a man practices bodybuilding. He seems for a long time to be doing nothing but
wasting energy. Yet this expenditure of energy is necessary in order
to increase the energy he can command.
"That's why, in order to receive love- or anything else for that
matter it's first necessary to give it." Thakur leaned toward me
and his voice held a new intimacy, as if he were sharing some
personal secret, "See, if you love the Lord, then your elating
attitude, your radiant face, your contagious movement and fiery
words of faith will infuse energy in others. Their negative
thoughts, cynicism and confusion will dissolve before your
positive, practical conviction."
Someone asked to speak privately with Thakur, so Das
Suggested we go have an evening meal. As I left, I looked into the
eyes of this remarkable man and for the first time,
it almost
seemed possible that my sense of inadequacy could be overcome.

4
After dinner, I shrugged off Das suggestion that I might be tired.
He suggested we meet with the president of Satsang, himself a
prominent scientist who had worked with the Nobel-prizæ
winning physicist, C.V. Raman. On the way, I asked what time
everyone went to bed. Das laughed and said, "When there's
nobody left talking or listening." Though less than 12 hours had
elapsed since our departure from Calcutta that morning, it seemed
a lifetime ago.
Entering the front room of a very modest building, I was
astonished to see a large framed picture of a westerner with a beard
just above where Kesto Bhattacharyya, president of Satsang, was
seated.
He wore the traditional Bengali dress: dhoti and short-sleeved
shirt. I was pleasandly surprised that he reached out a hand to
shake mine, instead of the usual greeting with folded hands. His
mauners in many ways were Western and immediately I felt at
eac. I asked him about the photograph on the wall.
the
"Its one of your countrymen, William James, tn
psychologist-philosopher from Harvard University ... the man
who, many say, put a soul into psychology."
was surprised and, though I knew little ofJames teachings
Danny James, his grandson, was a close friend of mine in the AFS
ow
I felt I could really warm up to this man, and so I asked him no
he came to Thakur. I listened, fascinated, to both his story and
simple eloquence.
It seems that he was raised in a very orthodox Vedic Brahm"
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family, but his own brilliance led him to question and finally

discard everything of Hindu culture. "I became totally committed
to nothing except my own intellect and my passions. But this
rapidly led me personally into a sense of depression and negative
fault-finding.
"By chance I happened on a book of William James, called
The Will to Believe. That book is what changed
my life and
ultimately led me to Thakur. When I told Thakur the story, he
insisted I put a picture of James in my home so that I will always
remember how I was saved. Thakur calls such a person the
'emotional igniting point in one's transformation."
"Do you consider yourself saved', Mr. Bhattacharyya?" I
stumbled over his name and he suggested I call him Kesto-da, to
which I agreed happily. (The suffix -da' indicates 'brother; the
suffix -di' is for 'sister'.)
"Not yet, but I'm on the road and grow more confident every
day," he replied quickly
What was so impressive about William James?"
"Well, it was a simple but profound discovery, called the
Lange-James Theory of Emotion. In short, it's the idea that action
comes under the control of our will easier than our emotions do.
For example, it is easier to act brave than to feel brave. But if we
do act brave, then a brave feeling will follow. In other words, we
can act as if we are brave when we feel afraid, and then the
emotion of courage can replace the emotion of fear.
"This principle became the crucial key in my road to replacing
disbelief with faith, which I call salvation, Mr. Hauserman." He
paused and then with deep emotion said, "In fact, I believe this
simple principle, applied properly, can transform the entire world
from one of calculation to one of love, from one of intellect to one

of the heart."
"How?

I was

stimulated by Kesto-das casy flow and ability

to simplify complex issues.

Take me, for example.

I knew that my intellect would

destroy every effort to believe in anything And yet I envied those
people who did seem to believe in something. I wanted to, but I
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that a
couldnt control that instinctrive analytical fault-finding
I
James idea of
built up so strongly in my mind. So had to try
acting as if I believed, even though I didnt. It seemed my only
alternative.
looking
I
"And it had some effect, because shortly atter, began
as a weakness in
tor some spiritual guidance, a thing I had spurned
Thakur.
my earlier days. Ultimately I was led to
intellectual
I discussed with him for several days all the
accumulation piled up in my brain over the years science, atoms,
electrons, radium, quanta, the living, the non-living, heaven, earth,
everything. He was a loving receptacle for all my questionings and
absurdities. His responses were sympathetic and engaged.
"I wondered how this man whom I knew was not initiated
into academic culture could understand so profoundly and
respond with such keenness. His perceptions were so simple yet so
enlightening, and also in accord with the latest discoveries in
He even suggested newer avenues of thought and
science.
application that were nakedly elemental yet profound.
"When I asked how he could speak of such things if he hadnt
read about them, he replied, 'No, I haven't read about any of
them. But from my childhood I sometimes see the entire universe
melting into a glow of incffable light particles, and then the light
condenses and condenses into the material things around me."
Kesto-das wife then entered to serve us tea and crackers.
"What do you understand from that?" I asked, fascinated.
"Mr. Hauserman, at that time I could vaguely apprehend that
Thakur actually sees all the sciences; he perceives the
atoms and the
ultra-atoms directly."
This was moving too fast for me. I offered him a Chesterfield
and drank my tea in silence, then suggested
getting backto
William James. Kesto-da laughed.
"I know what you're thinking. I would have done the same
years ago. But by now Ive seen so many
amazing things w
Thakur that, if I were to tell you, youd think me madman.
a
I laughed. "So, your disbelief was replaced by faith?"
"No, it doesn't happen that way. You have to work a
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stabilizing your faith, and at times it's very hard work."
"How do you apply this idea to the emotion of love?"
Kesto-das child-like smile was becoming a trademark of the
Satsang people for me. "Well, Western society treats love as
though it just 'happens, that it is something we cannot control.
But if we accept Thakur's premise that the capacity to love exists in
everyone, then apply the Theory of Emotion
that is, after
deciding who or what we want to love, then act as if we do love
that one, speak as if we love that one and think as if we love that
one-then, Mr. Hauserman, the love that lies latent within us will
steadily manifest itself toward that person, however unloving we
may feel at any particular time.
After a few moments of silence, I asked, "Do you think it's
possible for someone like me to love and follow Thakur? That's
my problem. You people speak of living an exalted life of devotion
as though it was as easy as squeezing toothpaste out of a tube. But
frankly, I feel totally incapable of attaining the standards that he
speaks of, yet all of you seem so confident."
"Why don't you ask Thakur right now?" He spoke it like a
challenge. I abruptly got to my feet to go find him. It was almost
11:30 at night. As Das left to find out where Thakur was, my
mind and emotions were a swirling torrent. I felt like a man on a
log being carried more and more rapidly toward a waterfall.

Where was this sense of urgency coming from? Was living my life
by such a standard of perfection practical? Even conceivable? Was
this level of devotion even within reach of an ordinary person like
me?

Thakur struck a deeply hidden, suppressed longing in myY
heart that made me want to believe that my life, any life, could
become a triumphant adventure. Impossible dreams stirred and
awakened more dreams...
Das returned to lead me down a pathway toward the river to
where Thakur was."Thakur, what you feel something is
if
good
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for you, but you dont feel capable of following it, what should yoOu
do?" I blurted out.
"You don't become a disciple just on determination." Thakur's
voice was firm, piercing. "You have to believe with all your heart
in Him, devote yourself totally to fulfilling Him."
A wave of isolation washed over me like I hadnt felt since
was a boy, as if there was nobody else but me in all the world
against all the elements. Suddenly desolate, I looked up at Thakur,
He was smiling sweetly at me; I felt as ifI had melted into liquid
and was flowing willingly into his eyes. I wasn't afraid any more..
I felt myself transforming gently... a strange tingling warmth
spread from my head down through my body and into my feet.
Suddenly, rushing into my brain this one fact became crystal
clear: I only need to love Him. The power to do so is totally
within my control. Its part of me. I will use it and feed it and
drive it on and on, just by saying I love Him, thinking I love Him
and acting as if I love Him. Ignore the doubts. Over time, love
will grow. Everything will fall into place.
Then Thakur's voice penetrated my reverie, "Whenever you
feel something is good, you should act on it immediately before
ridges of difficulty rise up and block you." I felt as if a chord were
pulling me up out of my chair toward him. My knees were on the
ground by him and my head was in his lap. His hands were gently
stroking my head and my back. I heard myself repeating, "I
believe. I believe. I believe."
Though it wasn't always a smooth ride nor always easy, these
acting-as-if controls became the keys to the kingdom of heaven
1

for me.

When I lost consciousness of my surroundings, I also lost a
sense
concern for what people thought ofme and I felta powerful
or
of freedom. Moving from the known to the unknown, I let go
my old world and literally stumbled into a strange new universe
anyone
that revealed to me worlds more vast and expansive than
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could dream. At some point I became conscious again and
returned to my chair. "Now what should I do?"
"Go to Kesto-da and learn about meditation," he said. That
began my journey into a universe where my values, my visions,
and strengths would be transformed, a world where my hopes and
dreams would be fulfilled beyond anything I could have imagined
for myself.
I dashed back to Kesto-das room where he taught me the
simple mental exercises that are tools to make meditation effective.
Then he asked me to accept Thakur as my teacher in the name of
Jesus Christ. "Why?" I asked.
"Thakur's terms for accepting any disciple are that he will
make each person more deeply committed to their own natural
prophet or Ideal, which in your case is Jesus Christ." I had heard
this from the moulavi. Kesto-da went on to tell me, "One of the
names given to Thakur is purushottam, a Sanskrit term meaning
fulfiller of the best'. Thakur's followers have found that he fulfills
them in the best way for them. You will hear them all say that,
because of Thakur, their love and sense of responsibility to not
only their traditional spiritual ideals but also to their own families
all have been enhanced."
My first attempt to sit cross-legged was very awkward. When
I mentioned that this didnt seem very comfortable to my legs,
Kesto-da laughed. "It's not really that important. Its only used
because it forces the circulation up the spine and into the brain."
Then I was asked to give something as an offering of gratitude
to Kesto-da for teaching me, a dakshina, and also to Thakur as a
symbol of my acceptance of him as my spiritual teacher, or
pronami.
Reaching into my wallet, I impetuously gave Kesto-da all the
money in it. For Thakur, I took the last letters my father had
written and offered them as something I held dear. He accepted
them with great humility and joy, held them to his forehead for a
tew moments, then asked Das to have them bound and placed
with other gifts he had received.
Then I figured I might as well go all the way, so I took my
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watch off my wrist and handed it to Thakur, who immediately Dur
nou
it back on my arm with the comment, "This is my watch,
thar
that you are wearing, and so it will remind you of me." With
simple statement, he transformed an ordinary possession into
something of great value to me. I knelt before him, awkward at
first, then becoming easier as I relaxed.
Later than night, I practiced what I was taught, hoping to see
visions of higher worlds. But I found that, instead of angels
singing, all I heard were mosquitoes buzzing outside the net,
Instead of feelings of ecstasy, the pain in my hip and knee joints
grew sharper with the passing minutes. Discouraged, I wondered
again if I was cut out for this. Did I have the courage or the
ability? What was wrong with me?

.

5
My second day at the ashram was my first as Thakurs disciple, a
Satsangee. I found him sitting on a little bench under a small
acacia tree. Das immediately removed his shoes at some distance,
and I did the same. But when he knelt down to touch his
forehead to the ground in front of Thakur, thar old uncomfortable
feeling rippled through me. As a disciple, was I expected to do
this every time? Under the tremendous emotional exaltation of
the night before, I had easily paid physical obeisance. But now,
my American Protestant rigidity reasserted itself. So I put my
hands to my forehead and bent my head. Instantaneously, the
expansive sense of freedom I had felt before in Thakur's presence
evaporated.
My failure to prostrate myself went unnoticed, as did the
contlict in my mind. I kept thinking of the night before, about
the feelings of freedom and soul expansion I felt when I knelt and

touched the ground with my forehead. What was the source of
these conflicting feelings?
Then I began to sense the distinction between my ego and
my being, my very existence itself. Prestige, self-respect, cultural
integrity were tools of an ego that felt its control threatened.
Rational arguments, like, "You're losing your personality, you're
betraying your culture, where's your character," gripped me with
tension, whereas to simply show my devotion to my teacher with
humility filled me with an exhilarating inner expansion and peace.
Whatever else might come from initiation to a living teacher, one
thing was becoming slowly apparent: the existence of Ray
Hauserman was definitely different from his ego.
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belittled
Up to this time, whenever I had been ignored,
or
Now
personally.
Now
i Was
it
insulted, I felt that I had been attacked
an attact on
occurring to me that it would be easier to shrug off
on 'me. The reuverse
attack
an
really
wasn't
because
it
my 'ego,
complemented
also occurred to me, that is, when I was praised,
bt
epoin
pull
could
my
it
how
nto
applauded, I would have to resist
prominence over my true being
In the
the
These efforts would require a tremendous act of will. In
wa
months and years ahead, this became a battlefield on which
measured the success or failure of my progress. Truly, this was aa
new paradigm I was working in.
Through the lens of ego, all the values and judgments of my
life had been made. That was the origin of my sense of inferiority
and incapacity that overwhelmed me at times. It was the source of
my urge to compete and dominate, to feel happier at the defeat of
another, rather than pleasure at their winning. It was the source of
the desire to pull the big man down.
When that lens was removed, even temporarily, I experienced
great expansion, upliftment, acceptance and freedom. With that
came a more sensitive and deeper perception and understanding. I
could glimpse the sense of oneness with those around me, a feeling
so sweet and lovely.
I had to shake my head in wonder. Td spent my life seeking
praise and compliments as a measure of how well I was doing, how

successful I was.

Here I was in a place where praise and
compliments could be dangerous; in fact, they were to be avoided.
Physical obeisance was an important tool for me, and I telt sure
that my arrogant sense of superiority, as well as incapacity, woula
wither away in time.

1
Without hearing any of the conversations around Thakur, so lost
in thought was 1, it was a surprise when Das led
me away for so
more sightseeing. We passed a small nursing home with 10 beds
ne
1
He explained that Thakur's idea was to keep a family mem er
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hospital
close by rather than have the patient sent off to a
whenever possible. Surgery cases, of course, had to go to the
district hospital in Pabna; other serious cases could be admitted to
the nursing home; but most families were encouraged to care for a
family menmber as much as possible in the home environment, for
was wlhere true healing took place, as the illness was the
here
family's illness as much as the individual's.
Das introduced me to a bearded gentleman, a doctor who was
trained in the traditional Hindu system of medicine. He told me
that Thakur had sent him to study under a famous Ayurvedic
physician in Dacca for 10 years before returning to Satsang to
practice.
Another dignified-looking doctor had received his MBBS (the
equivalent of our MD) in Calcutta. He had visited Thakur at one
point in great frustration over where and how he should practice.
"Thakur told me immediately, "You've lived many lives before and
will live more in the future, so why not give this one to me and
come here? And so I have," he said smiling.
A
Finally I was introduced to an older, quiet man.
practitioner of homeopathic medicine, he had a large practice in
Calcutta and traveled back and forth on weekends to see patients
at Satsang and visit with Thakur. His name was Robi Bannerjee.
His soft, dark eyes and loving manner prompted me to ask which
type of medicine, of all these, does Thakur recommend most.
"Curopathic," he laughed. "Whatever cures the patient."
"Have you experienced any miracles?" I asked shyly.

There have been so many in my own life, no one would
believe it," he laughed again.
I think I was looking for validation of something supernatural
at work behind all this seeming normality. "Can you tell me some
of them?"

His eyes lit up. "Oh yes. I had come to the ashram on my
usual weekend visit, arriving Saturday afternoon and returning
Sunday evening. When I went to depart on Sunday, Thakur
unexpectedly asked me to stay another day.
Iexplained that I had a typhoid patient, a young girl whose
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condition was serious, and I had left medicine only until Monda
day
morning. Thakur began cross-examining me: the stage of the
disease, medicines I'd given, how long shed been ill, those kindsof
questions. Afterward he said, "You Stay here. LDont worry. Shel
be all right'."
Bannerjee's eyes were almost hypnotic as he recounted the
story Of course, I've always felt that my patients are my firt
priority. Bur Thakur's orders have even more importance. SoI
stayed. But I'm afraidI did worry. Quite a bit.
Finally, on Wednesday morning, Thakur agreed that I could
lezve. I was filled with trepidation. In Calcutta, I took a cab
directdy from the turain to the patients house. Frankly I was
expecting bad news.
When the girl's mother opened the door, she looked happy
and surprised. 'Robi-da, why are you coming now?
"How is she?' I interrupted.
Oh, she's fine. That medicine you gave her Sunday morning
has worked wonders. Her fever is completely gone.
Sunday? Oh ... oh.' I was stunned. I walked in and
I
examined the girl, who was better. The fever was in remission, her
tongue was clear. In fact, she was almost normal.
The mother looked at me quizzically. 'Robi-da, are you all
right? Do you want some tea? I shook my head, gave her some
supporting medicine and stumbled out the door. I caught a cab to
the station and took the next train back here.
When I excitedly blurted the story out to Thakur, he
laughed. But Thakur, I was here with you when she said I was
giving medicine to her daughter
Thakur's smile was enigmatic
"Whar's that saying? There are more things between heaven and earth
than are dreamt in your philosophy, Horatio?
I asked many times for an explanation, but he would ony
smile and that was the end of it." Robi-da's face was radiant, as
were the doctors, nurses and patients who had gathered around to
hear the story. Hes a wonderful and amazing man, M
Hauserman. Dont be fooled by the innocence or the normaliy
that gives the impression of a kindly, ordinary person. He 15
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touch with a vast power he can tap whenever he desires."
I was impressed. I had heard a few stories about Thakur being
in more than one place at the same time. But here was a disciple
who did the same thing and didn't even know it!

It was getting near noon and I eagerly agreed with Das suggestion
to tour the school and other facilities after our lunch. I took a
bath in the sun-warmed well water outside my little apartment in
the science building, and then went to Mr. Des, Satsang's Joint
Secretary, where I had been having my meals. De's son, Bhinu,
served me a meal of rice, potatoes, vegetables, pulse, yogurt, and
some more of those tasty rashagollas.
A boy of about 15, Bhinu enjoyed practicing his English and
was surprisingly good at it. At this particular meal, I got a glimpse
of how cultural misunderstandings are created as well as some of
the challenges I would face living in a different culture.
Dropping a rashagolla into my mouth with professional
efficiency, I remarked that I was picking up the Bengali style of life
very quickly. "Then why do you use spoon and fork and not your
fingers to eat?" he shot at me. Though unintended, the directness
of the question was almost an accusation.
"BecauseI don't like to get my hands covered in food.
Besides, I think it's a lot cleaner than eating with dirty fingers," I
said, displaying my dust-covered hands.
Bhinu had the light of victory in his eyes as he said, "But you
can wash your hands before you eat and it's a lot cleaner than
eating with a fork or spoon that you don't even know is clean."
I shrugged and replied, "Well, thar's our custom." I hesitated
and tried to hide the condescension in my voice."But I'm
certainly willing to try your method."
Thereupon, Bhinu demonstrated how to cup your fingers,
SCoop up the rice, pack it into a ball and shove it into your mouth
using your thumb as
pusher. Overcoming my resistance to
sticking my hand in the potatoes and dahl and mashing them

a
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m
together, I caught on quickly and found some satistaction in my
young guide's nod of approva.
Then, when I started to use my left hand to help, he stopped
hand
me immediately. "Never touch your food with your left
Bhinu warned. When I asked why, I got a crash course in Bengali
habits of personal hygiene. "Your left hand is unclean."
Not any more than my right hand," I insisted, feeling I
should start setting some limits here.
This prompted Bhinu to be blunt. Why do you use paper
was stunned. This
when you make bowel movements?
intrusion into personal and private territory was rude, if not
downright insulting. But not to Bhinu.
"Since we're being frank, Bhinu, the reason I use toilet paper is
because I don't want to walk around with shit on me.
Unmoved by my vulgarity, he shot back, "You can wash the
sheet (short i's end up as ee' when Bengali students speak English)
off with water by your left hand."
"But I don't like sheet on my left hand either."
Wash it afterwards." He was persistent.
I, however, felt that Id come more than halfway to cover the
culture gap. "But that's not necessary when you have paper.
Wait, I show you something." Bhinu dashed out and quickly
returned with a handful of the local wet clay. He rubbed some on
each arm and handed me a piece of soft paper. "Here, clean it."|
rubbed it and, except for a little around the hair follicles, it seemed
clean enough.
Then he brought a glass of water and pointed to the other
arm, "Clean it." I did. Triumphantly he asked, "Which is
cleaner?
I shrugged and sighed. Cultural
incompatibility was not a
easy dilemma to resolve. Despite my growing
enthusiasm for u
many new things I was discovering, it was clear
that ones o
conditioning was very powerful. I looked up at the boy and shoo
my head. "It's interesting, but I don't think
Ill try that just yet.
Bhinu's eyes sparkled with understanding,
and I expressed
gratitude for his practical demonstration. I told him hed be *
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good salesman. His lesson gave me insight into why the left hand
has acquircd such a bad name from Istanbul to the China Sea.
You never shake hands with the left, you never eat with it, you
ncver give something to someone with it, and in orthodox circles
you dont cven use it to hold a drink. The left hand's function in
this vital action of personal hygiene climinates its use for any other
social or personal activity.
The desire for cleanliness is a universally approved custom.
The cultural problem lay in defining exactly how that should be
accomplished, and it's only our own conditioning that makes
anyone else's methods repugnant.
Over time I did become adept at eating with my fingers. I
passed Bhinu's final test by cleaning a plate of liquid yogurt that
way. I called it the "vacuum cleaner method." As you scoop the
liquid up in your cupped fingers and simultaneously shove it into
your mouth, you inhale vigorously and suck off the liquid on your
fingers. You can clear a large plate of liquid in just a few minutes.
An added plus is that the loud slurping and sucking sound is a real
compliment to the cook and an irrefutable sign that you are
enjoying the meal.
As I lay down on my cot for a welcome nap, I put aside the
problems of bowel movements, bowing low before another person,
and being in two places at one time.

.

:

6
suddenly from my nap to find Spence unrolling his
bedding and putting up his mosquito net. "I just wanted to find
out what happened to you," he explained. "I half expected to see
you sitting cross-legged under a tree in tune with the Infinite."
Over yogurt, bananas and tea, I described my experiences of
the night before. He was mildly surprised at what he called my
"emotional imbalance at initiation and credited it to the cultural
immaturity of my Midwestern, middle-class background.
He, on the other hand, had moved toward initiation with
much greater dignity, appropriate to his Harvard graduate degre.
Even more, he had had a number of psychic experiences the first
time he sat down to meditate, which brought him considerable
respect when other Satsangees heard of it.
This, combined with the usual high regard an American
received here, raised Spence almost to the level of sainthood, a
promotion with which he seemed quite comfortable. When I told
him the only thing I heard when I began meditating was the
mosquitoes buzzing in my ears, he nodded sympathetically.
Over six feet tall, Spence was blonde, blue-eyed, with a
naturally dignified bearing. He was scholarly, ascetic, and always
appeared objective and intellectual. His father was English, and ne
exhibited some of the mannerisms as well as the accent of a
English gentleman. I wondered if he thought of Satsang as akin
of ephemeral spiritual adventure, rather than as a profound ne
way of living life.
To my surprise and embarrassment, Spence readily placed
I awoke
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inner doubts publicly before Thakur later on. Thakur, some
people feel that your idcas are wonderful, but that it's not possible
for ordinary people to manifest them. For those who are more
practical, the inspirational and emotional ways make them too
aware of their own limitations. Thus they feel inadequate."
Thakur glanced at me with an understanding smile.
Whatever kind of person we may be, yet all of us love our own
life. What we must do, we have to do. It doesn't do much good
to
foster negatives. Our perseverance and inner urges need to
transtorm all negatives into positives, to turn inadequacies into
confidences.
"When someone complains of difficulty, I understand that
there may be some unwillingness. I don't mean that actual
I
problems should be ignored or minimized, but the vital thing is
the sentiment in the person. If confidence is aroused with such
intensity that it fills one like a heavenly ghost, pursues him in all
his activities, harasses him in all his thinking, then ways are found
to overcome the weaknesses within and the difficulties without.
Intellect and reason have no choice but to support this sentiment
of confidence."
I began to feel some of my depression ifting when' a
gentleman standing behind me changed the subject. "Thakur, our
Hindu belief teaches us that when we become disgusted with the
world and its ways, we can go to the mountains or live in the
jungle, find a guru and dedicate our energy and will to realizing
the Lord. But here, you seem to be teaching people to mold their
environment, inspire their neighbors, and transform the society.
But most of them cant even do the simplest part of that for
themselves. Are your teachings realistic?"
Thakur shook off the pessimism. "It seems to me that cutting
Ourselves off from our environment to pursue a life of devotion
will only impoverish our lives, not enrich them. Rather, by
keeping the fulfillment of the Lord as the link, the more we enter
into relations with the world around us, the greater the benefit to
all concerned. As we learn how to regulate ourselves and others to
serve our Lord, there is only benefit,
no loss. For in this, our own
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deep.
personality expands and our love for the Lord becomes
"Furthermore, the main objective of Hinduism -which is th.
life and growth of ourselves and our environment become
life of
fulfilled and realized. That is why I cannot understand a
then
devotion detached from the environment. He paused and
a life of
raised his hand in caution. But on the other hand,
to fultill one's own
extreme activity motivated only by the desire
desires or ambitions cannot be called dharma."
I asked.
"Thakur, what exactly do you mean by dharma?"
bring the
"I believe it's all about the adjustment needed to
That's
Lord, the individual, and the environment into oneness.
advent, is
why I believe that 'Christ-ism', the -ism of the anointed

the normal -ism of life."
Spence puzzled over the notes he had taken when Thakur was
speaking. "What in the world do you mean by 'Christ-ism'? This
is like a strange new language, Thakur."
Thakur's scholarly assistant, Prafulla, ruffled through the pages
of a dictionary and then read, ""Christ means anointed'."
Thakur nodded and resumed, "I believe that Christ was
anointed with the love of the Supreme Father." His gaze wandered
to the horizon. "Whenever I think of Christ, it makes me feel that
existence is good and beautiful. That is why I say to you that you
too must be that way, as He is, your clothing clean and pure, you
all like
body, your face, your behavior, your laughter, your tears
His, and all will be sweet like honey!
"No matter how weak or bad we may feel, yet Christ loves us.
In spite of our weaknesses or badness, He is the living
demonstration that life is good and beautiful. If we love Him,
then we too must become like Him, like our Beloved."
While copying down Thakur's words, Spence then changed
directions. "One of the major problems in the Christian world
incomprehensible
that there is so much hair-splitting and incomprehensibi
arguments by theologians. Instead of clarifying the words o
Christ, they make it more bewildering and it seems like tney
saying that Christ even contradicts Himself"
the
"Where? Where?" Thakur interjected. I was surprised at
-
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intensity in his voice. "Only our lack of understanding makes it
Seem so."
"Then ld like to understand, Thakur." Spence turned to
Kesto-da and asked, "Do you have a Bible?"
"Lots of them," he replied. "King James, Moffat's, Goodspeed,
and the Catholic Vulgate." We agreed that the next morning we'd
heoin a Bible study class that ended up meeting on and off for
several weeks.
On his way out the door, Thakurs large fingers grabbed my
arm gently. "I have tüme to tell you one story," he whispered to
me. "It's told of Kabir Sahib, one of Indias greatest saints who
lived centuries ago. He once said that, if you have the brains of
five liars in one brain, you have a good pickpocket. If you have
the brains of ten pickpockets in one, you have a good thief. If you
can find the brains of 100 thieves in one, you have a good bank
robber. And if you get the brains of a thousand bank robbers in
one brain, then you can be a good disciple of mine.
Wich my credentials, according to Kabir, Id be good as his
disciple." His eyes sparkled as he waved and walked on.

Back on the verandah outside our room, Spence and I shared a
smoke. Dreams of a perfect world drifted through my mind, a

world where everyone loved and trusted one another, nourished by
an atmosphere of Christian ideals.
The war had shattered those visions and I thought I was only
Seeking some meaningful answers for myself. But in the past few
days something had changed. "Spence, you know something?
Thakur seems to make those innocent childhood dreams take on
new life. I keep thinking of when I was young and full of faith in
the goodness of people."

He laughed. "You sound like a disillusioned old man. I
Smiled at how close Id gotten to this guy ld never heard of six
ceks earlier, and one with whom there was so little in common.
Yet
despite the ocasional conflicts berween our disparate
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personalities, we were developing a deep bond, with Thakur as !
focal point. For the prescnt, I readily accepted my humble stat.
tus
as a spiritual and intellectual novice.
Over the years, in sharing our deepest longings and fears, the
relationship between Spence and me weathered conflicts tha
otherwise might have bred life-long dislikes. It is said that a 'gur
bhai', a brother in faith, is closer than a brother from the same
me
parents. Such seemed to be the situation with Spence and me thar
September in 1945.
"You've seen light and visions of Christ, Spence, but I've only
heard mosquitoes
"Ir's only been two days, Ray," he interrupted. "It came eas
for me, but you have to stick with it. Listen to the mosquitoes
Maybe they're trying to tell you something. And anyway, you play
baseball better than I do."
"Thanks for the inspiration, Spence. Maybe Thakur will start

.

a team.

"Dont take it so seriously, Ray. It's not the end of the world.
"Look, I was blessed with a mother and father who had more
than the ordinary devotion to God and good, and it wasnt
artificial or pretentious. Some of that rubbed off
on me. But
Thakur's total, demanding conviction, his absolute commitment
to impossible ideals ... Das was right when he said that Thakur

stirs up deeply repressed, subconscious issues."
pences reply was to go meditate under his net, leaving me
wondering what awesome visions he woutld
be entertaining. 1
buzzing in my ears didn't seem to have
any answers for me either.

7
Promptly at 9 a.m. the net morning, our unconventional group
of Bible students gathered around Thakur, Kesto-da bringing the
Bibles. Spence began the reading with the Gospel of Matthew and
Jesus family ree, starting with Abraham and who begat whom.
Thakur leaned over to me and smiled. "Irs my foolish idea,
but perhaps the word 'Abraham' could be related to the Sanskrit:
A is 'from' and 'braham' is 'brahma', that is, 'from Brahma'.
Perhaps the original people of Ur and Chaldea were Aryan tribes
and Abraham, or Abram, was sent to the Canaanites to influence
them toward a higher level of consciousness."
Spence said, "Well, that would show how far off Hitler was.
According to that idea, the Jews would be Aryans.
Its
revolutionary to suggest that Abraham was sent to Canaan to save
them, instead of himself escaping from the degenerate civilization
of Chaldea

After a few moments

of thoughtful silence, he

went on, "Its

that the country he left couldn't have been too bad.
Otherwise, why would he insist that Isaac go back there to get his
wife, then Jacob also for the same reasons? This raises some doubt
that Ur was as degenerate as described. In fact, in Genesis, isntit
mentioned how much the men looked down on the local
Canaanite women?"
This had rapidly gone beyond my depth. I could only nod
and wonder what my older brother, Bob, now a minister, would
think of all this. If the Jews are Aryans, what happens to anti
Semitism? My brain was swirling.

true
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Later, while Spence was reading the Sermon on the Mount iin
his vibrant, sonorous voice, a stillness settled over the group. Even
the hubbub of the community seemed to diminish. Then Thaku
observed softly, "This is the incarnation of existential beauty in
Words."
"T
In verse 17 of Chapter 5, where Christ says, come to fulfl
"I think the
not to destroy, Thakur nodded enthusiastically.
characteristic of all prophets is the mission to fulfill the previous
ones. A quick rule of thumb to measure and distinguish a true
prophet from a false one is whether he fulfills those who have gone

before."
be
At the end of Chapter 5, Christ's words, "You are to
I
perfect, even as your Father in heaven is perfect," made me sigh.
looked up at Thakur and blurted out, "Here we go again. Isnt this
requirement for perfection unrealistic? It seems to me to be totally
impossible." Thakur's reaction was immediate.
Cant you just love Him because you love Him? Can't you
then
serve Him just because it pleases you to serve Him? Do that,
I tell you, you will imbibe Him in every atom of your existence
automatically, wherever you are and whether you ask for it or not."
His intense conviction clothed in soft affection made me
silent, wanting, yet afraid, to believe that much. Consequently,I
drifted along with the rest of the reading feeling more like an
outsider. Satsang was meant for saints like Spence, I decided, and
letting go of expectations seemed to reduce my inner tensions.
was
The story of Mary Magdalene putting oils on Jesus feet
said.
her demonstration of a practical love for Jesus, Thakur
"People say she loved Him passionately. It may be so, but at least
ges
she loved Him! She never thought about what she would
lite
what people would think, she wasn't even afraid for her own
She only loved Him and wanted to serve and protect Him.
"Thats why she was there at the crucifixion and was the on
to whom Christ first revealed Himself after the resurrection.
and
Thakur's eyes, she was the real unsung heroine in His last days
those following the crucifixion.
naave
would
ye
as
8
others
read,
"Do unto
In Chapter Spence
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athers do unto you." Thakur quietly added, "But don't expect that
in return."
Acain in Matthew 19:27, when Peter asks, "\We've left
eryzhing to follow you. What will we get out of it?" Thakur sat
up excitedhy. *There! There! At that moment, Jesus knew that
Peter would run and hide when danger threatened."
How can you say that?" Spence asked.
Bocause it shows that Peter had started calculating. And
when that happens, then love begins to weaken, expectations grow
and the person's loyalty can only dwindle in times of danger.
Then Thakur went on to talk about how love has no demands, no
desires other than the well-being of the beloved. And Mary
Magdalene was the example of that kind of love.
Again, unexpectant perfect love. Td heard it once too often
and blurted out, "But Thakur, not everyone is endowed with that
much capacity for love."
What are you saying?" he shot back at me. "Everyone is born
with the capacity to love. Every being in the world. No one is
endowed with less." He never allowed my negativity any breathing
room: he always afirmed the highest and the best, in me and in
everyone. The Bible reading went on.
Oh Jerusalem, ye who killeth and stoneth the prophets, those
who are sent to save you. How I would have liked to take you
under my wing as a mother hen her chicks, but you would have it
not." Thakur insisted that this statement clearly showed that Jesus
was willing in fact eager, to save the Jewish people socially and
politically, as well as spiritually.
Spence commented that it almost seemed as if Jesus wanted to
be crucified, as He did little to avoid it. Thakur strongly
disagreed, "I don't believe He ever wanted that. But He was
prepared to do anything to awaken Peter's love for Him."
Sadly, he continued, "Peter alone could have saved Him.
hakur saw Peter as the cornerstone,
the rock, of the future
movement of His work. But for that to happen, Peter had to rap
into a real, unexpectant love for Jesus. The only way that was
naly possible was for Tesus to be crucified and resurrected.
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While Peter ran and hid, Mary Magdalene waited at the tomh
When she brought back the news of the resurrection, then finaly
the fire within Peter was ignited.
In every situation, Thakur emphasized the obligation and duty
of the disciples, what it meant to love Christ. Hc minimized the
miracles. "Jesus' love for us is automatic, but we only grow by
loving Him. That is the leaven through which men can become
perfect as their Father in heaven is perfect." Thakur believed that
Jesus' real goal was inspiring or awakening this love in us all.
In Chapter 20, Jesus tells the story of how the kingdom of
heaven can be compared to a manager who agrecd to pay his
laborers a certain amount of money. Each time other workers
joined in as the day went on, he agreed to pay them the same
amount. When the workers from early in the day complained, he
said that hed kept his word. He paid what it pleased him to pay
Were they angry because he was kind? So it is in heaven, that the
last shall be first and the first last.
It has been said that realization can strike at unexpected
moments. For me, this was such a time of awakening. In fact, it felt
like my enire life was transformed forever by this one simple parable.
As Spence was reading, my heart, my mind and my spirit all
seemed to open at once like a flower to the sun. Warmth rushed
into my heart and my mind was shouting, "Yes! There's the
answer! It doesn't matter whether you're first-class, third-class or
middle-class, whether you're wise or foolish, whether you have
visions or eat with a fork. None of that matters. All you need to
do is to love Him."
Like a light going on, all at once I knew it was true. Td
suddenly found the capacity to love inside of me! "All I have to do
is use it. It will grow. Ifs totally in my control, no one else can make
it happen for me. I may not have much else, but I don't need anything
else. Just love Him. Just love Him. Everything else
will come from
that" I thought to myself.
Then I started to laugh. All the doubts and misery an
insecurities were dissolving. I was feeling so free I could only smuc
and chuckle. "Its so easy," I wanted to shout.
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Thakur looked at mne and I felt a complete rapport between us
at that moment. It was as if he was saying inside my head, "Now
you've got the key, don't lose it."
I was in a space inside me that was free of expectations. It is a
hard world to keep hold of because expectations are so insidious.
They are always ready like vampires to suck the joy and exaltation
out of life, out of love. But for now, floating in this new inner
world had taken hold of me and stayed with me for more than a
month. Thakur saw how drunk I was with the joy of this
discovery and commented, "Ray looks like a child of nature."
Everyone's eyes rurned to me and they all seemed to want to
talk to me. I had nothing to say, though. I could only smile and
revel in my simple but oh-so-profound discovery, "All I have to do
is love Him."
That night on the verandah, I knew that Id found what I was
looking for. That parable was the key that unlocked the door to
my heart. And from there I only had to act-as-if, talk-as-if and
think-as-if I loved Him, loved Thakur, loved everyone and Christ
in everyone, and it would grow and grow and grow.
A real adventure was opening to me, a love story like I'd never
known. The following days were like a dream. Everyone and
everything was enjoyable, even the ones that werent. Putting my
head to the ground before my teacher was an act of love. Nothing
could stop me from loving.
Of all the days of glories and miracles since then, the most
powerful realization for me came on September 19, 1945, on the
banks of the Padma River, hearing that the first shall be last
and
the last first and all enjoy the same wages. There's hope for
us all.

8
The day after my epiphany with Matthew, Spence and I took the
train back to Calcutta in a crowded, third-class compartment. By
this time, Id decided to commit to loving Christ through Thakur
and see what would happen. How I would support myself was
uncertain, but it seemed like the universe was just waiting for me
and everything was possible.
Squeezed on the seat beside us and on the floor was a group of
Bengali villagers. Among them were two women with babies, one
of whom wouldnt stop crying. Impulsively, I reached out and
picked the baby up, who stopped crying immediately. I held it for
a few minutes until it went to sleep, then handed it back to its
mother. Later, I felt hungry but, before I could ask, someone
offered me some bananas. I became thirsty and a stranger pressed
a cup of tea in my hand before I could speak. I had only to glance
at someone and they would nod and smile respectfully. The four
and-a-half-hour trip went by as if in a dream.
"You certainly seem to be inspired," Spence observed.
"Listen, Spence, I've got the keys to the kingdom in my
the
pocket now and these people understand that." Then with
worried
fervor of a fanatic, I added, "Nothing can stop me!" A worried
frown creased Spence's forehead. "And it's all because of you
Spence!"
"Youre planning to stay, then?" he inquired.
"Yes, I'm going to follow Thakur to the end of the road.
Without even an idea of where that road will lead?"
became very conservative.

He
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"Wherever it goes, I'm ready," I bcamed confidently.
It had only been a weck since we had left the Ficld Service
Club, but the depths of emotion, of conflict, depression and
elation I'd been through made it seem like lifetimes. I was glad to
find Norm Fenn, my closest friend there, still in India and I
poured out my story to him.
Shaking his head and holding up his hand, he said, "Look,
Ray, I'm not that interested in your Thakur. Yet. But since you've
already refiused two chances for reparation, I figured youd need
some kind of employment, so I arranged for you to work with the
American Field Service Committee. Itll cover our expenses and a
licdle spending money, and we might help some of the hungry and
starving along the way." He knew too well just how destitute so
many people were at the end of the war. "Do you want to do
that? I was so grateful to him and agreed readily.
What about you, Spence? Do you want to stay, too? Now
that Norm had thrown in his lot with me, Spence decided to go
along. Through two-and-a-half years with Norm in the AFS, I
found him always practical and thoughtful of the needs of others
and far-sighted as well. But it seemed his highly developed
common sense inhibited any belief that in this land of miserable
poverty and primitive economic condition any man might exist
who could be helpful to Americans in general, much less to him
personally.
We found the American Field Service Club full of recent
arrivals. These men had shipped out of New York and were on the
Some of them seemed
high seas when the war ended.
disappointed with the cessation of hostilities. With my new-found
faith and compulsion to "act as ifI loved Him," I didn't hesitate to
try to interest them in Thakur's "war of services"
I aggressively applied the Lange-James theory to one and al
Wisely, foolishly, sometimes totally irrelevantly, always insistent, at
rare moments inspired, I undauntedly spoke as if I loved Him. I
remaincd completely immune to the fact that within 24 hours of
1
Gur return ro Calcutta everyone would avoid me whenever
cntered a room.
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"Hauserman has gone crazy," or "What happened to him? He
used to be a nice guy and now he's a pain in the ass," were the
usual comments which I totally ignored. To me, their lackof
response was merely an indication of no spiritual development. It
had nothing to do with my lack of perception or sensitivity.
Sometimes the comment, "Are you a Jehovah's Witness or
some kind of holy roller?" would slow me down, but Id quickly
regain momentum.
Id ask them why they were alive, what did
they expect out of life, and what answers and plans did they have
for the future. My irritating manner and absolute confidence that
I had all the answers to these questions were ample invitation
to be
insulted.
Nevertheless, I remained blissfully insensitive, going to bed at
night with a plan of how to approach (i.e., attack) someone the
next day. The problem was that, though there is a universal urge
for life in everyone which I sought to appeal to, my approach was
focused through a very limited experience. Both Thakur and the
ashram were foreign to these men. It was understandable that my
enthusiasnm seemed not just fanatical, but even a little insane, in
spite of how essentially beautiful the ideas were.

Thakur's approach was deceptively simple. The common urge for
life and for growth is his basic message. Why we reach forthings
want to learn to walk, to speak, to touch these are universal urges
of life for growth, or in more esoteric terms, "being aand
-

becoming.

The obvious differences between the religions are mercy
because of the differences in time, place, and circumstances. If yo
look at cach faith in this light, irs not hard to find the same
message of life and growth reverberating through the words and
deeds of all the prophets.
In fact, when we look at history in this way, it does seem tna
despite our efforts to destroy ourselves, God does have His eye
of
us and constantly sends down one of his prophets to remind us
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His laws of being and becoming. As we seek to develop a
relationship with our prophet and his message and adjust our lives
to enhance our own being and process of becoming
as well as
that of others we grow spiritually.
Exposing my faith nakedly to one and all in those days tested
my new beliefs, and my innately stubborn nature made
adjustments come slowly. Accusations of being brain-washed,
hypnotized, insane or even drugged strengchened my stubborn
streak at first. Then almost imperceptibly a bit more tolerance
began to evolve within me.
Over time, talking shamelessly about Thakur's ideas did make
me more perceptive, somewhat more sensitive and ultimately wiser
in a way that no amount of reading or superficial socializing could
have done. As the next months went by, it could be said that, if
sharing my faith was the quality of a good disciple, then I was in
the upper class. If winning new followers by the way I shared it
was the measure, I was an abysmal failure.
-

-

One day, an impressive, elderly devotee of Thakur introduced
himself to me. His name was Bholenath. I was struck by his
round face, alert and sparkling large eyes, balding head and squat
figure, almost a Bengali Winston Churchill. He insisted
immediately that our discussion remain confidential. Of course,
I felt honored to be taken into his circle.
Intrigued, I listened to his story about a robbery case that was
now being judged in the Pabna District Court. Two of Thakur's
most prominent workers were the accused. One was Thakur's
eldest son, Bor-da (later to become one of my closest friends and
SOurces of inspiration), and Bankim Roy, the most dynamic of
Thakur's early disciples from decades ago.
As I listened in a state of shock, it felt like the innocent and
Idyllic island of Satsang was being contaminated by the dirt ot the
World. The complainant was a notorious Muslim gang leader in
member.
the area who had attempted to murder a Satsang
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Because Bor-da and Bankim had apprehended him, he in turn
initiated this false case against them. Also, things looked bad
because the judicial officer at the time was a Muslim wlho disliked
everything Hindu. I was deeply disturbed. My vision of an oasis
of brotherly love was being threatened.
Dont you know someone in the government that can help
us?" Bholenathis query bordered on a demand, he was so agitated,
Then I renmembered that Jack Hughes, one of the Gurkha officers
Td met, told me he was being promoted to Aide-de-Camp of
Governor Casey's in the Bengal government.
"I know someone, but whether or not he can help, I'm not
sure," I replied.
"Just try" Bholenath insisted, "and then by Thakur's blessing,
you'll succeed!"
His cherub-like countenance,
afire with
conviction, moved me to say Id try. I got through to Jack and,
after exchanging pleasantries, he granted me an audience the next
day. The Government House was huge.
If it was designed to
intimidate, it worked. But Bholenath insisted Id have Thakur's
blessings and, though not quite sure what
that meant, I suddenly
felt inspired. Glancing around the
room, I imagined Thakur
sitting nearby. Impetuously, I fell on my knees and
put my head
on the cold marble floor, praying, "This is
your work, Thakur, you
have to help me." Id hardly
gotten back in my seat when Captain
Jack Hughes called me in and
we went through the British tea
ceremony over small talk.
"Jack, the reason Ive come concerns
a criminal case in the
Pabna District Court against some
Satsang people I know.
outlined the case as I knew it, speaking
with an intensity that
surprised me and certainly caught Jack
off guard. "I was under the
impression that British rule
out here was the epitome of justice
and decency, but this case is an example
"What's your interest in Satsang?" of the exact opposite:
he asked guardedly.
"Tll tell you about that, you
if really need to know, but irs
tell me what difference it makes.
Ive brought a case of to
injustice to your attention. What's
the British government in 1nu
going to do about it, Jack?"
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"All right, Ray,

ll make an inquiry. If there is anything
inappropriate going on, that should be enough."
I felt like jumping up and shouting. Instead, I nodded
gravely, trying to hide my excitement. "Ive met Thakur, the head
of Satsang, Jack, and hes the reason for my staying on." Jack tried
to hide his disdain, and stood up to shake hands and dismiss me.
All I could do was express my gratitude for his interest in the case.

I literally flew down those intimidating corridors and across
the enormous yard. I was bursting with joy. My first real job for
Thakur was starting out favorably.

found Bholenath and told him the story. He listened
excitedly, saying, "Good. Good. Let's see what happens now. But
remember, don't say anything to anyone about this." I kept my
part of the bargain.
Within a week, he told me that the letter of inquiry from
Government House had done the job. The Muslim magistrate,
ike so many petty civil servants, was terror-stricken at the formal
inquiry and issued orders for dismissing the case against Satsang.
When the news got back to the ashram, my' status among the
devotees soared. I was unused to the emotional exuberance and
tlattery which Bengalis could shower on a person. To some, I had
performed a miracle and was promoted to the front row of good
disciples. I tried to be humble and gracious, but I didn't find the
praise too much of a burden. In fact, my dried out ego soaked it
right up. I thought it might be a good time to visit Thakur and
revel in a little appreciation from
him.
I

The next weekend, I approached the ashram, looking forward
to a
special greeting. Thakur was sitting on the porch with one of Das

friends and I
Someone else
my presence.
never at me.
next evening.

bowed to him. He immediately started talking to
there. I sat and waited for him to at least recognize
He would look past me, beside me, around me, but
The next morning, it was the same thing. And the
When I asked a direct question, he answered briefly
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and that was all. I left on Sunday with hardly a nod from him
Strangely enough, the trip in third class didn't go by as if in a
dream. No one offered me tea, nobody gave me bananas.
Halfway back to Calcutta, I began to analyze where the glow
of joy had gone that Id felt the last time. I had been floating in a
sea of love then. In that space of no expectations, I could relate to
everything and everyone freely and openly.
But then you hear how wonderful you are and you want to
believe it, and the starry sky begins to cloud over with ego. You try
harder for the praise, the credit that you are now expecting. The
more the expectations multiply, the faster the approval you seek
disappears. Ultimately, you're left with clouds of disappointment
and frustration, helpless and alone. So in desperation, you give it
up and return to love for love's sake. The sky of your life refills
with bright stars again.
The dialectic of Hegel came to mind: thesis, antithesis,
synthesis. The same principle applied here to a life of devotion. I
loved without expectations (thesis). Then my
expectations grew
(anti-thesis). Finally, I abandoned the expectations and returned
to loving, but now on a higher level, it seemed (synthesis).
In a later discussion with Thakur, he said that growth in
devotion resembles a jagged shape, like
lightning. It goes up very
high, then slides down, but not so far as before,
and again it goe
up higher than before, and down but
not as low. Then he added
is
that this true if you have a living Ideal
to keep you pointed "
the right direction.
Over the years, I was to learn that
Thakur would move heaven
and carth to nurture my devotion,
but would do absolutely
nothing to encourage my ego and expectations.
The dismissal of the criminal case
was a helpful experience
me. Expectations and the insidious
effects of praise are not easy
avoid or overcome. Thakur's
major psychological surgery on me
over the years helped me evolve
some tactics that inhibited
growth of ego and expectations,
but not without cost.

9
Summers in Calcurta were always hot, but the one in 1946 topped
all records. Each night in our second-floor, 15' x 25' room on
Mirzapur Street, eight to ten of us would roll out our small
sleeping mats, a little wider than our bodies, and in the morning
we would roll them up again. That tiny space was "our territory"
where we prayed, talked, wrote letters, drank tea and brought
guests to visit.

With temperatures hovering between 98 and 110 degrees and
only hand fans for relief, the humid air left us constantly soaked in
perspiration. I was haltingly learning to surrender my ego, as well
as surrendering to the heat. Both capitulations made life go a bit
more smoothly.
I shared a large cement water tank with a dozen or more other
people; this was our washroom outside. Ofren I had to wait my
turn and pray that those before me left some water. Those waiting
atter me watched with a mixture of apprehension and calculation
as I dipped the scoop into the bucket. When they heard the
bucket scrape against the bottom of the tank, their taces would
lock in bitter resignation. The only alternative was the scumCOvered public tank one block up. Fortunately for us all, it was
Tare that anyone had to forego our few daily cups of water.
also quickly learned of another taboo in the process of
athing in public. Though children up to the age of nine or ten
often ran around naked, after that, nudity in public is rare. And
with vast numbers bathing publicly, avoiding he impropriety or
dCa
bodies became an art form. I learned to keep a thin towel

I
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wrapped around myself when bathing. Then I had to switch to a
dry towel without revealing anything. It didnt take long before
could switch towels with decorum, even finesse.
The speed with which I acquired Bengali was due mainlyto
their habit of interjecting English words into their normal speech.
By simply learning some common verbs and pronouns, I supplied
English nouns and did quite well with my own version of pidgin
Bengali. l even became quite skillful at arousing devotion for
Thakur from my American Christian point of view, concluding
that if people from halfway around the world can accept him as a
living Ideal, then how much more should his own flesh-and-blood
1

Bengalis do the same.
Our diet was quite minimal: boiled rice and pulse with
occasional potatoes. Despite the simple fare and regular bouts of
dysentery, I felt possessed of a new strength and exhilaration, which
compelled me to share my newly found grace with anyone who
would listen (and often with those who would not). When no one
was available, picked up pen and paper and wrote-as-if-I-loved.
Mail responses dwindled as it became apparent that any reply would
invite renewed exhortations that they could love and live as Christ
had done, if only they could find a Christ-like person to model.
And of course, I always concluded that I knew exactly where to look.
Another source of building my faith was stories from old
disciples, stories from Thakur's early days. I
soon came acros
Beru Roy, a man in his late sixties. He was born and raised in the
village of Cossipore, adjacent to Himaitpur, Thakur's birthplace.
Beru-da's early terrorist activities had been discarded because ot the
influence of Anukul Chandra Chakraborty, who was later to
become famous as Sree Sree Thakur, spiritual teacher. (Sree

I

denotes 'holy'; doublingit means'most
holy.)
According to Beru-da, though Anukul was charming
intelligent and popular, his early years gave little indication f
future holiness. He was a student who never graduated from nug
school, a homeopathic doctor who never finished medical sc 100
robbing
and a leader of two gangs whose main employment was roDD
and harassing villagers.
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gang assoCiation that led to the later
miracle
his family's disapproval and
stories. Against
opposition, Thakur
went out of his way to befriend the rural hoodlums and eventuuoll
become thet leader. He was determined to move their energy into
more creative activities.
He began introducing the kirtan to them as a pastime. The
birtan ir a kind of rhythmic, Vigorous dancing and singing, with
leaping and springing into the air, accompanied by drum and
cym hal, At first they taunted him that Chaitanya (the 14th century
Bengal prophet who had started the kirtan) only
invented the
dance because he had to urinate and had nowhere to go, and his
followers thought it was something religious, so they imitated him.
But Thakur wrote beautiful and hypnotic songs to go with the
kirtan which dragged the young men into it almost against their
will. The whirlwind of dancing and singing melted even the
hardest of hearts eventually, and they were all captivated by the
radiant and unearthly beauty that seemed to emanate from Thakur
as he danced.
Beru-da's face softened as he remembered those days. "Then,
on a summer night late in 1917, as the Great War was raging in
France, Thakur had been in a whirling frenzy when he suddenly
collapsed to the ground, apparently unconscious.We gathered
around him and to our amazement could find no pulse. Abruptly,
Thakur began to speak: I desire pure souls. His eyes were closed
and no one could observe any sign of life.
"And his voice was different somehow: 'Look here! Dont be
foolish and say that you can't have faith!' There was a strange,
magnetic power to it, and I was hypnotized. 'Perform the kirtan.
Spread it. It is invincible! It destroys ignorance and brings
discernment.
He kept repeating the necessity for saying the Holy Name
and I felt a compulsion to say it again and again. I cant remember
much else that he said, for it continued on and off for severai
hours as he lay there. Most of us felt we were witnessing some rare
and exalted spiritual phenomenon. Others couldn't believe that
Anukul Chandra was anything special.
In fact, it was this
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One or

of them tried

to shake him awake. One pinched
him. A village guru became very jealous and twisted Thakurs
finger cruelly, at which point Thakur spoke, 'Oh, what crud

two

treachery to stab people while pretending to quench their spiritual
longing How wretched is the lot of scheming family gurus who
are trapped in deceitfulness!
"Then in English, he said, 'Where there's spirit, there i
heaven. Without spirit, matter is nothing.. I equals we ..We
equals I.. When the universe equals I, everything is equal to I.
There is one truth ... Sound is the expression of life. Without
sound, everything is lifeless'.
"M. Hauserman, I know this sounds strange, but this was
only the beginning. During the years 1917-18, these kinds of
things happened on and off during the kirtan. When Thakur
would return to his normal sense, he would remember nothing
and continued dancing with renewed energy.
"Many of us felt we were getting a direct glimpse into heaven
and our attitude toward him changed. From being my intimate
friend whom I could tease and with whom I could make vulgar
jokes, I began to feel a growing respect, bordering on worship.
This was true for many of us.
"But some in the environment were not very spiritual. They
felt it was some game of his to attract attention. Some tried to test
him. Theyd put burning coals on his arm to see if he reacted.
You can still see the scars on his arm to this day. And on some of
those occasions, his voice would say, "The day will come when
will test you'.
Well, these trances brought wide publicity and changed
Thakur from the village homeopath into a spiritual teacher and
prophet of God. People began taking notes of what he said "
trance so much of that is very inspiring, intriguing and moving
We have a holy book which comprises over 70 days of trances
remains the most immediate and powerful of all transcriptions f
his words, although Thakur today does not take credit for it.
I asked if he remembered any references to Jesus and he ssaid,
yes, there were many: "Jesus! It is you whom I serve!" was onc
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Another was something like: "Jesus is the embodiment of an
immaculately perfect character. Brothers! Will you not worship
Jesus who is the embodiment of existential perfection!"
"So these trances made Thakur into some kind of god?" I
asked thoughtfully.
"Who could say? The atmosphere would be so highly charged
with unusual power, so unworldly, but that wasn't even the most
important thing. For almost four years, there were so many
miracles and inexplicable happenings around Thakur that anyone
who witnessed them felt that God had come to earth again.
"Like what? What kind of miracles?"
"Well, the blind would see and the lame would walk. These
things became common occurrences. Thakur had only to touch
someone and their disease would leave them. I watched him touch
a dead body and the person came back to life. It seemed that some
awesome power in the universe had come down into the body of
Anukul Chandra Chakraborty. I only know I lived those days in a
constant stare of ecstasy. It seemed as if anyone could tap into it."

"Did you

was swimming in it, Mr.

Hauserman. The Bible describes
Christ raising Lazarus from the dead. I not only witnessed over 20
people come back from the dead, but even some of us brought
them back"
"How did you do it, Beru-da?"
Well it happened three times with me. One time, someone
Came and told me Akhu-da had died. I ran and grabbed his hand,
closed my eyes and began ferventdy to repeat the Holy Name.
0on a tingling warmth spread through my arms and hands and
fingers, like living energy was going through me into Akhu. After
about a half hour, he began to feel warm; another ten minutes and
telt a weak pulse. I kept repeating the Name and began a
Tnythmical pressure on his chest until he started breathing. After a
while a sound came out of his mouth and I yelled his name. He
opened his eyes, got up slowly, then walked away.
"He didnt even thank you?
"Why should he thank me?" Beru-da laughed. "He found
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Thakur and fell at his feet. He knew who the sourcc was."

The

old man's eyes were glowing.
"What happened to it all? It hardly sounds like the Thakur
know."
He shrugged sadly. "It all happened so suddenly. There was a
huge festival in Kushtia celebrating his advcnt as a World
Redeemer. His protests had been in vain. He bad urgcd thcm to
follow his ways and not him, but he was ignored. It was much
easier to become a spiritual huckster than an cmulator, to praise it
but not to live it.
"That was the end of the blatant miracles. Thakur quictly set
about building small industries, sinking his tube wells, generally
transforming the area around his village into morc hospitable,
healthy living conditions.
"He began telling those who came, 'O you who would be my
disciples, don't make me your Lord and Master. For if mastery
within you does not awaken, then you have neither Lord nor
Master and, deceiving, you will be deceived'."
A lot of the people who were attracted by the miracles left
and called him a fraud who had lost his power. Even some of
those who had received the miracles themselves! Thakur ignored it
all. He was now committed to constructive activity. The wells. A
school integrating ancient culture with modern scicnce. Small
factories for herbal medicines. Our community began
to thrive in
a different way.
Oh, there were still problems, diseases, but hed now help
them in a practical way. During the 1920s his philosophy grew
more subtle, more rational. Less emotional.
I dont ever
remember again seeing or hearing of the lame walking and the
blind seeing. I guess it had to end, because
morc people saw these
things as opportunities for money and power, rather than 1or
personal spiritual evolution as Thakur had intended.
"He walked away from this worship without criticism o
complaint and began the much less glamorous process of helping
a
to build each person's character one step at a time,
one person* at
time.
1
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heady days of miracles and ecstasy were replaced by the
help somcone adjust and
long, slow, often frustrating eftorts to
weaknesscs."
master their own
"You miss those days, dont you?" I asked.
"Of course I do. Yet I know that anyone who associates with
feel a rare kind of love."
him for even a few hours can't help but
"Ie's hard for me to understand how such a spiritually charged
atmosphere could dissipate so quickly."
"Oh no, Mr. Hauserman. True, Thakur stopped dancing, but
his three prominent disciples went on for years. And they were so
inspiring that many did compare them to Thakur, particularly
when they pertormed miracles also.
And even though Maharaj, Kishori-da and Goshai-da kept
the emotional ball rolling for years more, the formal organization
around Thakur slowly marginalized their spontaneous spirituality.
"What happened to those disciples?" I asked.
"After a few years of Maharaj practically becoming the guru
himself, Thakur said to him one day, "Youre going to leave me all
alone'. Soon after that, Maharaj contracted smallpox, and one day
shortly thereafter slowly raised his hands to his head to show
respect for Thakur and died.
"Kishori-da died only a year ago. His fiery eyes and long
black hair and beard, and his contagious capacity to dance on top
of a drum or on people's shoulders, made even the dogs dance.
But being
being almost illiterate, his influence was gradually
marginalized by the newer, more sophisticated disciples.
Goshai-da is still here. Now and then he does a kirtan, and
at 88, he dances with a fiery emotion that younger men find hard
to match." Beru-da stretched and yawned.
Just one more question, then, Beru-da. Do you think the
days of song and dance and trances were better than these days of
sOcial activity and philosophical discussions?"
They were more exciting, but the love and faith people
seemed to feel had
litle practical benefit. Many believed they
ould dance their way into heaven. And yes, we had a glimpse of
Le divine power
through Thakur, but we tended to live oft his

The
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instead of nurturing that spark by doing the work on oursclve
es.
Yet the work has to be done for there to be lasting benefit.
You know, during those times of miracles and trancer
ces
hundreds of people would gather in and around the village
Thakur's mother and his wife, Boro Ma, would be cooking fo
hours just to feed them all. His father, Shiv Chandra, was never
overwhelmed by having to supply the food.
"But there was only one primitive outhouse, consisting of ,
raised platform with a large drum under it. It seemed that that
drum never became full, in spite of the heavy usage. Some even
felt that was another of Thakur's miracles.
But very late one night, a disciple with a case of dysentery
went hurriedly to use it. He heard a noise underneath and when
he looked, he was astonished to find Thakur, clad only in a small
towel, cleaning out the drum. The man sputtered, apologized and
took over the job. The next day he made arrangements for regular
deaning.
"When people asked Thakur why he never asked for help, his
reply was simple, "You are my guests. How could I ask anyone else
to do it?' Daily living, Mr. Hauserman, requires the practical. As
exciting as it was to be lifted out of it for a while, yet is it not more
powerful to infuse the day's tasks with spirit"

10
Not only was that summer intensely hot, but from June to August
of 1946, the political scene in India was coming to a boiling point
as well. The pressure to divide India artificially along communal
lines was fueling large-scale riots. The vast majority of Muslims
supported Gandhi and the Muslim leaders in Congress were both
talented and powerful
However, the Muslim League and their handful of Tory
supporters were a diterent story; they were ruthless and coldbloodedly efficient. Diabolically and deliberately they organized
communal riots that resulted in carnage in Calcutta more horrible
than much that happened in the war.
August 16 was Direct Action Day of the Muslim League.
On that hot summer day, a chain of events began that culminated
in the dismemberment of India and the slaughter of thousands of
defenseless Hindu and Muslim men, women and children.
The credit for this tragic development belongs in great part to
one man, H.S. Suhrawardy, the Chief Minister of undivided
Bengal. He promised the Muslim League in general and
Mohammed Ali Jinnah in particular that he could instigate severe
enough rioting in Calcutta and Bengal to force the creation of
Pakistan. He was as good as his word.
Calcutta was the home of the movement for independence
trom Britain that had started almost a century earlier. The vast
majority of the Hindu and Muslim populations adhered to
Gandhi's policy of non-violence, or at least to a benevolent
neutrality. The policy had maintained peace in the city despite
earlier attempts to instigate violence by Suhrawardy and the League.
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During the early part of August, Suhrawardy imported
thousands of criminal Muslim elements from Bihar and Puniah
an
along with hundreds of Baluchi and Pathan hoodlums and
roughnecks, promising them whatever they could loot in Calcuta
and whatever women and children they could take.
John Barrow, then British Governor appointed by Labor
Prime Minister Atlee, quietly looked the other way. And while
Suhrawardy loudly and publicly supported and sympathized with
the Hindus, he unleashed bullies in gangs of 25 to 30 that August
morning. They swarmed the streets of Calcutta waving green flags
and shouting "Pakistan Zindabad" (Long live Pakistan).
At first, most of the residents of the city chalked their presence
up to the usual outbursts by a sprinkling of fanatics. No one was
aware that these gangs had been given carte blanche to rape and
pillage, along with the assurance of no government intervention.
By 11 that morning, several Hindu shops had been lootedand
set afire, the proprietors and staff brutally murdered. When there
was no ign of police assistance despite many calls and even
appeals at the precincts, a sense of shock began to spread.
The few courageous non-violent protesters were either stabbed
or had their throats cut and were left lying on the road in pools of
their own blood. Some of Gandhis adherents began to re-assess
their commitment to non-violence. It was one thing to be herded
off peacefully to jail; it was another to be callously stabbed while
the authorities ignored appeals for protection.
By noon pillars of smoke rose all over the city from looted and
burned Hindu shops. Rumors quickly exaggerated the several
hundreds killed and wounded into thousands because Hindus had
been killed and women raped in almost every majority Muslim
area. While publicly protesting the mobs, Suhrawardy privately
goaded them on.
By mid-afternoon, it was clear that these gangs were not g01
nd
to be stopped. Tolerant Hindus were giving in to anger a
ineffective.
frustration. The government was paralyzed and
fir
Despite the fact that Suhrawardy announced that Hindus had
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attacked peaceful Muslims, the one-sidedness of the losses and
brutality was becoming apparent.
By that evening, the Hindu population realized that any
peaceful opposition to the gangs was suicide, and the deaths only
fed the flames of brutality. It seemed that the more Hindus who
were slaughtered, the greater the arrogance of their murderers
grew. Explosions and fires continued throughout the night.

I found myself in the unique position of not being at risk. As a
"sahib," I was considered neutral and so could move freely in
almost ay situation without threat. So the next day I walked over
to police headquarters at Lall Bazaar to see what I could do. I
found out that for 1500 rupees I could hire a truck and five armed
guards and their sergeant al Christian and therefore neutral. I
secured the money from a Satsang friend, a businessman in the
city, and got the men and truck to go on a mission of salvation.
For the entire day, we swept the city finding people hiding in
-

Muslim areas and bringing them back to Hindu neighborhoods;
then picking up Muslims in Hindu areas and transporting them to
Muslim zones. Too many times we were too late and found no
one but injured and dying people whom we took to the Calcutta
Medical College Hospital. The rooms, halls and even the yard
were covered with bodies from the day before. A harried official
Said they couldn't take any more. But since there was nowhere else
to go, we squeezed the living amongst the dead on the verandahs.
was the same with the morgue. You couldnt get within 50
yards of it. Bodies were piled up four and five deep. We added
ours to the piles of corpses.
5y the second night, the absence of government authority had
transformed each neighborhood. Local gangs that had long been
Ostracized were now
in demand, hired for protection by
householders and shop owners. Though there were. exceptions,
most Hindus did not kill the Muslims in their areas. There was,
Ovever, no such restraint when it came to pillaging and looting

t
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In predonminantly Muslim areas, some Hindu shops or homes
were untouched. At the risk of their own lives, many decent
Muslims sheltered their Hindu neighbors. Sadly, these positive
influences were too few to change the growing bitterness and anger
of Hindu survivors.
We would drive into an area and the place would seem to be
empty, but we could feel that we were being watched. Id catch a
glimpse of a face peeping through a window. Once they realized
that
"European" with armed police was in the area, a few
terrified Hindus would burst out of a doorway or alley, run to he
truck, climb in and crouch down, sobbing their gratitude. We
heard stories of some who tried to disguise themselves to escape to
a safe area, but quick examination for circumcision would settle
their fate. The mostly short rides we were giving spelled the
difference between life and death for those in the wrong areas.
From Raja Bazar to Park Circus to Manicktola to Kidderpore;
from Burra Bazar to Narkeldanga to Baghbazar, I spent the next
tew days roaming the streets, picking up Hindus and Muslims,
bringing them to safe zones. Each evening the truck would drop
me at Mirzapur Street, physically exhausted, clothes blood-caked
and my mind filled with pictures of slit throats, sliced-off breasts,
gaping bellies and smashed-in faces. Visions of trembling bodies

and terror-stricken eyes in old and young were painfully imbedded
onto my mind.

Witnessing the calculated destruction of
a once intergrated ciy, tne
deliberate carving of it into Hindu
and Muslim sections was
revolting to me. Worst of all was the fact
that the person responsible
was being overlooked along with his diabolical
methods.
Gandhi and the Congress criticized
the Hindus and Musims
equally. Ultimately, the riots
became known as actions of
and Muslim "communalists," missing
the political manipulato
that it really was.
'By
the third day of carnage, a younger,
more aggressive
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cvolved, those who felt that active resistancc
was essential1
for survival. The Hindus had turned the other
check long enough,
and a more militant spirit was coming forward.
Bengali Hindus often give the appcarance of being physically
passive, as they are generally short and slender. They love
to arguc,
discuss,
and
yet when pushed beyond their limits, they can react
to
with an intensity few can match. I witnessed this transformation
with approval.
At one point I ran into an English friend, Will Jameson, Deputy
Commissioner of the Calcutta police. He shook his head in
disbelief, "Ray, you won't believe it, but these so-called intellectual
Bengalis are now manufacturing sten guns in their own homes!"
"I think they feel the government has ceased to function under
Suhrawardy." I almost spat his name out. "I cannot understand
why Governor's Rule wasn't instituted immediately to prevent the
situation getting out of hand, unless of course that was Gov.
Burrows intention. Anyway, it looks like the Bengali Hindus are
reacting with a vengeance."
Back at Mirzapur Street later that night, I heard about plans
to encircle each Muslim neighborhood and slaughter everyone in
t.Suhrawardy apparently heard the same thing. He had
cngneered things up to this point, but intended to stop it short of
Muslim annihilation. So early the next morning he and Burrows
declared martial law.
Within hours, British soldiers were patrolling every
intersection and shoot-on-sight orders applied to curfew violators.
Within one hour, Calcutta quieted down, now almost complerely
civided into Hindu and Muslim enclaves. Suhrawardy had done
nis job. The Muslim League could now point to Calcutta and say
that Hindus and Muslims could not live together in peace, and
theretore, Muslim Pakistan and Hindu India must be the only
realistic alternative.
rain

Satsang

members in Calcutta took stock. As expected, many

lously

escaped.

had

30,000
Some lost property, but of over
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disciples in the city proper, none had becn killed or hurt, Hindu or
Muslim.
Our prayers at Mirzapur Sreet reverberated with
gratitude and faith as an unstable peace descended on the city.
Taking stock of my own situation, I was physically and
emotionally spent. I was running a fever and my left foot had
been swollen with infection for two days. I was due for a rest. I
arranged with Norm to fill in for me whilel went to the ashram.
The doctor there gave me sulfanilamide powder for my foot
and something for the fever, which he determined was typhoid. I
slept for 12 hours, dreaming of dead bodies and helpless faces.
When I was able to get up, I went to see Thakur.
On the way, I met up with Asaf-da. He looked upset. "Ive
just told Thakur there is no way we can ensure the safety of the
people here, especially the women. Thakur himself is safe, but I'm
afraid Suhrawardy's success has let the genie out of the bottle and
there's no way to put it back in."
"What will happen?" I asked, afraid to hear.
I told him the sooner we get all the helpless people out, the
better. Only a tiny spark will start a fire here," he replied.
rushed to find Thakur sitting on the verandah of his
mother's house. His eyes engulfed me with such affection that all
my pain and suttering seemed to melt away. "How are you now
he sounded like my mother.
"T'm ok. Just a little weak."
He leaned toward me. "I'm leaving early in the morning witn
most of the women and children. Will you come with me:
e2"
"I go wherever you go, Thakur."
"Be ready at 4. Bring only a small bed roll. Dont discuss
with anyone," he said, face determined and voice firm.
room in
I slept fitfully and arose
at 3. Glancing around my od-bye
the science building once before closing the door, I said
to the many days of exaltation and desolation I'd experiencea
during the year since my initiation.
By
Eight buses were already parked along the road to Pabi and
4, several more had arrived and were loading up with women1500
1500
than
children, and I got onto one of these. In all, more

I
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people moved out that morning to the railway station. Hundreds
with relatives in Calcutta had already left over the past few days.
This dynamic community of over 5,000 was starting to dwindle. I
settled in a train compartment with my ritwik, Kesto-da, the
scientist who had initiated me and become my close friend. He
was sad, but resigned to the present situation. Thakur recognized
this problem back in 1923. He warned C.R. Das against agiieing
to the British proposal for separate constituencies. Instead of
bringing peace and integration, it would only aggravate the
problems and bring more friction. Das attempts to
stop the law
from passing were too late. British support for the Muslim
faction, however unrepresentative of the overall Muslim
community put both groups on the defensive."
"Do you think Gandhi encouraged the dissension?"
"Not consciously. But in his sympathy for those bullies, he
only served to increase their influence." Kesto-da paused and
sighed, "I think that at the time Thakur knew
that one day he
would have to leave everything behind. And so here
we are. A
modern version of the wandering Jews."
We reached Naihati early in the afternoon and
gathered
together on an isolated platform to light fires and cook kichuri,
a
mixture of rice, pulse and potatoes. Leaf plates were laid
out, and
clay cups for drinking.
I never ceased to be amazed
at the quiet, efficient way these
meals were prepared. No shouting, no disagreements. Everyone
folded up their plates when finished and threw them in
a pile at
the end of the platform where local goats and cows could eat them.
Total recycling.
After the meal, we

gathered around Thakur and, there on the
station platform, as if nothing had happened, everyone joined in
ne usual exchanges, questions and discussions. Thakur's inner
Pdce
seemed to pervade any environment he was in
even an
overcrowded railway platform full of people who were now
-

refugees.

11
Western Bengal was part of the rich Gangetic plain with a majority
population of Bengali Hindus. Our destination was Deoghar in
Bihar. On the journey, I asked how it was decided that Deoghar
would be our new home. Beru-da, an old-timer from the early
days of dances and miracles, piped up, "Because in the holy book
of Thakur's sayings while in trance, it's mentioned twice in April of
1917, Let's move, quickly, to Deoghar.
Then you believe this was all planned long ago, Beru-da?" I
asked.

"What are those words of Christ? Every hair on your head is
numbered'."
That doesn't leave much room for free will, does
it?
Kesto-da laughed. "Ray, a long
time ago I began to get the
feeling that everything was planned. I mentioned
to Thakur that lite
seems to me to be nothing but a drama and he
said, 'Even if it all be
a drama, still we have to play our parts
to the best of our abilities.
I frowned. "Then all this suffering,
cruelty and killing o
innocent people is just part of God's drama? That's
not a very
loving God to me."
He was quick to respond, "Do you know the saying»
proposes, but God disposes'?" I nodded. "Well, Thakur says it
t
way: 'Man proposes and God disposes accordingly. By oour
thoughts, words and actions, we ourselves set the stage. That 15,
propose or sow the seed. God disposes exactly according to oour
thoughts, words and actions, allowing us to reap what we havessown.
"God is a just and loving God. He wants our good.
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the way to that good through his prophets, but He leavves
free to follow or not.
us totally
Tfwe love Him and follow Him out of that love, ignoring
and weaknesses, we become blessed and we
ur lower passions
rnW. If instead we only follow our own whims, ignoring Him,
All this killing and tragedy is not His
then we receive accordingly.
Aow us

the result of many years of sowing according to our own
short-sighted whims and selfishness."
"In other words, Kesto-da, it's a result of our not playing our
part properly in the drama of life. Is that the idea?" I asked.
He chuckled. "We try to use God for our own petty interests,
rather than allow ourselves to be sed by God for His interest.
Why? Because we think He doesn't understand what our interests
are. Such is our own short-sightedness."
As the train wound westward, I dozed off with my head
nodding in agreement on my chest. At Asansol, I joined a number
of disciples on the platform there for a break. We passed around
neem sticks to brush our teeth. I had overcome an initial dislike of
the bitter taste of the neem stick and was assured that not only was
it good for my teeth and gums but also my liver. Plus, this natural
toothbrush was free - choose a branch, break it off, chew the end
to soften it up and begin rubbing. Free, simple, and it leaves the
mouth feeling clean.
From Asansol onward, we left the Ganges valley with ts rice
paddies and cane fields stretching to the horizon. The black
alluvial soil became red, and ravines and dry sandy riverbeds with
occasional hills jutted up
out of the landscape. We were entering a
Ly ditterent country. The climate had become drier, even the
calpeople seemed smaller. Here more aboriginals intermingled
With Hindus, and
there were practically no Muslims at al.
Wwas appreciating Kesto-da. He was a seemingy unlimitecd
of information and his knack of relating Thakur's ideas
to my
western Christian upbringng made him my primary
reference
library for some time. As we watched the hills roll by, I
esitantly
voiced concern at finding the material resources w
need for
so many people
at Deoghar.
will, It is

ouse
my
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I sce you haven't yet understood Chris's words, "Seek ye firss
the kingdom of heaven and all things will be added. He smiled ar
mc. "Over the past 25 years, I have seen so many seemingy
impossible problems solved, that I do believe Jesus words are aa
living reality."
shrugged. "Tm willing to be convinced."
His voice grew sympathetic. "I was the same way when I first
came to Thakur. He would talk of big plans and dreams while we
were eating one meal of rice and watery pulse a day and all the
children had to drink was water from the boiled rice. But he kept
us working making bricks, building buildings, begging from the
richer disciples and waiting for the postman to bring some money
orders.
lab equipment, al
"Slowly, generators, machine tools,
appeared. Oh, there were many moments we wondered where the
next meal would come from. But in 1933, the British Director of
Industries for Bengal came to visit. He observed in astonishment
that, outside of Calcutta, Satsang had the largest accumulation of
machinery and equipment in all of Bengal."
Kesto-da's face was glowing with the memory. "Even more, in
the process, everyone grew healthy. In fact, from 1926 to 1930, at
the height of our construction phase, there were no deaths in the
ashram at all. Disciples began to think that, if they lived in the
ashram, they would not die."
"So what happened? How did you lose it?"
He sighed. "Those four years were a living demonstrationo
our seeking first the kingdom of heaven. We were totally
committed to following Thakur's guidance. Unconcerned for
Ourselves, everything came to us - health, joy, money because
those things were not our primary aim.
"Then Thakur became ill for a period of months, immobilied
by a serious infection in his ankle. Our enthusiasm leveled oft
became fearful and began spending more time in our homes with
our families and less on following the dreams.
"Then one day in 1931, Ishur-da, a relatively new discip.
died. A shock of disappointment went through the shram.

"
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that Thakur had let us down. It was as if we held
Ishur-da's death. We were unable
him personally responsible for
and unwilling to recognize that our own dwindling zeal was the
Dannle felt

cause.

"Thakur told us that we had demonstrated that it was possible
'You did it for years. But then your insanity, your
to defeat death.
urge for fulfilling your Ideal began to slacken. Get back that
unswerving, bone-breaking urge for Life and it will all return!"
"Has it come back, Kesto-da?"
"Oh, there are flashes of it at times, individuals who become
inspired and achieve what would be considered unattainable goals,
but it's not as pervasive as in those days. One thing I know is true:
If anyone puts all their energy, all their wisdom and foolishness
into fulfilling that ideal of loving life and growing in love - of
Being and Becoming then that person can make the impossible
possible. That person will find that all things are added'.
"I know that Thakur will re-establish our community in this
new place however great the odds. How and from where the
resources will come to do it, I don't know, but they will be found.
All these people will be maintained. We will survive and grow.
That I know!"
His face was glowing again, his eyes radiant with love, and the
clickety-clack of the train wheels on its tracks sounded like drums
keeping time to a victory march.
-

Deoghar had been a religious town for at least 1,000 years, the
home of Lord Shiva's
temple. Every Hindu believed that he must
temple at least once in his lifetime. Hence, there was a

Lis

nstant influx of pilgrims from all over India coming to worship.
As:
the temple priests over the centuries had become the
CSt,
most

powerful group in the towwn.
built by
the outskirts of town were several small ashrams
followers
surrounding caves to be
saints
lived
who
in
the
had
nea
The population of Deoghar included many wellghiva.

e
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to-do Bengalis who vacationed there because of the easier climar
in the fall and winter months.
Hearing this description made me feel as if we might be
coming to some kind of Promised Land. Despite the exhaustinp
24-hour trip, I felt a mounting excitement and enthusiasm as we
disembarked to begin the four-mile trip to Deoghar.
Rohini Road was wide and sandy, lined with mango tres
The eucalyptus trees gave off a pleasant "cough medicine" scent. A
mile down the road, we reached the last house. A small marble
plaque with the name "Boral Bungalow" hung on the wall outside
the gate. Two huge banyan trees sat in the corner, and mango and
guava trees grew randomly around the yard.
Set back from the road about 50 yards, the bungalow was a
rambling two-storey brick structure with 26 rooms. Settling in
proceeded immediately and efficiently.
The next day, I returned to Calcutta with several others with
the urgent appeal from Thakur to rent as many of the vacation
homes nearby as possible. Within a few days, four large homes
were.secured and more followed. Fortunately, Bengali families
could manage in small areas, because we were getting ready for
even larger crowds than we thought. Thakur's far-sightedness was
becoming apparent.

Back on Mirzapur Street, we found that Calcutta had becomea
ne
permanent war zone. Suhrawardy continued to control he
administration and disturbances erupted, erratically but effectivey
keeping everyone on edge. He maintained his innocence publiey
and insisted that trouble continued despite his efforts to control
The slightest Hindu reprisal would bring Gandhi-ji's condemna
tion on their heads for not being non-violent.
But to keep the tension building, a new tragedy was neeeded
Suhrawardy organized one. He astutely chose an inaccesstb
Noakhalk
district in Eastern Bengal for his diabolical opera
eration.
with an 80 percent Muslim population, was a jigsaw ot uny1sa
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water-logged delta where the Brahmaputra met the Ganges.
More than 40 miles square, it was home to more than two-and-ahalf million people living in villages divided by canals and streams,
accessible only by small boats, ferries and precarious log
or
bamboo bridges.
In early October, Suhrawardy arranged the mass transfer of all
officers from Noakhali and replaced them with 100 of his own
hand-picked goons, all of whom were fanatically anti-Hindu
Muslims, with the promise of unlimited women and loot.
A week later, communications with Noakhali were
inexplicably "interrupted." Days later stories began filtering out
from terrified Hindus who had escaped, stories of murder, rape,
forced conversion, and kidnapping.
Soon newspapers were
reporting the breakdown of civil law and the entrapment of
Hindus in their own towns, forced to convert or be killed.
Appeals to police went unanswered. On occasion, police cven
joined the looters. Finally, a huge public outcry forced Suhrawardy
to bring in the army.
More than 7,000 of Thakur's disciples lived in Noakhali. One
or the most prominent was Kali Mitra, the headmaster of the
largest high school in the district. He was also a popular leader,
respected by both Muslim and Hindu, so rumors of his death
caused great concern in Deoghar.
In late October, to everyone's surprise, the unshaven and dirty
Aall-da was welcomed joyfully at Boral Bungalow. With tears in
his eyes, he knelt before Thakur. "You've come," Thakur said
quietly. Go take a bath, eat and rest. Ill hear about everything
later." That evening
Mitra told his tale.
n early October, we were surprised at the transfer of officers
a shocked at the caliber of their replacements. Most of us sent
Our wives and children
districts.
to relatives in other
Then on October 16, Abu Mia, one of my students, came to
carly in the morning and said, "Master, you have to leave
quickly They've
just announced a 25,000-rupee reward for your
head! There's
away.
nobody to protect you now, so please run
There were
tears in the boy's eyes as he pleaded.
in the
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"But I couldn't believe that this was happening. thanked the
Suddenly tha
that
house. Suddenly
boy for the warning and returned to the
eu
up at Thakur, his
evening, I heard your voice." He looked
1 hear it now. You said
glistening with tears. "It was as clear as
Get out, Kali, get out now!
heard you say, 'Ge
"I ran immediately from the house and
moments, a gang came to
into the paddy and hide!' Within a few
house on fire after theu
the
and
set
door
the
broke
in
house,
the
field.
looted it. I spent the night in the paddy
"Go to Hazrat Alie
"Just before dawn, you woke me and said,
me under some
house'. I went and, as soon as he saw me, he hid
you spoke to me
straw. I stayed there the whole day. Then again
in the
saying to go to Abdul Azizs house, where he hid me
women's quarters. You literally took me by the hand and guided
me out of danger. You saved my life.
Thakur ignored the praise. "What about the others?" he
inquired gently.
"I dont know, Thakur. I have to go back. Now that the
military is there, Gandhi is holding peace meetings, though often
we hear of Hindus stabbed in the back afterwards by the very
Muslims who swore before the gathering to protect their Hindu
brothers." Kali-da's voice was hurt and confused, but not bitter.
"Thakur, I interrupted, "the new magistrate is a friend of
mine from AFS days, and I might be able to help get people out
Thakur looked at me quizzically. "Im ready to go right now,
I said.

So on October 26, Kali Mitra and I embarked
on anotne
rescue mission. I found myself growing bitter, and the 30-hou
trip only increased my rage at Suhrawardy and the system
allowed him to get away with it. I had
no official status, but Dei
the
a sahib with G.I. clothes, however
worn out, would impress
petty officials in the rural areas.
Chaomahoni was the entry point into this inaccessible adistric
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and had become headquarters for political leaders, journalists, and
volunteer medical units from hospital schools in Bengal. All the
iournalists I met picked up information, or mis-information,
second-hand or third-hand and sent off reports that served their
particular papers perspective.

The Muslims and British wanted to minimize the atrocities.
Congress officials wanted to advertise how Gandhi's presence had
brought peace. The victims had no one to speak for them.
I soon located some Satsang disciples who informed me that
no member had been killed as far as they knew, and they offered to
guide me to them. But first I had to meet with my Catholic
friend, District Magistrate MacInerny.
"Ray, what are you doing down here in this mess?" was the
first thing he said when he saw me.
"I've come to get all Thakur's disciples out of here."
"But you can't do that," he protested. "Its against government
policy. Large-scale departures will create panic."
Tm not working for the government, Im working for
Thakur."

Look, Ray, if you go on that

I'l

have to ban you from
the district. Gandhi's here, and his prayer meetings are bringing
about a peaceful end."
"Come on, Mac, thar's a farce. Suhrawardy and his goons
aren't listening to him. You know as well as I do that the army is
the only thing controlling this situation. When they leave, so does
all the security these Hindus have.
"T have
to tell you, Mac, if you ban me from the district, I'll
Inform Jim Michaels right away. He's the UPI correspondent in
Calcutta, and Ill tell him that it is British policy to force the
rlindus to stay in Noakhali, where they'll be converted or killed."

i

way,

That sunk in. Maclnerny became more amendable.
Well, Ray, you've only been here a day or two. Check out
tne situation first, see how it's changed, and then we can talk about
We finished our tea, and then I went looking for my guides.
As in the case of almost all of East Bengal, most of the land
Vas owned by Hindu landlords, called zamidars. Almost all of the
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half-million Hindus were middle-class: teachers, doctors, officia
busincssmen and tradesmen.
The two million Muslims, on the other hand, were prirnaril
laborers, boatmen, and fishermen. For generations, no trouble
cxisted between the two communities until the Muslim Lcague
began sowing secds of discontcnt and communal hatred.
As the communal frenzy escalated, Hindus leaving with their
belongings were dependent on Muslim boatmen, who, in an
isolated area, would stab all family members except the young
girls, throw the bodies overboard, and make off with the valuables,
The Hindus were essentially trapped.
Soon I had hired several boats of my own, bluffed the local
police into giving me armed guards, and began searching out
villages. Lakshimpur, Jhala Kuti, Maddaripur, Habib Ganj. We
would arrive, be greeted as saviors, load up the families and
luggage, and ferry them to the railway station.
Some decided to stay. The fact that I had appeared
miraculously from Thakur was assurance enough for them. They
decided to wait it out a little longer.

12
The next day, sitting on a bench in the Chaomahoni railroad
station and sipping tea, I observed a young man with a ferocious
moustache, sharp, piercing eyes, and the heavier features of the
upcountry Hindu. After suspiciously darting glances at me, he
finally challenged, "Why are you here?"
Tve been sent here."
"By whom?" His eyes burned aggressively.
"By my guru. Have you heard of Sree Sree Thakur Anukul
Chandra?"
His suspicion switched to surprise, and he came over and sat
beside me. He had some connection with a fanatic Hindu
organization and had come to Noakhali on his own to assist fellow
Hindus in their time of crisis. Discovering I had a Hindu guru
dissolved his suspicions.
I explained that Id come to secure sate passage for as many of
the several thousand brothers-in-faith as I could. Recognizing our
kindred missions, we decided to continue together. It was a
fortuitous connection.
Ajaib Singh was a Rajput Dogra living in the Kangra Valley in
the Punjab. He had graduated from Lahore Christian College
and worked with the railway. Politically sophisticated, he had
grown deeply concerned that Gandhi's methods would end up
with the Hindus losing out. This impelled him to join the highly
ciisciplined youth group dedicated to the revival of varnasram,
total loyalty to the guru and protection of women and the family.
Unfortunately, much of their activity was also motivated by
stopping Muslims seeking to convert or destroy Hindu culture.
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But with rescue in common, Ajaib and I became close friends.
It was also a frec education in the highly advanced culture, science
and mathematics of ancient India. When I asked how so great a
nation could have degenerated so much, his moustache bristled
and eyes flashed fire. "Because a distorted form of Buddhism and
torced conversions of Islam broke down the social structure. Still,
despite their conquest of the land, the Muslims have never been
able to destroy the inner strength of Hindu society and culture.
"Though they wiped out the cultures of many civilizations in
the Middle East, made the rivers of India red with the blood of
Hindus, burned our libraries and laid waste our temples, still our
culture has survived even after two centuries of British rule .if
Gandhi doesnit destroy the will of the people to fight," he added,
losing a little of his fire.
Ajaib's obsession with the Muslims was one of the few
unpleasant things about him. One of his theories was that since
95 percent of Muslims in India had been converted from
Hinduism out of fear, opportunity, or convenience, they felt a
deep-seated inferiority. And by others of their own faith, they
were regarded as imitation Muslims. Ajaib's attitude left littde room
for kindness, forgiveness, or acceptance of any kind.
When I offered Thakurs viewpoint that all the prophets bear
essentially the same message that Christ and Mohammed were to
be worshiped the same as Ram and Krishna he shook his head
vehemently. "I can worship Lord Jesus, but not Mohammed. He
is the source of so much suffering and slaughter. Please excuse me
brother, but that is beyond my capacity.
Though our religious discussions met with mixed results, our
combined efforts at rescue were quite effective. We heard from
besieged parents about the kidnapping of their daughters and what
village they were being held in. But when we informed the local
police, someone warned the captors and the girls were transterred
to another village. Our efforts at first were futile and frustrating
They were made more so by the rigidity with which the Muslims
protected their womens quarters from anyone but the husband
and children.
-
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Ir looked like a forlorn cause, even when we knew exactly
which family in which village was holding the girls. There seemed
to be no way we could help. Then, we stumbled onto a plan.

Nazir Hat, a typical Muslim village, had been named
repeatedly as the latest location of more than a dozen
of the girls.
We strode up to the police station, which had a Muslim Officerin-Charge. I marched in and demanded to see him. In the
most
authoritative voice I could command, I ordered him to
get four
armed men to accompany us on a search.
When he asked where we were going, I looked insulted at his
effrontery and announced coldly, "You wil learn that at the proper
time." Turning on my heel, I marched out, hoping against hope
that my pretentious behavior would mask my rapidly beating
heart. Ajaib took over from there when we got outside.
As we crossed paddy fields and bamboo bridges, Ajaib seemed
He had
to be getting along famously with the officer.
"confidentialy informed the OC that I was a high government
official from Delhi on a special assignment to secretly investigate
communalism in the police force.
The OC was grateful for the scoop and made an aggressive
search in the normally isolated women's quarters. He even went so
tar as to lift the burquas that covered their faces. The terrified
Hindu girls immediately burst into tears and we returned to the
police station with all of them. Thankfully, the presence of our
Tour armed police inhibited the seething resentment of the
villagers.

about to leave the station, the officer hesitantly
asked my name for his report. I drew myselt up self-righteously,
OOked him scornfully in the eye and said, "That's none of your
you in the
siness. Write the report in your name. It will help I
returned
The confused officer saluted, and Ajaib and
ure
the daughters to their grateful parents.
We attended only one of Gandhi-jï's daily prayer meetings,
Lally a group of 200-300. At least a dozen plainclothes police
throughout the audience for his protection. He
C SCatteredsoftly,
oud speak
looking so fragile and so sad. It was easy to see
As we were
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that his heart was broken by the violence, as he would plead with
the Hindus to forgive the Muslims, most of whom were surly, even
by the
at the meetings. Most of the Hindus were terror-stricken
embrace of these "brothers."
As I watched, I felt sorry for Ghandi. He was talking to the
things was sittino
Wrong people. The only man who could change
riot.
in Calcutta in the Chief Minister's chair planning his next
in a morass
At one point, Gandhi sighed and said, "I feel Im
of bitterness and lies." With the army stationed around, the gangs
I
knew it was time to be quiet. As sorry as I felt for Gandhi, was
stayed.
even sorrier for those Hindus who listened to him and
official
By the end of the month, my various identities as an
from Delhi, an intelligence agent from the central government,
and a journalist from the USA were beginning to unravel. We had
helped a number of disciples and their families ger out of
Noakhali. Then I got word that my name had come up in a
discussion between the Superintendent of Police and Maclnerny
It was time to leave the area. Ajaib agreed to accompany me to
meet Thakur. Besides being a good companion, I felt that in the
chaotic days ahead, he might be helpful.

During the five weeks I was gone, Deoghar had become inundated
with refugees. Several thousand families had come in from
Noakhali and other districts of East Bengal. Temporary shelter
overflowed as did the homes that were rented.
As exhausted, confused families would come up to Thakus
they would be greeted by him as conquering heroes. "Hey, Bishu
you look like a king!" Their tired eyes would flicker with lite
some would begin to sob that theyd lost their homes, their land.
everything.
Thakurs
"But we haven't lost our lives! Our Work!"
work!" Thakur's
enthusiasm would bring smiles in spite of their suftering "Just
watch how we build again! Repeated a thousand times overuthe
months, his positive reassurance would propel their downtrodden
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spirits into renewed vigor. One by one, the activities integral
to
were
Pabna
in
hold
taking
in
Deoghar.
ife

The community kitchen was established across the
street fromn
Boral Bungalow and was feeding upwards
of 2,000 people each
and
rice
watery dhal. Ajaib and I began traveling back and
day on
arrh to Calcutta and Pabna for various ashram needs,
and little by
littde, life and a sense of purpose were returning.
Thakur's unlimited source of energy propelled
us into activity
beyond even our OWn expectations. When an
innocent visitor
2sked me how it felt to have turned my back
on the world and its
Dractical responsibilities to live in an ashram, I
could only smile
and shake my head.

On January 1, 1947, I was walking up Rohini Road from where I
was living with Bor-da, Thakurs eldest son. It was like any other
day so far, when one of Thakur's attendants rushed up and said
Thakur was looking for me. I hurried to find him under a mango
tree with Kesto-da sitting beside him. I removed my sandals,
pronamed, and asked, "Were you calling me?
He smiled, put a small card in my hand and said, "This is an
authority to initiate people in my name. Vill you take it?"
was speechless for a moment. I had only been initiated
myself for a little more than a year and a half. Finally I said,
"Sure, Thakur,

if you think T'm capable of doing the job."

knelt at his feet. He held the card and the
to his head and closed his eyes in prayer for
perhaps half a minute, then gave them to me.
had no money, so Kesto-da quickly gave me two rupees
which I placed at Thakur's feet and put my head on the ground.
Kesto-da gave me a notebook into which I was to write the names,
ddresses, ages and other details of each person l initiated.
stepped back, my eyes steadily looking into Thakur's. A
like my body was melting and
sensation stole over me, ritwik,
fowing
into his. I was now a
expected to teach people
He nodded and
little rirwikbooklet

I
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ha
about meditation and Thakur's other ideas. Until this point, I
tallked with people, got them interested, and then introduced them
hem
me
be
they
going
were
to my
to Das or Kesto-da or Biru-da. Now
responsibility to initiate.
naw
From Calcutta to Marwari, trom shopkeepers to rickshau
pullers, Ajaib and I spread the word. He was a powertul preacher
and, won over by Thakur, he inspired many to take initiation as he
had done. When they didn't speak English, I would say the vowe
and Ajaib would translate into Punjabi or Urdu. We were quite

team.
an
Ajaib had an unusual rapport with Sikhs. Whether it was an
illiterate bus conductor or an educated businessman, the moment
he began speaking Punjabi and his eyes flashed and moustache
quivered, they would begin to nod their heads in agreement.
He soon had them doing almost whatever he wanted. It was
impressive. And it was to prove to be a blessing of tremendous
importance to me in the immediate future.

of
In mid-January I received a notice trom the Department
Foreign Affairs to leave India within 15 days. I was shocked
Despite the fact that I had not adjusted my status since leaving the
AFS in August, 1945, I felt unjustifiably righteous that I was above
the usual rules. I told Thakur that I had to go to Delhi to see a
Fathey Singh who had signed the order, but I felt confident.
"Better take Ajaib with you," he sighed.
agreed but didn't really feel I needed help. We left on the

The next day we made our way to
Singhis office. When I introduced myself, he exploded, "Get or
of India! I'm tired of all you sahibs. thinking you can do wharever
Delhi Express that night.

you like!"
"But I cant go now,"I protested. "There's too much to do.
my
A huge boil on my cheek was distorting my face, depresing
spirits, and giving me a fever. My confidence balloon burst.
"Absolutely not! Ive had enough of the arrogance of you
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people. This isnt British India any more. If you're not
out of here
by January 20, Il issue orders for your arrest and deportation." I
was aghast. The finality
in his voice felt like it was slamming the
door on my future herc.

Suddenly Ajaib intervened, in Punjabi. He began softly,
but
quickly, gaining in momentum and volume. Soon
he was no
longer speaking but actually lecturing to Singh. Interspersed were
such English phrases as "Shame on you. You, a son
of Guru
Singh!
Gobind
Here's a man who is saving so many Hindu
men,
women and children, risking his own life for your people, and you
send him away!"
Fathey literally withered at the onslaught. Then he apologized
profusely. He said if I could get two letters
of recommendation
from some prominent people, he could justify extending
my visa.
Within three days, we had a letter from Rajendra Prasad, a future
president of India, and another from a Bengali Minister of Police,
Nolini Sanyal. Voila!- a visa valid for another year.
We returned to Deoghar in triumph. On the train, Ajaib
rather insistently suggested that I be less arrogant, that merely
being a sahib no longer carried the same weight in the new free
India. Perhaps I could learn to be more humble.
For someone who had spent the last year and a half attempting
to adjust his ego, I hadn't done very well, no matter that it seemed
to work for certain situations. Abashed, I vowed that arrogance
would disappear from my behavior. Isheepishly realized how vital
Thakur's suggestion was that Ajaib accompany me, my former
confidence" notwithstanding. In fact, Thakur was more interested
In Ajaib's advice to me than in the details of our conversation with
ingh. The only thing he really did care about was my own
Personal growth and adjustment. Worldly achievements were merely
tools, means to an end, not the end in themselves.

During this time, the final blows against the possibility of a united
India were struck. The province of Bihar, where Deoghar is, was
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larger than Bengal, more thickly populated and about 70 percen
Hindu, where Bengal had been 70 percent Muslim. While
Suhrawardy controlled Bengal, Bihar's Minister Sri Krishna Singh
was just as shrewd, powerful, and cold-blooded. A Hindu
Bhumihar Brahmin, Sri Babu, as he was called, knew that the only
way to stop the madness in Bengal was to respond in kind in
Bihar.
The wealthiest and most cultured Muslims resided cither in
Bihar or the neighboring United Province, both with Hindu
majorities. Suhrawardy depended on these influential members of
the Muslim League for financing his plans. Confident that Gandhi
would control any Hindu retaliation, they supported Suhrawardy's
Hindu genocide.
However, they overlooked one vital act. During the Calcuta
riots, almost 2000 Hindu Bihari coolies and rickshaw pullers had
been slaughtered. I saw their shanties burnt and their bodies piled
on their handcarts. When their families finally learned the truth,
demands for revenge in Bihar began mounting.
Sri Babu watched it happen. Reaction was swift, violent, and
total. Entire Muslim villages were wiped out. His administration
remained neutral.
British Viceroy Wavell flew into Bihar and told Singh that it
he couldn't control the riots, the Air Force would
come in and
bomb. Singh said quietly, "You can bomb and bomb,
but nothing
will stop here until you end the slaughter
of Hindus in Bengal.
Wavell left for Delhi, frustrated.
Shortly thereafter he was
replaced by Lord Louis Mountbatten. British
Prime Minister Atde
had given Mountbatten carte blanche to settle the independence o
India as quickly as possible.
Gandhi, too, sped to Bihar from Noakhali to chastise anu
condemn the Hindus there. But realizing that Gandhi's intlue
was not stopping anything; the influential Muslims of Bihar weere
getting nervous. They pressured Suhrawardy to céase his tactuc
Though sporadic violence still took place, it was no longer on the
mass scale of Noakhali.
nly
As ruthless as Sri Babu had been in Bihar, his policy nor
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Hindu lives but ultimately resulted in the de-escalation of
ved
ed Hindu
Suhrawardy's pogroms
lawaharlal Nehru and other Congress leaders rushed
to Bihar
tn threaten Hindus into repenting for their madness.
It was not
At
one
village,
Nehru went into a frenzy, took off his
ffective.
ehoes, and began beating Hindu villagers who had attacked
Muslims. One illiterate villager calmly accepted this supreme
insult from his leader, then said, "Hazur, you can beat me all day,
but until you stop the killing of Hindus in Bengal, this will not
stop here. Who will beat with shoes those Muslims in Calcutta for
murdering my son-in-law?"
Unfortunately, neither Nehru nor Gandhi or any other
Congressmen- - except for Singh and Vallabhai Patel- had the will
to face down Suhrawardy and his cohort, Jinnah.
Such was the tangle into which Mountbatten was to bring his
exceptional diplomatic skills. Jinnah only wanted the independent
state of Pakistan, consisting of Muslim majority provinces of
Bengal, Punjab, Sindh, North Western Frontier Province, and
Baluchistan. Mountbatten knew that's what he wanted.
Suhrawardys dream, on the other hand, was of an independent
state of Bengal.
Mountbatten told Jinnah that if he wanted the new Pakistan
to be Muslim, then he would only get half of Bengal and half of
the Punjab. Jinnah vehemenly objected that it was impossible to
divide Bengal because Bengalis are first Bengali, then Hindu or
Muslim. "That's my point exactly, Mr. Jinnah. How can you
divide India at all, when Indians are first of all Indian, and hen

Hindu or Muslim?"
When faced with his own logic, Jinnah was forced to accept
what he called "a moth-caten Pakistan" to rule.
Suhrawardy's dream as ruler of an independent Bengal was
shattered. With the loss of Calcutta and Western Bengal to India,

control of the Muslim League itself, whose larger number
or ollowers were in East Bengal. What he had so greedily schemed
tor left him empry
handed.
Mountbatten immediately set up a provisional government
he lost
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with both the Muslim Leaguc and Congress sharing power. The
precise line of demarcation for the partition of Bengal and the
Punjab was cnginecred by a reputable lawyer from England
named Sir Cyril Radcliffe. After studying maps and population
distribution, he drew a line through those two states that required
the transfer of millions of people for their own safcty. In the
the
process, hundreds of thousands of innocent men, women and
children were slaughtered, both Hindu and Muslim, in the
seeching chaos of partition - a tragedy on a scale of which neither
Congress nor the British had the slightest inkling
On seeing the horror unfold, Thakur remarked that it would
have been much better that the British remain. But leaders were
growing old and the struggle for independence was taking its toll.
They wanted to see some results for their many years of toil.
And they did. Mountbatten declared that August 15, 1947,
would be the day power would be transferred officially from
Britain to India. Amid the upheaval, life at Satsang pressed on,
with more refugees arriving weekly. Slowly, the medical,
educational, and agricultural activities began to floufish. The
The
community was becoming more vibrant and stable.

13
The year 1947 brought developments thick and fast.
Mountbatten
was fulfilling his mandate to remove Britain speedily from
India
and with honor so that Hindus and Muslims would have
a

government of their own choice. In a desperate effort to offset the
upheavals of partition, Ajaib and I took to the road to touch as
many people as we could. We preached reckdessly, promising
everyone we met an opportunity to escape destruction by
embracing Sree Sree Thakur as their guru.
While the British administration was dissolving, the Satsang
community was stabilizing. Even though physical and material
resources were limited, we were at least free trom the constant
threat of communal violence that swept the northern provinces.
Some of the orthodox temple priests in Deoghar viewed us
With suspicion, however. They thought we were either competitors
orthodoxy of
tOr the loyalty of their pilgrims or renegades from the
was benign compared to the
animosity
their
worship.
But
nple
that had surrounded
fanatics
Muslim
by
created
tensions
O1atle
thousands of new
uS in Pabna. In fact, Thakur's presence attracted
90 percent of them also
suggestion,
his
the
area; and on
bOrs to
Shivas temple.
Pd their respects at and donated to Lord
Thakur's eldest son, was an
Bor-da,
For
living
with
o my
yself,
Golab Bagh, a 12-room
lived
in
We
sociallv.
move
pWard
and three large wells
front
buildingwith
the
in
garden
a huge rose
three
for everyone's
eucalyptus trees guarded the
Towering
use.
yones
place belied the fact that we
the
of
majesty
around. The
were all homeless
and stateless refugees.

al
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children,
In the main house were Bor-da, his wife and seven
side room on the
along with three refugee families. I had a small
I had space for on
so
that
beds,
for
guests
two
enough
large
floor
ground
Aiaih
as well as for
who often returned with me from my travels,
a three-day, fire-and
One time Ajaib and I had returned from
the imnrecs!
ssive
brimstone preaching tour and were discussing
cares more if
results with Bor-da over tea. "I think Thakur
millions od
you
preach
it
than
cow's
leg
lame
from
a
take a thorn
he observed
exalted philosophies that you dont practice yoursel,"
Bor-da's large dark eyes could burn through you, yet most of the
father's.
times flowed with deep love, as did his
glance
I discovered that he could greet you with a frightening
thoughts
of disapproval when you were thinking unkind or bitter
"The problem with trying to bluff him is that he reads vour
mind," his eldest son Asoke mentioned one day. Along with the
developing relationship with Bor-da, a deep friendship grew also
between Asoke and myself that would weather 50 years.
This entire family of handsome and gracious people became
very precious to me. To see the respect, almost awe, which Bor-da
paid to his father and the loving obedience to his motherwas very
attractive. His wife, whom I called "Ma," not only managed a
huge household on minimal resources but always seemed to have
time for everyone's needs. She was as strong as granite and as soft
The children were likewise totally devoted to their
as cotton.
parents, completing a beautiful circle of family relationships.
This family dynamic made it clear to me that there was a time
in each person's life to give absolute obedience to their superiors.
Then there came the time when they would in turn receive that
same obeisance from younger relatives. Despite the apparent laca
ness
of freedom (to our Western eyes), there was little competitivene
and more cooperation and integration of function.
Bor-da remarked one day, "I think God gives you children to
gives
show you how to behave to all the children in the world. He
you brothers and sisters to show how you should love everyo
show
brothers and sisters. He gives you a mother and father to
how you should serve all of life."

t
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had becn living away from my own family since

1943 and
d been accustomed for four years to sleeping in
had
some corner of
meone's home or dormitory and cating in
som
a communal kitchen
restaurant
wherever I could manage. Acccptance
ar
into the bosom
of this remarkable and loving family helped
sofen my rigid, ficry
mission
of
into
a
more
nse
sen
subducd and balanced attitude.
Theit genuine love for me made
my own love for them inevitable.
The profound influence of Bor-da and his family
over the next
decade would be impossible ever
to repay.
During those early months of 1947, Bor-da
was obsessed with
trving to salvage everything trom Pabna the
printing presses, the
laboratory and workshop equipment with the help
of Asaf-da, an
old and loyal Muslim friend. A sense of urgency
gripped them, as
political
the
developments were moving with such speed
that no
one knew how long an open exchange or travel would be possible.
With partition, tensions increased astronomically
and
communal explosions became more numerous. Ajaib was growing
restless. It was apparent that his home
state, Punjab, would be
partitioned like Bengal, and his heart was in his home. In late
February he announced that he was going back home to help in
whatever way he could. It was an emotional parting, as we couldnt
predict when, if ever, we'd meet again.
During those turbulent days in Noakhali and since then, he
had been a fearless and loyal friend. Despite the faults of
fanaticism in our zealous crusade, we had connected hundreds of
people with Thakur, given them a sense of direction and purpose,
and perhaps even saved their and their families lives. When Ajaib
knelt before Thakur and asked his blessings for his beloved Punjab,
Thakurs eyes filled with tears. It seemed as if Thakur could see
the horror and carnage that was yet to come in the Punjab.
-

-

*

Six days later,

the arrival of Richmond Higginbotham Outerbridge
racted me somewhat from missing Ajaib. Outerbridge had
arrIived from Bermuda, via New York, on Spencers recommendation.
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or "Chubby" as he was called - was a very
essed
thin, very sensitive artist. I learned that he was a profe
weal
homosexual who was losing himself in the demands of his
thy
tamily who controlled the grocery business in Bermuda. Chuhbby
explained that his conservative parents didnt "understand" m
When Spence assured him that Thakur could help, he decided

Outerbridge

-

hi

0

go for it. What did he have to lose?
are
He settled into a room next to mine and soon felt more ease
within the atmosphere of affection pervading Bor-das expansiye

family. Within a few days he took initiation, which helped break
the sense of isolation caused by the gulf in cultures.
During the day, Chubby painted watercolor and oil
Within aa
landscapes of the gorgeous scenery around Deoghar. Within
couple of weeks, he felt comfortable enough with Thakur to
discuss his personal problems. t was an education into Thakur's
concepts of sexuality.
"Thakur, Im homosexual. Not because I chose it, but because
circumstances and fate have made me this way. Many times I feel
as though Im outside the regular world. My family rejects my way
of life and most other people do also. In fact, sometimes it feels as
ifI have no rights at all," he confessed.
Thakur shook his head gently and looked lovingly at the
artist. "I dont understand what you mean by homosexual rights.

I understand that the sex urge of libido exists in everyone. I call
the libido the 'tendency toward unification.
"The way I understand it is that there are three aspects to thar
urge. There is the homosexual aspect,
the heterosexual aspect and
the narcissistic aspect. These three
aspects exist in everyone.
Iunderstand that the heterosexual aspect Creates the
attraction between opposites, male and female.
It is this attracuo
that maintains the continuity of the
race.
nes
The homosexual aspect creates the
attraction between
own kind. This is what gives a social
enables
sense to humans. It
them to love one another.
"Finally the narcissistic
aspect enables one to love one Own
self. This stimulates self-respect,
self-esteem

in an indiviaua
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uThese three elements of the sex urge
are present in everyone,
develops,

difterent elements come
into prominence. For
early age, boys tend to stay
with boys and girls with girls.
because
hecause
the
homosexual element is
This is
unuring puberty, the heterosexual prominent at that time.
element becomes more
The
narcissistic
nant.
element comes forward later,
allowing
dignity
with
grow
and
integrity
to
one
aT 1nderstand these three
elements of the sex urge
or libido are
the toolsby which the life urge is normally nurtured
and
developed in each person biologically,
socially, and individually.
Of course, there can be many permutations of this."
Chubby shook his head sadly, "I
guess I'm one of those
arcon

ASlin

permutations."

Thakur continued, "lts also possible that
the environment can
one
any
cau.
of these elements to be arrested,
ai1Ce
distorted,
atrophied, or benumbed."
"How?" he asked.
"If someone, out of ignorance, nurtures a child
the wrong way
or manipulates him with some malevolent purpose, then instead of
nurturing and fulfilling the child's existence, these people
nurture
themselves by feeding on the child's life energy.
This induces
depression in the child, blocks his normal development, and
can
ultimately lead to disintegration of the child as he grows."
"What if someone's been badly nurtured as a child, then what
happens?" Chubby's lower lip was quivering. "Is he lost?"
"Never! Never!" Thakur's head shook vehementdy. "No matter
how depressed or distorted or rejected one may feel,
yet the
beating urge for life within always desires
to reassert itself and will
spond ardently to the proper nurture. I don't think that anyone
Kes to remain degraded in the world. All of us want to live and
grow. That desire is
impregnated in every atom of existence. Even
2 ittle
nurture immediately awakens hope and new strength!"
iS Chubby was copying down Thakur's words with a tentative
light of
excitement in his eyes, someone in the group spoke up,
nakur, in the conflict between maintaining a pure character and
eing satisfied
with
there is much suffering.
impure

an

one,
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"Onlu
"That conflict will always remain," Thakur replied. "Only
through conflict does wisdom grow. Only in this way can one
thoroughly understand both good and bad.
"Now, if there's an attachment to the ideals of Love, of Life, .
makes him
person will not normally do anything wrong because it
feel bad. Even if he should do something bad, he'll soon admit i
is the wav
and return to the path of the Ideal. At least, this
understand it."
"But Thakur," the man protested, "whats this got to do with
the knowledge of God? After all, isn't that the main purpose of
life
"I understand that 'knowledge of God means to understand
analytically all aspects of good and evil in a way that will inspire
1

everyone to choose to embrace the good."
"Wow, Thakur, tha's pretty difficult."
"So simple, that's why it's so difficult."
"Is it the will-power that's lacking?"
"We have made unwillingness, rebellion, too prominent,"
Thakur replied. "We even deny those things we can do. But its
not really all that difficult. In fact, I don't think there is anyone in
the world who isn't able to know God."
"Thakur, it's easy for you to speak this way, but from our
position, it's hard to understand how you
can just go on loving
and loving the way you do."

Look, if you become a crazily compassionate person, you w
understand. And you will be able
to do it. But if you remain
obsessed by a negative mentality,
then no matter how small the
challenge, you'll feel it's impossible.
For me, I know that each
person has huge power within themselves
and can do anything
Chubby glanced over at me, indicating we
We
should leave.
went to a tea shop, as I tried
to gauge his reaction. "What did yo"
think?"
I asked hesitantly.

Thakur makes some sense." He seemed
rd
brighter
tna
seen him in
a while. "He really hit
the nail on the head with

Sipping our tea in silence for
do you mean?"

a while,

I finally

m

asked,"
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Well, after having two boys, my mothcr was determined to
girl. When I was born, she made me imto onc. Shed ever
have a

was little. When I was 12 ycars old, our
gardener finished the job. When Thakur mentioncd 'wrong
manipulation', it hit mec betwcen the eyes. T'm just not so surc that
dress me in frocks when

I

the answer is as simple as he tries to makc it sound."
"I don't know whether it's simple or not either, Chubby, but
I
can only tell you one thing:
ou're here and its worth a try.
the effect of meditating or the fact
Whether its the environment,
that there aren't so many sexually stimulating impulses around
here, I'm becoming more and more convinced that it is possible for
ordinary people like us to gain some degree of control over our sex
urge. Not repression but a real sublimation.
"Oh, it doesn't happen overnight or without conflict, but
slowly, mastery does grow as our true love nature develops.

Somehow passion changes bit by bit. And when it does come over
feel infused
you, there is a surge upward from the genitals, and you
with tremendous creativity. It's just energy and it can end up
itself in
exhausted in euphoria or depression, or it can express
compassion. It
other ways a work of art, music, or a kindness or
mentally, whether positive
all depends on what you feed yourself
flow of life within you," I concluded.
or negative, that directs the
the tea shop had gradually
While we were talking, a group in
conversation. One was a cleanour
overhear
us
to
moved closer to
early thirties, whose face would
his
in
monk
yellow-robed
shaven,
his constant frown. Abruptly,
for
it
not
were
handsome
have been
conversation, and if you
your
listening
to
been
he intervened, "I've
philosophy to
explain the real Vedanta
like
would
I
to
mind,
dont
you.

you can ever attain the
that
believe
We Hindus do not
there are members of the
God,
if
Knowledge of Brahma, of
his hand toward
sweep
of
disdainful
OPposite sex around." With a
"Look at all of
out,
spat
he
road,
walking up the

women

rubbish.

nose," as if pointing out some respond, Panchanan, a teacher in
could
Before Chubby or I
ashram, leaned over to
in
the
singer
ne school and a popular folk
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the monk, saying, "Baba-ji, Baba-ji. You say you're committed
to
realizing Brahma but these mothers and sisters disturb you. So
why not go to the jungle where there arent any women? Then you
can close your eyes and concentrate on God."
The teacher's face became more animated as he went on. "But
then you know what will happen, Baba-ji? Some day you will have
to open your eyes and what will you see: Two tigers copulating
right there in the jungle!" Suppressed chuckles rippled through
the group.
"So, Baba-ji, you leave the jungle in disgust and go
to a cave
high in the Himalayas where there are no people, no tigers. There
you close your eyes and concentrate on God. But when you finally
open your eyes, what do you see? There on the wall are two lizards
copulating
By this time many people were
snickering openly. "Baba-ji,
Baba-ji,
listen to an old man. It you cant realize
God here, you cant realize
Him anywhere."
The monk snatched up his staff and
walked out in a huff to
continue his search for a Vedantic
God.
Walking back to the house
for our evening meal, Chubby
sighed and remarked,
"Im not sure if Thakur's idea
of mastery
over passions is possible,
even desirable, for that
matter. But one
thing is certain, this backwater
colony in India sure attracts a
variety of personalities!"

14
the midst of all the political and personal upheavals in my life,
I received a letter from Mother that she was coming to visit. My
anxiety level went from moderate to acute. Would she
In

understand
the way Ive been living? How would she react to the drastic
change in my litestyle, values and goals- not to mention the vast
differences in culture and beliefs?
Yet, inspired by Thakurs insistence that if you cannot love
your own mother you cannot love God, my inner devotion for her
had deepened. So this was a real testing time.
At times I would feel thrilled at the idea of her arrival. After
all, I had been writing for years, but especially in the last two
about Thakur and how my life had changed for the better and how
I would love for
her to come and see for herself, to pur her mind at
ease

about her favorite son.

good parents, Mother and Dad always looked forward to
cach of their children taking their place in and contributing our
share to our blessed American society. When Dad died suddenly
a age 54, she felt even more compelled to see us find our niche in
Like

that world.

had his graduate degree, Frank was on his
ay to a Ph.D., Janet was entering college. But me? lt was a huge
rerch for her to equate my eccentric and apparently unplanned
ue with Thakur to a college education. From her letters, it was
ear she thought Id somehow gotten sidetracked in India, caught
up in
something irrelevant.
Lwen more troublesome to her was my ferocious faith that
My brother Bob
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beyond tho
Thakur approached the scale of Jesus Christ. This was
comino
pale. I had lost my balance in her mind, and she was
o
commitmen
that
my
rescue me. In letters I had tried to assure her
a
had
Dad
done
she
and
evidence
that
irrefutable
a
to Thakur was
good job. But this only made her more upset.
Despite the conflicting words and feelings we'd been
exchanging, I turned to my inner devotion to her and determined
So at the end
to openly express my deep affection and love for her.
of June, 1947, after Mother disembarked in Madras, I held her
tightly in my arms. I felt as if I was just a little boy again. The
years of bloodshed, cruelty, and horror fell away. I wept
unashamedly with relief at holding her.
We were soon on the train to Calcutta. Unfazed by the
swarms of coolies, vendors and seething crowds of people, she
remarked, "Where do they all come from?" through a smile of
wonderment and joy.
Then she turned her eye to examining me. "Ray, you look
awfully thin. Have you been sick?"
"Not recently," I shrugged. "This is a normal condition these
days, Mother. Ir's hard to get fat with a chronic case of dysentery
that I've had since my early days in Burma. You get used to it. lt
hasn't hampered my activity." Her lips tightened.
Between tea and toast and bananas
and peanuts at each
station, I caught up on the goings-on
of the family over the
past four years. Mother emphasized how well
everyone was doing
education, employment, happy marriages
"normal family
happenings. When I asked what family
and friends thought of my
living in India, I detected tension
in her voice.
Now, on her behalf, Mother
had never been afraid of unpopular
causes and showed a great deal
of willingness to be open just Dy
coming. But since 1945 she had
been in the position of trying to
explain and justiky to narrow, rigid
WASPs that I was living with a
guru in backwater India and this had
rested her skills to the limit.
Fortunately, she was determined
to see things for herselt. Anu
knowing chat she possessed a deep
spiritual hunger, I wondered"
Thakur would satisfy any part of it.
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At Boral Bungalow, we saw him in an easy chair under a berry
I
rree.
tree. At a little distance, stopped and removed my shoes. She

lanced at me and hesitatingly did the same. Thakur's eyes were
lowing with aftection at her. As she wrote home that night, "The
gl
kindness and warmth of Ihakurs welcome was
heart-warming and
relieve
helped
the feeling of strangeness when people prostrated
themselves before himn."
After a few minutes of polite conversation, we left Thakur and
went to introduce Mother to Thakur's wife, Boro Ma. She was a
very large woman with huge brown eyes that oozed affection and
understanding. She spoke no English and had studied formally
only to the eighth grade.
The two women looked at each other for a long moment in
silence. An almost instant rapport berween them was palpable.
Mother expressed her joy at coming and meeting her, in English.
Without waiting for my translation, Boro Ma replied in Bengali
how happy she was to have Mother here. As I started to translate,
Mother waved me off. "Ray, I don't need your help. Boro Ma and
I
understand each other completely.
They began talking and laughing like old friends, one in
English, the other in Bengali. Their understanding of each other
seemed total, as they spoke of raising daughters and sons, being
married and caring for the needs of a family. Perhaps the words
themselves were not as important as the play of emotion across
their faces, the
movement of their hands, the tone of voice, the
secrets conveyed in their eyes. Mother was in high spirits as we
walked back to

our room at Bor-das.

Over the next few days, she quickly became acquainted with
Or-das large family and Indian ways. At her first attempt to eat
her fingers, Chubby reminded her to sit on her left hand.
She quietly
but firmly asked for a fork and spoon. That ended

n
at

attempt to adapt to that custom.
one soon took up teaching shorthand and typing to Thakurs
nddaughter, Kalyani. Nights she would see Thakur and theyd
talk of
anything from the weather to nursing in the United States,
or sted
visit with Boro Ma in their bilingual manner.
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Mother tried toto
As the political scene deteriorated further,
a nurse in First World War,
understand. Eighteen months as
of human suffering and
France exposed her to some harsh realities
were difficult for
cruelty and bloodshed of the riots
death. Yet the
her to assimilate.

On top

of

was the fairl
all the strangeness and heartache
compelled to make her into

felt
constant irritation of people who
She'd endure their onslaughts for a while
disciples.
Thakur's
of
one
you're full of applesauce"
before ending the discussion with, "Oh,
anxious query, "What is
the
with
me
them
to
usually
sent
This
applesauce, Hauserman-da?"
discip.es insisting
After a number of encounters trom zealous
Marching up to
that Thakur was God incarnate, she had enough.
50 disciples.
Boral Bungalow, she found him surrounded by 40 or
all of these
Looking sharply at him, she challenged, "Thakur,
know
I
people around you say that you are God. Now want to

who you say you are.
Shock waves rippled through the gathering. When my ritwik
intervened, she cut him off, "No! No! No! I don't want to know
what you say. I want to know what Thakur himself says."
There were times when she could be domineering and
commanding. This was one of those times; a cherished principle
of hers was at stake. Thakur spoke quietly, "Ma, if people call me
God, will it make me more than I am? And if people call me
devil, will it make me any less? As you see me, so I am.
"Thank you, Thakur," she said with relief in her voice. ne
jotted down his answer in the little notebook she carried with her
From that day on, she insisted that she had a more accurare
understanding of why she could get along better with Thakur tnau

with any of his disciples, including at times her own son.

ngful"

Mother continued to feel that compared with the "meaning an
work Bob was doing as a minister and Frank was doin8 the
ving off
executive with DuPont, my running here and there, living
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throwing my life into a bottomless pit of needs was
not
real "work," especially since there was
no regular schedule, no
monetary reward and not very much credit.
Conditioned to her Midwestern Protestant work ethic,
she
couldn't fit my lifestyle into anything familiar.
Her trump card
was that Dad would never have approved. She was surprised when
I replied, "I think Dad would have been enthusiastic
about
Thakur. In fact, his last words to me as we said good-bye
was,
When the war ends, stay out there and see and learn all you can,
because when you get back, you'll never get out again'.
She felt that she and Dad agreed that the highest priority was
a college education.
My discipleship with Thakur was not the
cquivalent of a higher education, in her mind. We finally agreed
to disagree about whom Dad would support.
When she objected that I was wasting my life, I said, "Tm
going for a degree in living life." Then I pulled out my own
trump card: "Jesus said, 'Seek first the kingdom and all things will
land and

be

added',"

When you aren't getting paid, what kind of work

is that?

things are added if you are seeking His kingdom, not
Thakurs!" We were so close but just couldnt seem to bridge that
Besides, all

final gap.

Soon after that, she challenged Kesto-da with some bitterness
in her voice, "How do you want your children to grow up so you
can feel satisfied as a parent?"

I want them to follow Sree Sree Thakur and through that to
ring good to society" he humbly submitted.
Not Thakur," Thakur emphatically inserted, "rather the

does not lead
Any guru, saint or prophet who
Cns vision toward the Supreme Father is not a real guru or saint
Or prophet."
Mother nodded in approval at his correction.
Kesto-da, if Thakur helps Ray along the path toward God,
To
understand
that he is on the proper path of growth."
Thakur she
said, "People depend on you so completely, so your
Tesponsibility
is the greatest.
nave no desire that anyone depend on me. I want everyone
Supreme Father.
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I

see that,
to rely completely on God and am happiest when
not reduced."
that way my capacity to help them is enhanced,
ne
of silence, he continued, "I think ople

n

After a few moments
should first love God, then his prophet, then all prophets. To lon
we must not distort hie
a prophet is to understand him as he was.
convenience."
words to satisfy our own preconception or
ve
it's
think
I
dont
"And
very
noted,
After another pause, he
isnt good
good to think too much about sin. Even discussing it
body and
Yes, to do evil is evil. But if such an impulse comes, the
mind should immediately become engaged in something good,
our
Thus you use your good words and deeds to isolate and cut out
the evil thoughts or actions.
"If you've done wrong, just shake it off quickly, ignore it and
Father. As
do the opposite. Go onward in the way of the Supreme
much as one is busy with the Father, so much are evil thoughts
neutralized. We have to do this by any positive means. To go on
making the same fault and repenting again and again will not help
at all. Starve the evil. Feed the good."
Thakur was on a roll. "In the time of Christ, perhaps not too
many people actually knew Him; but soon the whole of the
Middle East, of Europe, India and Asia knew Him. Steadily I
believe more and more people will continue to know Him. He
will glow forever.
"He came with a new message of life. Even today, thousands
of years later, people hear His words and gain fresh inspiration and
hope. When I was a young boy, I found a deep aversion amongst
the Hindus and Muslims for the Christians. But by the blessings
of the Supreme Father, it has diminished much. I think the policy
of conversion is a hindrance to people's understanding and loving8
Christ. His life is such that, on its own merit, it will attract the
heartfelt love of everyone."
At this point, Mother asked, "Thakur, how should the
follower of one prophet act and speak so that he can gain tne
devotion of others for his prophet?" She stared meaningfully at
me so that I couldnt mistake her point.
same
Plain, normal love. When one loves a prophet in the
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ne loves his or her own family, it is normal love.
wayone
This brings
revelation that others find appealing. Real
natural
love for a
a
love
leads
for
to
the others. Belittling other
prophet
prophets
own
object
vour
the
your
of
criticism, by your very actions. It is
makes
DOssible
possible to make one prophet
greater or better by belittling
not

r

others."

Mother was left wondering if it is really possible for
our own
for
to
Christ
be
ov
nurtured by loving other prophets. Is it
love
nossible to see others as friends of my faith and
pos
not threats to it, as
companions instead of competitors of Christ?
In reply to a request for a simple definition of love, Thakur
Said, "The sympathetic, in-tuned feeling that takes anothers
joy
and sorrow as one's own, that is love, as I understand."
"Then what's the difference between love and lust?" another
member of the group asked.
"I think the sine qua non of love is the desire to give," he
began. When you love someone truly, your only real satisfaction
is in bustowing, pouring out to them. It is unrelated to the idea of
give and take: 'If you love me, then I will love you'. This mentality
doesn't exist where there is real love. For in real love, there are no
is
expectations, no hope of any return in love. The fulfillment in
the act of loving itself.
"Lust, I think, is just the opposite. It is the desire to get. Lust
lust,
demands, deprives, and neglects the beloved. Where there is
sacrifice, reluctance
there is lethargy, complaint, unwillingness to
how much
to give and the inability to exalt or nurture. No matter
love is based on their
Such a person might say, I love you', their
passion, their own need.
the creative process,
Then what part does passion play in
Thakur?" another interjected.
an upward evolution.
Tbelieve that passion can move lite in
Wh it is used properly in a compatible marriage union, it tones
hen
hand, excessive expression
luster of conjugal life. On the other
suppression can bring dullness
unbalanced
passion or an
physically. If you aim to be
and
mentally
deterioration,
expand your marriage and
Onestly chaste and allow passion to
Own

e

-
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your home as well
focus your existence, it can bring bliss into
as
blessed children."
wom
Indian
a
young
words,
his
oman
While we pondered
is possible?"
intervened, "Do you really believe such restraint
sauce out of life and
"Yes! I believe that passion can suck the
passion can
a teartul trap. But passionCa
can disintegrate one's existence in
mcaningful. Actiu
also serve Life itself. It can make existence
ccstas
a love for life. Then, an ecstasy
in
passion
one's
soaks
service
is then thar
embraces you and those whom you contact. It
eas
Providence smiles and stretches out his arms to make restraint
for you."

Mother always looked forward to these discussions with Thakur
whenever she was at the ashram. With the need for nursing staf
in the many refugee camps, she hadnt hesitated to become
involved and help out where she could, so she often went into the
field. One time, while I was in Calcutta negotiating for some
supplies, Mother received a telegram from a nurse acquaintance
asking her to come to Delhi.
The Punjab riots had exploded. Millions of people on boch
sides were being uprooted. Tens of thousands died in the ensuing
fighting or from disease. Medical facilities there were overwhelmed
by the magnitude of the tragedy. Mother contributed her nursing
skills for more than seven weeks before coming back to Satsang
In a letter home to Janet, she wrote, "...The days go by and
the world seems filled with woe. Men and women no longer cry.
Children with pipe-stem legs, gaunt faces, lifeless eyes, no longer
laugh. This morning four boys were brought in,
one has a hign
fever. They help each other, as both
parents were killed and there
were no relatives left. They are poised beyond their years ana
never smile...I never saw so many eyes stuck shut with pus, SO
much dysentery, cholera and smallpox...so many wounds never
dressed and broken bones never set.
"Still the days are warm and mild. There
are beautiful birad»
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lors, and amid the horror the poinsettias bloom as tall
bright colo
houses, and the bougainvillea are bright red and maroon...
asthe
In March, 1948, Mother made ready to return to the U.S.
Thak
his verandah, as she walked up to him, tears
We found Thakur on
glistening in her eyes. Her lips trembled but she kept her voice
steady, saying, "Take care of yourself," then pointing to me, Take
care of him, too. His large brown eyes welled up with tears as he
car
nodded wordlessly, looking helpless.
Her 10 months in India had been tumultuous. She had
wirnessed and partook in the bloody birth of Indian freedom and
had become familiar with the beauty of its ancient culture. She
knew the ethereal sunsets over Dighera Hill and the sometimes
harsh demands of birthing a new societ
Most importantly, she had felt the naked love that flowed
through Thakur and caught a glimpse of his vision of living and
growing and loving Though not always impressed by his
followers, yet she finally found some peace and knew that I was
doing what I believed in and that it helped people.

15
early in 1948
By the time Mother went back to the United States
Satsang was
a
we had been in Deoghar for almost a year and half.
Road.
spreading like a creeping vine down both sides of Rohini
with one house after another rented along a two-mile stretch.

Without government assistance, the ashram in Pabna had been
resurrected here with only the physical resources ot the Satsanges,
many of whom were refugees, proving Thakurs economic
principle: "Man is yours and money is others, so serve man first."
Over 4,000 men, women and children worked in Satsang. at
Ananda Bazaar, the free kitchen, and the Satsang Chemical Works,
where the herbal preparations Thakur was known for were
prepared. The preps were sold commercially in district towns of
Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, and Assam.
A workshop with wood and metal lathes turned out furniture
and parts for both the ashram and the public. The kindergarten
through high school that had begun under the trees now operated
out of a large building with several acres of land. A small, four
bed hospital treated both Satsang and village people and was
staffed by homeopathic, allopathic and naturopathic doctors. And
Satsang Press published our literature as well
as printed jobs 1
local organizations and businesses.
About that time, the Indian government offered compensatio
to those who had lost property in what
was now East Fakio
Since we had been unable to remove
most of the large machinery
exotic scientific instruments from Pabna in time, we discovered
were entitled to several million rupees. Bor-da
and Kesto-da eagci)
made plans to apply, but Thakur rejected the idea out of hand.
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Thakur," Kesto-da protested, "we
are entitled to a huge
compensation.
of
Everyone is getting it,
am nt
many are even
profiting from it."
"Why put pressure on the new government?"
he shot back.
wThey have enough troubles of their
own. Taking from them will
put

only make us both weak. We will manage."

Money itself had little value in Thakur's worldview.
He
insisted that it came automatically
when you served, elevated and
nurtured human beings. And it did.
Whenever I felt overwhelmed,
Thakur would ask me to get something from
Calcutta for the new
refugees. It was as if he could see the
untapped material resources
waiting to be unlocked in the process of fulfilling
someone's needs.
And the needy kept coming. We rented
more houses and
erected temporary ones when we
couldnt find one ready-made.
dhal
The
soup in the free kitchen became thinner, and the
water
from the boiled rice replaced the milk for the children. Yet
Thakur
remained adamant. We could and we would stand
on our own two
feet. Unwaveringly, he demonstrated
that people create money.
Money never creates people.
For many of us, the words Thakur wants' were a magic
mantra that impelled us into activity: some because we loved him
and believed that blessings would follow; still others because they
were afraid if they didn't, some trouble might come to them.
Whatever the reason, among this growing throng of refugees, there
Was a constant circulation of money and material things.
Stories abounded of being cured of chronic disease, of gaining
5ome lost cherished object or of restoring domestic tranquility
when Thakur's request was fulfilled. One of the strangest was
about a West Bengal police officer, Dulal Nandy, who arrived in
torn and bedraggled clothes, unshaven and with bloodshot eyes.
hen I asked him what
was wrong, he narrated a pathetic story of
suffering
wite was dying of cancer, two sons had been killed in a
way accident, his recently married daughter had lost her first
ld, and he was facing discharge from the police force for a crime
hedid not commit. He looked at me bitterly and spat out, I
is
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came here only because of her," pointing to his daughter. "She
I've had my fill of his
wants to get Thakur's blessings. For me,
blessings. The next step is suicide for all of us."
Thakur, curioe
It was a pitiful scene, but I escorted them to
offer.
as to what soothing words he might
Dulal fell at Thakur's feet and without waiting for an
introduction, poured out his aching heart. At the end he said, "Iis
all over, Thakur, I'm through. Whether it's bad karma or some
curse doesn't matter any more. The only way left is to end the
suffering for all of us."
Then, as if this tragic tale hadn't been spoken, Thakur said,
"Do one thing for me. Do you know those iron safes jewelers
keep in their shops for gold and gemstones? Get one for me. It
should be at least 18 inches square."
I was stunned. So was Dulal. He didn't even bother to pay
obeisance. He got up abruptly with a grim look on his face and
headed for the teashop. His daughter bowed and thanked Thakur,
hurrying after her father with me following.
As I entered the teashop, he looked at me in disgust. "This is
your Thakur! Im dying and he asks me for a safe!" There wasn't
anything I could say.
The daughter, however, said quietly, "Dad, we should get it
for him."
Dulal almost snarled. "Tm being prosecuted, probably lose
my job, your brothers are dead, your mother is dying» your
daughter is gone, and Im to find a safe somewhere? This is what
you call Thakur's blessings? I wonder what his curse is."
The girl's eyes held a fanatic desperation. "No matter what
happens, Dad, Thakur is all we've got. Even if
we all die doing i5
let's get the safe for him. What else is there?"
Some weeks later, Dulal arrived with the safe, was told Dy
He
Thakur to give it to Bor-da for the office
and was sent home.
left grimly, like a prisoner facinga
death sentence.
w
Two months later, Dulal, his wife,
daughter and son-in-1la
appeared. Resplendent in a neatly pressed
police uniform,
embraced me enthusiastically. "I have
to tell you an ama
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began. "Everything has changed in the past cight wecks.
My wife is in total remission and my daughter is pregnant again.
The case against me was dropped and I've been promoted. We
have a nev life because of Thakur, and it seems as if everything is
going right!" His eyes filled with rears.
Thakur laughed. "Go bathe and eat your meal. l'll hear the
details later"
t was a strange story. After giving Thakur the iron safe, the
case against him suddenly turned for the better and he began to
feel a spark
of confidence. Then his wife regained her appetite.
Spontaneous remission," the doctor explained, as he pointed out
the shrunken tumor in her abdomen. It was as if some benign
spirit had entered their home. But how was the safe linked to
story," he

these events?

a
Fandit Moshai, one of the several resident astrologers, had
ready explanation. "Dulal had the planet Saturn retrograde and
Indian
pecting Mars and Rahu (one of the many indicators in
that is to give
rology) very inauspiciously. The only antridote for
ron to a real Brahmin. And Thakur knew that."
repeated one
When I asked him about it, Thakur smiled and
berween heaven and
avorite sayings5, "There are more things
dth than are dreamt in your philosophy, oratio.

Satsang
later, a government education ofticer visited
with
few friends. "Thakur, you're developing a nucdeus here that
ay grow into a
big city," he complimented.
but there
isnt any shortage of big cities in this country,
else
S a lack
of big citizens. Man is the real thing. Everything
grows
from that. When there are pcople who truly care, the

ime

here

around them. The lack

life gradually collect
of
ishecessities
able peopl
everything cither.

And ability is not
ne must also be devoted and selfless. There arc large
numbers
oCts of people who are well-meaning and also sentimental
they're not much help practically, as they lack
ybut

O
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shortaoe
activity. The dire shortage
competence in applied, down-to-earth
of well-trained people becomes intense when one gets into anv
type of constructive work."
The officer nodded. "Nowadays it costs a lot of money to
secure really capable people."
Thakur shook his head. "I don't think you can get very far
when the leaders, the executives, the helmsmen are hired hands,
when their main objective is money. That can work all right at the
lower levels, but I don't think an institution can thrive when
money is the primary point of interest for the leadership."
The officer agreed, "Of course, people of a sacrificing nature
are needed for philanthropic institutions. But who remembers
them when their need is satisfied, or who actually joins them in
their charitable work afterwards?"
"Ive seen many examples of that in my life," Thakur smiled
sadly. "One has to have that sacrificing and service spirit from
birch; to be born with the insatiable urge to consecrate oneself in
the service of the Supreme Father and of humanity.
"Such a person is restless in the midst of worldly wealth and
pleasure. AlI his yearning and fulfillment lie in merging himselfin
service. Such people have no inclination to establish themselves or
their own personal interests. This is the spirit which is necessary to
maintain continuity in this kind of work.
"When a person comes with expectation of any kind, the
continuity of effort is sure to break down when their dream is
challenged."
"Thakur, where are such people?" I interrupted. "Everyone has
his own interests to some extent."
"Maybe there are only a dozen or two in a country, but when
these few combine, their devotion makes inevitable the
development of a nation, a state or a community. And one thing
is common in this type. They are masters of money."
"What does that mean?" I asked.
"They don't run after it, they run after men. They are drive
by their urge to care for people. People in turn offer them love
and regard.
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"The ordinary person is a servant of money. They are not able
ro move with others interest at heart without expectations. That's
why masters of money create things that servants of moncy cannot.
The officer and his friends stood up, thanked Thakur and left.
As I watched them walk out the gate, my mind flooded with an
old surge of inadequate feelings. Despite my best efforts it wasn't
always possible for me to keep money in a secondary place. There
were times when it was just plain impossible to justify in my own
mind the person Thakur wanted something for or the cause he was
pushing.
Like Kitish Das, whom I first met in Pabna, where he was
introduced to me as the "director of the "land reclamation"
department. He had a staff of 15 to 20 people who pored over
blue and white maps from the government land survey office.
Kitish presided officiously, with the help of his long handlebar
spectacles
moustache, huge eyeballs behind thick horn-rimmed
with a repulsively
and squat figure. Hed snarl out commands
Thakur always
dictatorial authority, and his conversations with
his "important work."
ended with a demand for more money for
take any interest
Everyone avoided him and nobody seemed to conference of
Thakur. At each semi-annual
in his projects, except
was always present on the
disciples, his "land reclamation" cause
were met with selfhim
befriend
docket. My few attempts to
"classified" work.
his
about
rebuffs
important
activities until one day, when
his
and
him
Td forgotten about
announced sadly and
then
pronamed,
came up to Thakur,
humbly, "We lost the case, Thakur."
matter, Kitish!
enthusiastic, "No matter,
Thakurs response was
there. Take care of the
work
and do my
t. Go to Calcutta
people." Kitish bowed and left.
ago, everyone
years
"Five
disgust.
Kesto-da shook his head in
and he wouldn't
land,
that
get
m that it wasn't possibleoftoso many disciples, some of whom
the objections
him. He ignored our
to
listened
and
you ignored us
he could acquire
that
illusions
his
and wrapped himself in feed the whole ashram.
eno land for rice paddies to

sn
Ct

:Despite

awyers,
Ce
gh
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Thakur nodded agreeably as Kesto-da continued, with a toue
ouch
colle
of disappointment in his voice, "Then you would go and lect
more money for him so he could get more maps from the Land
Survey Office and hire more surveyors to find the disputed areas
eas.
You listened to him and even seemed to admire his devious and
doubtful plans. You admired his convictions and kept supportino
ting
him.

"Now after spending 50,000 rupees over six years, he finally
admitted he was wrong! What a waste of money!"
"What do you say, Kesto-da? Just see. For only 50,000
rupees, l now have a man!"
Thakurs perception of Kitish as a wise investment might not
meet the standards of modern economics. But then nobody could
have predicted that the arrogant and selfish Kitish would spend the
last 15 years of his life actively and selflessly in the service of those
in need, nursing and nurturing thousands of helpless and destitute
Satsangees in and around Calcutta. To those thousands of men,
women and children who got medicine when there was nobody
else to get it, food when there was nothing to eat, and gentle
encouragement from this once gruff and rough but now loving old
man, the 50,000-rupee investment was a cheap price to pay.

16
United States five years ago, and during my time in
Burma and at SatsangI had gradually lost touch with the way of
ife in America. Accustomed to living, eating, sleeping, and
bathing amidst crowds of people, Id learned to create a mental

TH

left the

privacy for myselt, even

in the tiniest sleeping space. Expressing
emotions without inhibition helped me realize my true feelings.
Tradition, respect, commitment had all become a very real part of
my life.

When I left Rocky River, my mission was saving the world
through pacifism. Now I was immersed in Thakur's vision of a
world spinning in a fountain of love. Rocky River of the early
1950s seemed to offer a singularly unfertile field for any vision
beyond material sucess, and yet here I was. Meditating and
practicing yoga were considered queer at best and indications of
mental instability at worst. More than two decades would pass
betore Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and the Beatles would make yoga,
getarianism, and meditation popular and less bizarre. Back then
tne mere mention
was enough to invite blank stares and

of yogurt

dead silence.

Nevertheless, my family did welcome me joyously and taunted
c about my refusal to eat meat, fish, eggs, and chicken.
ocover, revealing my true emotions had apparently brought
3ome changes of which I was unaware.
brother
I here's something different about you, my younger
"You seem
rank observed after
only been back a few days.
"

Id

C

relaxed, more comfortable with yourself.
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"You know that Thakur ..."
"Now, don't start that. I'm not interested in all that crap. Pve
got my own life to live," he responded.
Few people were interested in stories of being and becoming
of adjusting one's ego or sublimating one's passions. Even for
those few who were interested, it was hard to convince them that
somebody called Thakur in India could do any better than their
own church or synagogue.
But I knew that miracles could be as common as sunshine and
rain, for I had seen them. I knew there were inner capacities in
each of us that could achieve impossible things, for I had done so.
How wasIto communicate this? That was the question. I began
to realize that having an answer doesnt guarantee that anyone will

listen.
Interestingly enough, Mother was one of the few people I
could talk with and find understanding. She saw the gap between
life in America and India as too great to bridge, though.
"When I came home, Ray, I was amazed at how few people
there are here. In India, Id gotten used to being in a crush of
people all the time, particularly at the railway stations and
markets.
And here, whenever I throw out the trash, I keep thinking of
those refugees that could maintain themselves for weeks on just
what we throw out each day." She sighed. "But how can you
convey that picture here? Unless someone lives it, it's hard for
anyone here to appreciate it.. how those people survive in the
midst of grinding material needs, meanness, and cruelty. Yet there
are so many unbelievable demonstrations of Courage
courage and
generosity and graciousness. How can people here relate to that?
What are your plans, Ray?" she asked, changing the subject.
Then hopefully she added, "You know, Dad has left money To
you to finish your last year of college. But that's only for your
education, not for anything else." She always could read my
mind.
"Look, Mother, I've got to raise $25,000
$30,000

to

purchase land for a Satsang refugee colony in Birbhum. Im uy
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out how to do tliat. In India there were thousands of
figure
disciples I could approach. Here there's no one."

Rav, I love you and T appreciate
your commitment to
Thakur, but raising money here, that's beyond my experience." I
was

on my own.

with the people Id known in Rocky River. I might as well
have come from Mars. The Red Cross, the YMCA, the Salvation
these were charitable organizations
Army, Boy Scouts, the church
people recognized. But refugees halfway around the world?I
ended up with $45.
I proceeded to my ist of Americans who had visited Satsang.
Initially eager to see me, most lost interest when I brought up the
financial needs there.
My mistaken idea that raising money in our affluent society
would be easier than in poverty-stricken India was quickly
evaporating. Asking directly for money in India was usual; here it
It would
was considered shocking, if not downright rude.
immediately cause fidgeting, glances at one's watch and abrupt
person,
recollections of an urgent appointment. The wealthier the
the more transparent the discomfort.
I got $50 from my
So I took to the road, hitchhiking.
belief in a cause.
brother's church more out of pity for me than
East Coast.
Iwenty dollars so I could continue on to the
from the AFS was now
n Boston, my old friend Danny James
Social Work at Harvard
in
majoring
was
and
had
narried,
a son
by the story of his
on the GI bill. Danny was deeply moved
ashram and loved the
Frandfather's (William lames) picture in the
him before I got
about
tell
me
you
didn't
Ories of Thakur. "Why
life of meeting someone like
all
my
dreamed
Ray?
I've
TTied,
my life through before
of
Thakur.
this
part
see
I've
But
got to
Dut now
cav
I Can think
of something like this."
sigh of relief. It was a
a
breathed
both
ris mother and wife
from Bufalo wrote
observed. Another AFS friend
Ihegan

-

Onoften
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and his wife, sayino
ng
me a letter after I'd spent a weekend with him
that
a
tornado
lo
that she compared my intensity for Thakur to
a
had taken her
her speechless and feeling flattened against wall. t
ended by suggesting that
a couple of days to feel secure again. He
in the interest
we continue our friendship through correspondence,
of domestic tranquility.
From Buffalo to Philadelphia, Washington to Atlanta and
Birmingham, to Columbus, Lexington, St. Louis and Kansas Citv
the road
I became an expert hitchhiker. The uncertainty of life on
myself and
kept me constantly repeating the Holy Name to
thinking of Thakur. When a car stopped, l felt, however
irrationally, that he had helped me. Of course, for someone
praying to Jehovah or Mohammed, they would have been just as
have
correct to give the credit accordingly. But for me, it wouldn't
been as intimate or as nurturing a feeling.
Those days when I traveled by bus or train seemed boring by
comparison. The "divine insecurity" as described by some mystics
felt like an exciting reality to me. Yet after thousands of miles and
more than 200 people in three months, I had collected just over
$2,000. Time for a new approach.

While in New York in the late summer, I ran into another AFS
friend Id helped once on the Tiddim Road, and hed remembered
that with gratitude. Henry Romberger was from "old money. He
once told me that the fundamental question in Boston was wno
you are; in New York, "how much money do you have'; and im
Philadelphia, it was "what you are."
he
Iexplained to Henry the needs in India and what gooa
might derive from meeting Thakur. The timing was right. Hen
was interested and said he'd like to visit Deoghar. He first
some business in France, but then would be free to go.
wealthy
The success of my mission was beckoning. This
bachelor, 5'5" tall, with close-set grey eyes, was charming, brilliant
and seemed compassionate. He also seemed bored with his "ITe

a
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h no direction or purpose but to
witl
ious storics,
he sensed a possibilityprotect his wealth. From my
alous stories,
that 'Thakur might
help him
find a purpose of his own,
tn October, Henry lelt
for France, and
I joined him shortly
in Paris. He wanted
there
to show me something
heloved France betore we
of his
went to Satsang. My drcams
soared that
rhe huge financial burden would be
last.
met at
Henry lavished France on me
and vice versa. Cathedrals,
alleries, historical sites. He boasted
of the cultural maturity of
France as compared to
the lack of it in the United
States. We
decided that America's 200-ycar-old
culture was like the youth
whose dreams were still to be realized,
but confident that he could
do it alone. Europe's 2,000-year-old
culture was like a middle
aged person who knew that life
was not easy and a little faith
would help. Indias 5,000-ycar-old
culture was like an elderly
who
had seen it all and knew that God was charge.
Derson
in
Soon enough, though, I discovered that
not only did Henry
have his own agenda, but there was more
to him than the brilliant,
cultured gentleman Id known thus far. I knew that he
drank but
was not aware of how bad it was until we'd been together for
some
time. By varying maneuvers, I learned that I could interrupt the
drinking before he reached the "unpleasant" threshold. The
tollowing day, he would remember not a thing, and once again was
the cultured friend and host.
As the days went by, it was becoming apparent that Henry was
quite happy living this way. He would periodically remark how
grateful he was for my inspiring companionship, then return to
uring and passing the time socializing. I was concerned that if I
tt him, his promise to go to India would dissolve in an alcoholic
Stupor. My hopes for his financial aid were growing dim.
nere were times when I was about to throw in the towel and
to the feeling that he could
6POVIdea train, but I stubbornly clung
so much relief for so many desperate people. In my eftorts
monetarily
to be a "hisher of men," I had hooked a
fish but wasn't at all sure I had the stamina or wisdom to
Rble
land it.

n

earn
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I
One morning, after a particularly nasty night, gave up. Hi
drunkenness had crossed all boundaries. He got into a fight inaa
Paris bar with two men much larger than either of us. It took all
the tact and skill of his chauffeur and me to cxtricate ourselves in
I
one picce. When confronted him the next morning, he wept,
insisted
apologized and vowed it would never happen again. He
whenever
that he really wanted to go to India and meet Thakur
was ready. Hook, line and sinker. Finally.

"My God! Where have I let you bring me?"
"Is it really that bad, Henry?" I asked sympathetically.
His lips tightened in disgust. "I feel as though I'm in a scene
from the Arabian nights!"
The first few days, the strangeness and lack of alcohol made
Henry extremely restless. It was touch-and-go whether hed stay or
take off for the next train to Calcutta.
When we finally met with Thakur, however, Henry became
fidgety and withdrawn. As the days passed, he did come to feel
more at ease with Bor-da and developed an affectionate friendship
with his children, Asoke and Kalyani. The growing affinity made
it possible for Henry to share some of the painful and deeply
repressed experiences of his early life. He soon began to tease and
joke around; he even tried to eat with his fingers.
The transformation in Henry's appearance and attitrude was
remarkable. His tendency to isolate himself began to melt away
and he started conversing with Thakur.One day, he asked,
"Thakur, do you have some ultimate purpose or plan?
"I know one thing. I cannot live alone. I have to live Wi
others, and to do that I have to help my environment live, too.
guess you could say that my purpose is to live and grow and be
happy along with those around me.
This kind of longing is not unique to me. I think its
same for you and every single being. All this activity here is
spontaneous result of the common craving of all these people. lve
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Lad a premeditated plan
never hac
to do this or do that. Everything
ne
naturally.
of
out our needs to live
volves
and to grow.
few
After a few moments of silence,
Henry asked, "Why does Ray
I
initiation?"
take
keep insisting
Thakur smiled at my tactless yet sincere fanaticism,
"I think
iniriation is the clue to dexterity and that is
helpful in life.
just knowingthe clue isn't enough. We
But
Bat just
have to use it, practice
ractice
it."
I ater, after sharing a
cigarette in silence,
Henry told me,
Well, Id take that initiation, but I know
I wouldnt practice,
so
here's no point to it. My desires are liabilities
rather than assets,
and I cant do anything about them."
I shrugged. "Its up to you, Henry.
Ive only told you what
from
it."
gained
Ive
Abruptly, he changed the subject,
"Tm going back
to New
York, Ray. My lawyer requires my
presence and a large sum of
money is involved, so I cant afford to ignore it."
The dismay on
face
was
my'
hard to conceal, so he hastened to add, "I've really had
the most inspiring time of my lite these
past months with you and
Thakur and his family. I dont know how to express it."
"I know how you can express it," I thought
to myself, but
remained silent. As if reading my mind, he
went on, "There are so
many needs here, Ray, and I want to give substantially before
Ileave. But the question is, to which one should I give?"
I felt like jumping up and shouting, "At last!" but I merely
offered, "Why don't you ask Thakur before you leave?"
The next day as he approached Thakur to say good-bye, there
Was a sadness in Henry's eyes, but a touch of arrogance in his voice
as he spoke.
"Thakur, I want to do something for you, give you
something, anything. Just tell me what you want and Ill get it for
you,"

Months of irritation and frustration were swept away at his
"ds,
My time was not wasted! But would it be the new colony
or some
other eed that Thakur would choose?
Tea welled
Cars
up in Thakur's eyes, a pathetic sadness hung over
his face.
"I dont want anything! f only I can feel and know that
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happy and healthy in body and mind, Ill feel Im the
richest man in the world!"
Henry stood transfixed, hypnotized. I felt as if the ground
had fallen out from under me, and it wasnt until hours later that
realized what had happened.
After an introspective trip to Calcutta, Henry spoke seriously
while we waited for the plane. "Ray, it has been wonderful
spending all these months together, and Im sorry I tested your
patience so much in France. Il never forget your interest in my
welfare. But I have to tell you something.
"All my life Ive depended on my wealth. Ive used it to buy
companionship, escape from pain. It's been the foundation of my
life. Consequently, I've always harbored an intense fear that at
times bordered on paranoia. What would happen ifI ever lost my
money? What would I do then? Suicide was never far from my
thoughts. That was my life until Thakur spoke to me back there."
An innocent purity shone in his eyes.
Look, Thakur may be a prophet as so many of you believe.
He may even be a god. But you know what? I don't give a damn
what he is. He's my friend. And I'm not afraid any more. I know
now that even if I lose everything, he'll take me in. Oh, not out of
pious charity like a shelter but out of stark personal necessity.
"He actualy loves me like himself! I could see it in his eyes
and hear it in his voice. And most of all, because I feel it in here,
he patted his chest. "For the first time since I can remember that
fear is gone!" Henry's face was radiant and his small grey eyes
shone in the winter sunshine.
There wasn't much I could say. He gripped my hand, turnea
away, and boarded the plane without
ever looking back. Maybe
Henry understood Thakur better than I thought. And maybe
getting his money for Satsang wasn't the most important thing

Henry

is

I

after all.

17
Henry let, I resumed speaking at public meetings
and
nrivate groups throughout India, raising money for different
projects or praising the value of becoming a disciple of Thakur
and
lover of Existence." As time went by, I became into quite an
effective speaker. My primary asset was that I
was a sahib, yet
spoke, lived, and ate like any other ordinary Indian.
It also didn't hurt that I was billed as "the richest
man in
America," when I couldnt even afford a
new shirt. Inevitably,
After

huge crowds were attracted in the larger, middle-class towns. My
speaking companions were great attractions as well. Janardan
Mookerjee was a charismatic speaker, skilled in the communist

technique

of agitating the masses. In

fact, he had been and still
was a communist, yet "the Hindu Billy Graham" could inspire a
crowd to a fever pitch.
Sometimes we also included an engineer, named Ajoy

His tack was completely different. A thoughtful and
deliberate speaker, Ajoy appealed to the sober, responsible, and
Competent officer class, relating Thakur's value in more rational
Ganguly.

terms.

When we went to a stronghold of Hindu orthodoxy,
knack
andreshwar Sharma was invited because of his powerful
Sanskrit to
OT Weaving
passages from the ancient Vedas in beautiful
prove that Thakur
was the fulfilling rishi of the age.
All in all, it was a team that embraced a variety of views on
hakur, and we had amazing success in initiating a large number

people from

all classes. Hundreds, sometimes thousands, after
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faith
one mecting would make the commitment. In the fervor of
and fellow-fcecling that followcd, it was casy to believe that we were
actually helping the world spin in a fountain of love, That
exaltation overwhelmed the oppressive loneliness that also was a
companion of mine on this journey of lcarning to love without

expectation.
So, trips back home to Bor-das and Satsang quenched a great
thirst that accumulated after cach trip on the road. Bor-da's
I called
children had become like my own brothers and sisters.
Bor-da's wife "Ma" because it was the custom, but even more
because she possessed many qualities that reminded me of my own
mother: She was strong, loving, critical, and had an uncanny
intuitive side. She was an anchor in my existence.
Soon I was perceiving Satsang and Thakur through the lens of
my now closer relationships with Ma, Bor-da, Asoke and the
family. From 1948 to 1952, Bor-da was slowly assuming more
and more of the practical authority over the organization, and I
was growing into a new role.
He brought a new sense of order and efficiency, aided by his
trusted lieutenants, of whom I was becoming one of the most
intimate. Bor-da instituted generous allowances with a degree of
equity among long-suttering workers and their families. A new
spirit of efficiency bloomed in the community kitchen that never
fed less than 2,000 people each day and over 100,000 daily during
the huge conferences that were now quarterly. Everywhere from
the philanthropy office to the hospital, from the engineering works
to the press efticiency and cooperation took hold to a greater
degree than ever before.
Bor-das practical approach tempered Thakur's universal love
with an insistence on some degree
of responsibility. The
incompetent or lazy were goaded into acceptable activity, tailing
which, they were squeezed out. Ultimately, the effect was the
evolution of rwo distinct worlds at Satsang.
The "official" organization, administered by Bor-da, adherea
to most of the principles taught by Tlhakur.
However, the
commitment to his observation "to lose a single person is to lose a
-
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universe was tentative. It was outwcighed by the
demand
sincerely,
become
responsible
"vork
or get out." For thosewho
attracted
to orderliness, reasonable service
re
and conditional
loraly, Bor-da and his methods
were a blessing
For those who sought to find hope as well
as shelter in
Thakur's unlimited, unconditional love
that never said "no" and
excluded
anyone, Bor-das philosophy
never
was a kind of
compromise. It was heresy to some, even though they
found the
chaos surrounding Thakur unnerving at times.
I was growing comfortable playing
an increasingly influential
role in the organization and was feeling extremely satisfied
with
my life. Then, one day, Thakur abruptly turned everything
upside
living

down.

His serious demeanor told me that special advice was
forthcoming. Looking me in the eye silently for several
moments,
he finally said, "See, Bor-da is my son. You love me and that is
why you love him." That was al1.
On the surtace this was an innocuous statement, and several
days passed before I was willing to admit that this was his way of
telling me that my emotional priorities were backwards. My oftrepeated statement that Bor-da was the way to Thakur was, in fact,
not true. Yes, through my growing love for him ld gained a
greater love for Thakur; but my process was wrong. I had to
decide either to adjust my emotional priorities by making Thakur
once again my primary emotional center or stay with my more
recent approach of Thakur-through-Bor-da. That decision was a
watershed in my learning to love without expectation.
After a few days of conflict, I returned to Thakur as first in my
priorities. Then my troubles began. As I tried in little and big
ways to move
my mind back to Thakur, I was astonished at how
aeeply my attachments to his son had grown.
For example, I really enjoyed recounting some of the
weaknesses of other disciples to Bor-da, and he enjoyed hearing
them. It was as if we alone shared an intimate understanding. But
tnings were different with Thakur; he wasn't interested. His reply
Whenever anyone tells me something belittling about
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another, my opinion of the other doesn't change, but I learn a lot
about the one who is telling the story." I realized I had fallen into
the trap of bolstering my own superiority at the cxpense of others.

There were times Id long for that comfortable, familiar
relationship, even though it nurtured my own weaknesses. Then
Td have to shake it off and try to regain Thakur's spirit of honest
self-analysis. This back-and-forch conflict began to generate an
irrational anger inside me.
I continued speaking at meetings, raising money, negotiating
on behalf of Satsang, but this inner conflict was pushing me to
a breaking point. I felt was losing my sense of inner peace and
my confidence seemed to be eroding. I felt adrift and helpless as
the warm emotional ties with Bor-da were dissolving, and I was
nowhere near establishing that feeling with Thakur.
Now I began thinking about America more and more. Life in
the United States seemed a less chaotic emotional life. Mother was
alone and eager for me to finish my education. These thoughts
returning to the United States became more and more attractive.
For the first time since coming to Satsang in 1945, I began to
question my decision to stick with Thakur to the end.
Late in 1951, I talked it over with Bor-da and he eagerly
agreed, saying that Td be more of an asset with a graduate degree,
and perhaps I could help Asoke continue his studies there. Then I
asked Thakur, whose non-committal response,
"Do whatever you
think best," left me adrift.
Finally, I went to Calcutta to search
out a vacancy on an
American cargo ship, a not uncommon way for Americans in India
to work their way back home.
I tried to pump up some
enthusiasm as I talked with the captains. But as the days went by
my steps became more indecisive, and waves of desolation

I

engulfed me.
One afternoon, after two more rejections, I was feeling morc
forlorn than l'd felt in my life. I realized that, instead of resolving
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inner conflict, niy decision to return to America
the innc
had only
aggravated it.
The sun was setting, and the clear Indian sky
was coming alive
with myriad sparkling stars. Memorics of my carly days
at Satsang
ated up in my mind, exalted moments when I knew
to the core
my being that all 1 had to do was love. Was all
that real? The
months, wlhen iit seemedI was floating in
an occan of love, were
they just an illusion?
Abruptly I shook my head and shouted
at the top of my oice
sky,
cmpty
the
No: No. I cannot make
to
so momentous a
decision when I am depressed." Knowing I
had to clear my
mental state felt like a huge weight was liftcd
from my heart and
mind. A clarity descended upon me. When I
made the decision
five years ago to follow Thakur to the cnd
of the road, it was
crystal clear. How could I change that
now, just because the road
seemed steeper and more difficult?
I shook myself. "What the devil are you doing, Ray?" I asked
aloud. Nobody was around, so I babbled on. "You've found the
most fantastic personality in the world and you have the chance to
live with him, work for him, laugh and suffer and learn from him,
and youre trying to run away? Are you mad?" The sound of my
voice seemed to come from somewhere else as I felt the inner
louds lifting, and my life coming into focus again.

of

walked to the railway station, got on a train without a ticket and
stood tor the entire six-and-a-halt-hour ride. Back at Satsang
went directly to Boral Bungalow and immediately was overcome
with a powerful desire to move back with Thakur. When he came
out of his room, his laughing eyes said it all. For the umpteenth

knew that he knew everything that had transpired.
more
Thakur, I'm ready for whatever comes. There'll be no
to
wobbli
or wavering, and even if you try, you wont be able
Time, I

drive me away.

ter

a

long moment when

I

couldnt tell where I stopped and
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he began, he smilced and said, "Go get washed up, cat, then come
and see me."
Back at Golap Bagh, Bor-da was sitting on the verandah. I
pronamed, and then quietly but firmly announced, "Bor-da, I'm
not going to America. I'm staying here and following Thakur to
the end of the road, whether it ends in a ditch or on a throne."
He nodded and tried to smile, but the sense of loss in both of
us was clear. He understood that I had moved into another orbit
and there was nothing he could do.

Spending more time with Thakur and less with Bor-da redefined
the starkly different ways they operated. Being part of Bor-da's
group meant that you were always protected publicly. Privately,
his chastisement could be intense, but you always were right
publicly. This tended to make us overconfident, even arrogant,
and led to an intense bond among the inner circle.
With Thakur, I could expect no such blind support ifI erred.
had to take whatever people dished out while he remained
neutral. Privately, however, he was understanding. A refreshing
touch of humility once again began to guide my words and
actions.
With Bor-da, material needs were always taken care of
discreetly and quickly. Getting medicine for bouts of dysentery or
fever was automatic. The bill would be paid. As Thakur's man,
the dispensary owner now asked, "Who will be paying for this?
The first couple of times, I foolishly said Bor-da and seemed to get
away with it, but the third time I was told my bill had been
refused at the office.
When I told Thakur, he nodded sympathetically and asked
the group publicly to give me a couple of rupees each. I was
embarrassed, mortified. Some of those who gave had even less
than I did. I quickly converted my medical needs from allopathic
to homcopathic, which were cheaper.
When I needed a vehicle, Id let the superintendent of

I

t
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knowI was taking one. After all, directly or indirectly, I
arage know
garage
many of them and had even taught people
to drive
including Bor-da and Asoke. I felt a certain proprietary
right.
I
was
though,
told
being
I
needed
Now,
a direct order from Bor-da
any of the vehicles. In awe of his all-pervasive power, I
watched my access to official equipment dwindle. I had
to learn
more
simply.
to live more and

eCTed

1S

ThoughI continued

to eat meals in Bor-da's kitchen, a
A:fference there became apparent as well. Ma was still friendly but
now there was a fine distance, almost a hurt feeling in the air.
Subly, the sons and daughters moved away also. I didn't want any
distance from these people, but the closer I grew to Thakur, the
more I felt pushed out of the nest. It became dear that I had to
move to Boral Bungalow.
There, the atmosphere always seemed spontaneous, at times
chaotic and almost always unregulated. Visitors kept coming and
going. Arguments needed to be settled. Money had to be raised
for someone's needs and to buy medicine for someone else's health.
The hubbub and confusion were all transcribed by his attendants
Prafulla, Nikhil, or Devi.

Sometimes, irritation or exhaustion overwhelmed me in this
were
environment, and my emotional and mental capacities
of
stretched to the limit. This too was part of Thakur's process
dharma and
growth, or "becoming," what his concept of
bigger I could
adjustment of the self to life was all about. The
contain all the lite teaming
become, the more I could embrace and
stretching and growing was
around me. Around Thakur, the
almost constant.

18
Thakur put me up in an 8'x 10' room adjoining his own living
quarters. A sliding door opened onto the bright hall in which he
ate, slept and conversed with visitors several hours a day. This
accommodation, known simply as "the room under the berzy
tree," was the setting for many memorable events in my 25-year
relationship with Thakur.
As I became more comfortable there and more conscious of
his burdens, I sought to relieve them, however minutely I was able.
He seemed to recognize my desire, which is why, I think, he felt
even freer to ask me at any time of the day or night to secure
money, medicine, legal help, government permits, anyching. It
kept me bankrupt most of the time, but in return a growing inner
calmness and warmth took up residence inside me.. despite
occasional challenges.
"Hey, Soila, your sari is torn," Thakur noticed, yet again.
Soila was one of a group of nearly 40 widows who clustered
around Thakur because they had no other home. Their families
were either dead or had driven them out, and Thakur was their last
resort.

Some found work as a cook, nurse, or nanny. The more
aggressive and shrewd wheedlecd their way into one of the small
jobs around Thakur. Soila was such a warrior who had honed her
skills at securing food and clothing to a fine art. A woman in her
fifties, she had been driven from her home because of her
quarrelsome nature.
Everyone knew she had several new saris in a box under her
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regular additions seemed
important to her scnse of
Wearing a torn sari in front
security. Wea
of Thakur was part of her
always
worked.
program, and it
will I get the money to buy new
a
sari? You know I
to
from
hand
mouth, she would whine.
live
Looking around the group, Thakur's eyes
would fall on me.
"Hey, Ray, will you get Soila a new sari?"
I did have some options here. I could complain that I knew
he had six new ones in a box. I could refuse. Or I could follow
Vivekanandas law of devotion articulated a
earlier:

hitt

Vhere

"To
century
follow the guru without any hesitation or doubt is the only
way to
Spiritual success." Which meant begging the money and buyving
a

sari
I knew well

that obeying Thakur invaríably brought its own
rewards, sometimes many times more valuable than the item itself.
Then there was the pathetic story of Devi Das that flashed through
Devi had innocently responded once to Thakur's
my mind.
request, "Who is it for?" That was 10 years ago and Thakur had
never turned to him again, despite his anguished appeals to be
called upon.

With little money to my name, I resorted to begging, which
in India is not necessarily disreputable. In fact, in Hindu tradition,
the chains of
it is taught that biksha for the guru helps to break
pride, anger, greed, lust, and infatuation.
from door to
I
Different responses met my request, as went
one or
door. Some smiled when I mentioned Thakur and gave me
knowing that Soila had several
WO rupees. Some flatly refused,
face.
Some even slammed the door in my
new
stashed
saris

away.

buy a sari from the
5ut after 50 homes, I had the 42 rupees to
local Satsang cloth shop.
without a word of gratitude,
hand
from
my
snatched
it
Soila
we pronamed to Thakur. She lef,
Together,
a servant.
near
its discussion. Taking my seat
returned
to
group
the
d
emotionally closer to him.
I felt lighter, freer and
akur,
chains of pride, lust, and
Whether this meant I was breaking the
again at his easy skill in
Breed, I don't know. but I wondered

Were
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nurturing my spiritual development by using Soilas character
glitch and perhaps only until she too became strong enough in
the environment of unconditional love to overcome it herself.
-

*

It was almost physically impossible to keep up with Thakur. In
his early sixties, he began his day at 6 a.m., stopping for a couple
of hours in the afternoon for a meal and a nap, then continued
unbroken until after midnight. A large group of attendants worked
in various shifts of two hours. As hectic as the pace around him
was, few could last longer than that. I tried to stay with him until
he went to bed when I was at the ashram, but often found myself
dozing off while he was still talking.
Often, when we were alone, hed relate some personal stories
of his childhood and family. His intense love for his mother made
it seem as if she could do no wrong. So I had to ask one night,
Weren't you ever reprimanded by her?"
"So many times it's not possible to count."
had heard stories of some harsh treatment which at times
almost verged on what we would call today child abuse. His
reaction, though, was to develop an obsession to do something
that would gain her praise.
He practiced the meditation she taught him with total
intensity, and then related his experiences to her. When he began
falling into trances and miracles would happen, people started
calling him "thakur." He was repelled by the adulation until he
found that she seemed to be pleased by it. He contented himsel
with the fact that "thakur can also mean "cook as well as
"master or "teacher.
When people sought him out for advice, he'd say, "Go see
Ma." The motive behind all his remarkable achievements seems to
have been to win her praise. So I asked, "Didn't your mother ever
praise you?"
"Only once, but it was at such a time that I could not enjoy it
at all. His voice grew desolate as he told the story. His mother

I
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been sick for some months and
nothing seemed help.
to
ried many kinds of medicine,
He
but she just grew weaker
and
weaker.
Iate one night she beckoned him
to her side and said,
Anukul, I only wanted to tell
you that you have fulfilled
all my
There's nothing left. Now
hanes,
go and see that nobody
has any
rouble." Soon after, she was
gone. He finally
won her praise but
at such a time when he could not cherish it.
Thakur, that seemed cruel," I blurted
out.
He reacted as if I had struck him. "Think
what you like! But
if Ma had not been the way she was, I could
never havë become
what I am today!"
A mixture of shame and awe made me
stare at my feet in
silence. I could feel his eyes on me.
"If I could behave that way
with you, you'd quickly become a man.
"Then go ahead and do it," I said impetuously.
"There's one problem," he pointed out.
"What's that?" I shot back.
"You'll run away. You won't be able to take it."
wasn't about to back down. "IFI run away, I run away. So
what? I came here to learn to be a man. To learn to love. So
what's the use of playing games and pretending?" His face showed
no expression, so I left.
The next morning, 15 or 20 people were sitting around him
in the yard. The sun was shining, and the sky was a clear blue.
pronamed with a deep feeling of devotion.
"Hey, why did you drive the 674 jeep without oil and burn
the engine out?" Thakur asked me. It wasn't true.
a jeep for
Who told you that, Thakur? I haven't touched
Weeks." I reacted angrily at this public acusation.
just a little criticism."
Just see how your ego jumps with should know."
"But who told you that lie, Thakur? I
"Bupesh," he said quietly.
believe it. "Why do you
"Bupesh-da! Bupesh-da!" I couldnt
I taught a bunch of
listen to him? Hes angry with me because
importance. Hes not
oys to drive and he feels I'm threatening his
Lad
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only a liar, he's mean and jealous and incompctent! Why do you
listen to him?"
"I will listen to him, and I'll show you." So marked the
beginning of the program to make me into a man, one that was to
continue on and off over the next three years.
Weeks later, I pronamed to Thakur in front of a large
gathering, when he said to me, "Do you know what happens when
you lie?" Stunned by his acusatory tone, the group turned to
examine who the liar was.
"What happens?" I tried to shrug it off nonchalantly.
A lack of coordination between the motor and sensory nerves
develops. This in turn brings a growing sense of irresponsibility
which leads to a dulling of perception."
Trying to hide my wounded feelings, I hoped against hope
that somebody would understand that this was Thakur's way of
testing me. But the story spread that Thakur caught Hauserman
in the act of lying. Trying to explain only seemed to make it worse
Months later, again in the midst of a large group of people, he
called out to me, "Do you know what happens when you steal?"
Vainly trying to hide my shock and embarrassment,
I mumbled, "What happens?"
"A breakdown of common sense, more irresponsibility, and a
growing sense of inferiority."
In sucha close-knit community, news and rumors spread
more quickly than wildfire, especially if the scory was negative.
Now, Hauserman was not only a liar but also a thief. No one
defended me, because this was a fact from Thakur himself. What
few connections remained after 1 left Bor-da's circle were pulling
away. Those few who even spoke to me did so more out of pity.
Paradoxically, some invisible barriers between Thakur and
and
myself were dissolving when we were alone. His behavior
or
Words were those of the most intimate friend. We never talked
yet
the public accusations, and I could sense that the game was no
over. And it wasn't.

Months later he asked, "Do you know what happens w
youre a lecher?" A shock wave rippled through the crowd. I shoo
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myhead slowly. "Your perceptions and awareness become
murky.
becomes callous and your
mind becomes unstable."
nodded mechanically, numbed. "The brain becomes
dull, and
normal
energy
upward
becomes
the
depleted."
felt people withdrawing from me as I walked
past them.
Publicly accused of lying, stealing and now lechery,
I sighed and

heart
I

cfeeled

myself for another wave of isolation, slander, and
angry

stares
As I

turned to leave, Thakur demanded, "Where

are you

going
"Where can I go? Youve alienated everyone from me, so
there's nobody who even wants to talk to me. Just sitting around
here all the time makes me teel more and more useless."
"Then there's the possibility of being useful," he pointed out.
Months passed by since this last accusation, and I was almost
feling ld ridden out the storm, when one day he called out, "Do
you know what happens from treachery?
"No, what happens?" I sighed with resignation.
Instinctively, he
A designing inferiority controls the traitor.
else being praised
becomes ungrateful. He cannot tolerate anyone
condemn the person
in front of him. He automatically has to
often with unreasonable accusations.
There wasn't much
be
shrugged as much to say, "So it."
farther down I could go.
old devotee, called me
an
Mitra,
Calcutta,
nen one day in
child-like smile of the longtrademark
Ove
visit with him. The
seen Thakur so directly
rarely
"Tve
aisciple melted my heart. of a personal weakness or crime.
accuse any man
publicly
absorb it. So when he is
There are
can
who
people
tew guilty
e few
g
else in the group who
someone
accusing
you, I feel it is meantfor
confided.
COuld
not tolerate such disclosure," he
"Thakur
eyes, he continued,
his
from
With
pouring
tection
Youre a blessed
is usi
Hauserman. You're
is
using you
Mr.
to adjust others,
man."
110air-conditioned office, and even the
I came out
Mitra's
Out of
degre
erase the lightness
couldnt
day
Bree heat of a Calcutta summer

e
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and happiness in my heart. Things were looking up.
Months later, I had successfully secured a large quantity of
cement for the building program, after all of Bor-das efforts had
failed. I was basking in the begrudging acknowledgment of his
inner circle of officials at a large gathering when out of nowhere,
Thakur's voice called, "Hey Ray, do you know what happens when
you commit sodomy?"
Gasps rippled through the crowd as people craned their necks
to see the degenerate. My entire body went numb. "What
happens?" my voice quavered.
"It causes a particularly obnoxious kind of inferiority. Most
affected is the object of sodomy, who becomes oppressed with a
poverty of inner masculinity. The ensuing despair and inferiority
that results builds a crafty, rationalizing stupidity that is very
difficult to remove without tremendous patience.
I took some comfort from Mitra's insight, but then Thakur
pressed on, "The person so infected always thinks others suffer
from this depravity, but not himself" I thought of going to my
room, but he persisted, "He constantly seeks to establish his own
masculinity by supporting the treacherous people in society, people
who degenerate the nation and destroy the family."
stood
mute before Thakur's unrelenting onslaught.
Suddenly, out of nowhere, my mind flashed back to the war... I'm
standing alone in a large meadow on the outskirts of Bishenpur.
The Japanese 75s are shooting straight down at us from the
surrounding hills. Mortars make the earth jump under my feet, as
bullets rip through the air. I feel naked as I watch the stretcher
bearers try to dodge a hit while rushing the casualties to my jeep.
We pile the groaning and unconscious Gurkhas onto the racks;
some I help slump into spaces between the stretchers.
Adrenaline is pumping so hard through my body that I drive
recklessly out of range of the shells to unload the men, some
injured, some dying, some already gone. I'm trembling so hard
with fear that allI want is to get out of there, but some strang
hypnotic power forces me back to the field of battle again and
again. I'm no hero; I know I'm a coward. What am I doing here
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And yet in one moment, with nothing
to lose but my life.
away
fall
all
Ceel it
from me
the fear, the mortars, the
feel
war, my
beliefs, my past. AndI feel, finally, free, free of everything
except
undisputable fact of my own vibrant existence. I
the
am alive
completely.
Perhaps
for
the first time in my life.
rotally and
-

-

Thakur had peeled away every shred
of pretense and
rcep
leaving me naked before the world. That didn't
perception,
matter
was
I
again
tasting
more.
that
sweet freedom, and I was
any
Auched with an exaltation beyond compare.
I began to experience
time of indescribable joy and feelings of passionate oneness with
all of creation. Day by day, the reality of loving without
expectation was burning in my soul. This was the only goal worth
striving for.

Our God is a God of Love, and the words of Jesus, "You are
to be perfect, even as your Father in heaven is perfect," are neither
a suggestion nor a plea. They are a simple statement of our only
destiny. It is what Thakur meant when he spoke of becominga
man of God.
One day, unexpectedly, Robi Roy, a powerful and staunch
supporter of Bor-da, confided in me. "Hauserman-da, Ive never
seen Thakur chastise anyone so publicly as he has you. It shows a
rare and intimate relationship. I envy you that loving familiarity."
"Robi-da, the door's always open to create that intimacy with
him. All it rakes is for you to allow him to make you a man on his
terms, not on yours.
I thought I've been doing just that," he protested.
Thars what I thought, too, doing the meditations, making

ne offerings, preaching and pronaming and basking in his love,
teeling satisfied that that's all he wants."
"Well, isn't it?"
Tts a small part but not the main point. Im just beginning
is for us to become
calize that the only thing he really wants thakurs.
He says it
Ve, like him. He wants each of us to become
because its so
ways, but we ignore or minimize it,
easier for us to let him fulfill our prayers, shelter us in his
love Put
size, but we either
simply, he wants us to grow to his

housand
ch
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a pedestal to
want to cut him down to our size or leave him up on
worship. Its time we get in the ball game and step up to the
plate."
Robi-da glanced at my tattered pajamas, scrawny body and
worn sandals. I could see he wasn't sure if it was worth it. Hed
achieved some adulation and regard through his devotion to Bor
da, and that seemed to be enough for him.
There didn't seem to be many who were anxious to join
Thakur's man-making enterprise. I dont know how much of a
man I became, but those periods of intense joy, inner peace, and
oneness were worth all the humiliation and depression, and I felt
times I truly was swirling in a fountain of Love.

19
Late in 1956, I received an announcement from Mother in the
mail. Now retired and living in Hot Springs, Arkansas,

she had
too much time on her hands and wanted to come back to India.
Driving up to a brick bungalow surrounded by towering
eucalyptus trees and blossoming gardenia bushes, she exclaimed,
"Oh, Ray, its so beautiful! I could live here the rest of my life!"
Arranging a special accommodation wasnt all Thakur had
done. In the weeks prior to her arrival, I watched in amazement as
he

transtormed the huge animosity toward me throughout the
community into open admiration for my devotion.
"Did you see what Ray did?" hed say in front of select
disciples known for their accuracy in disseminating gossip. "His
devotion makes the impossible possible, just like Hanuman! A few
more like him and the world would really be spinning in a
fountain of love!"

Within a few days such comments soon lifted me from the
filth of degeneracy and the specter of shunning into the exalted
heights of a cherished disciple. Beneath his seeming innocence and
mildness in the midst of the chaos and conflicts of daily life, there
ay absolute control over the community. Thankfully, this ensured
tnat Mother would encounter nothing but positive regard for her
son during her stay.
Older, grayer, but with undimmed, sharp eyes that missed
hothing, she enthusiastically and inquisitively launched into life at
atsang. I sensed a new, stronger rapport between us, even though
ny brothers and sister were by now married with children, earned
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graduate degrees, and on their way "up in successful careers. I, on
the other hand, was still a bachelor at 35 and "supported" b
Thakur's difficult-to-describe divine economy.
"I do wish you were equipped to maintain yourself," shed sigh
on occasion.
"Mother, dont worry, I always manage. I know there doesnit
seem to be any apparent basis for it, but I still believe that putting
my life at Thakurs service brings me more benefits in this world
and the next than any college degree ever could." Her worry about
my future and my perception of my abilities to survive remained
the only stumbling-block in our deepening relationship.
Despite her satisfaction with the worldly achievements of her
children, she confessed that the lifestyle of the fifties with is
social drinking and casual religious affiliation
was less and less
congenial to her belief in Christ, the Church and temperance. It
sometimes seemed that our Indian litestyle was more in tune with
her generation. Plus, the respect that age receives in the East,
coupled with a feeling that she was needed here and useful,
more
than compensated for any physical or mental discomforts.
For Spence and me, Mother brought a welcome
material
comfort into our lives. She had budgeted $15
to $20 per day for
her lodging, food and travel. With
the exchange rates, simple
living, and the ridiculously low
price of food, she ended up
spending less than $4 a day. This included
paying for a cook, a
gardener and huge supplies of fresh
fruit and vegetables, nuts,
baked bread, butter and
quarts of yogurt, milk and coffee.
Feeding us and a constant
stream of guests, making trips to
Calcutta, Benares, and other
towns, she was still spending less than
a third of what it cost her
to live alone in America.
Our cook, Madhu, a local boy, also
shopped and helped out
around the house. He quickly became
her favorite. He was or
stocky build, under five feet
in heiglht, muscular, and decply
devoted to those he served.
He also had a streak of
mischievousness that endeared
him to Mother instantly.
He was sensitive to her moods, so whenever
she had a boutro
loneliness or sadness, he would
appear with a plate of cashews o
-
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lononds and a steaming cup of coffec. "Oh,
Madhu," shed
I
exclaim, "its just what
needed. How did you know?"
He
ecame fiercely loyal to her, and despite his tendency
to pad the
grocery
orocery bills, she did not tolerate any criticism of him.
As a result of this new diet, which replaced
our usual fare of
dha
hal
Spence
rice,
and
watery
watery
and I both began to gain weight,
much to Thakurs pleasure. He looked at her admiringly
one day
and observed, "Ma, you have made them fat and healthy."
Shaking his head sadly, he added, "I was never able do that."
to
Mocher's reply was, "Well, I just don't feel that
attempts at
saintliness mean being only skeletons." He nodded in
agreement.
One day, she came down with a bad case of dysentery.
Though the purging had soon stopped, she had no appetite for
boiled vegetables. She was growing weaker by the day. "I dont
knowwhat to give you, Mother,"I lamented
"If I were home, I would eat a poached egg on toast."
Though meat, fish, eggs, and chicken were forbidden to eat
throughout the ashram, I impulsively asked Madhu if he knew
how to poach eggs. He nodded confidently and took of.
Shortly thereafter, he entered her room like a conquering
hero, with three eggs from a nearby Muslim village-poached on
toast. She gulped them down and was on her way back to health.
"Poach and toast" became part of her diet from that day on. My
-

concern was how to deal with this blatant infringement of the
cating code, but Thakur handled it immediately.
Are you giving your mother eggs? he would query publicly.
Before I could reply, he ordered, "You must give her eggs daily, as
it is

the only medicine for her."
When she heard how he transformed her illicit diet into a
uvinely ordained necessity, she smiled, "Good old Thakur, he
always knows exactly what to do.

ne of Mother's more fascinating relationships was the growing
macy with Thakurs wife, Boro Ma. She of all women seemed
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to have the least in common with Mother. Boro Ma was totally
orthodox, a completely conservative Hindu wife who believed that
the wife is the shadow of the husband. Mother, on the other hand
had been in the forefront of every battle for women's rights and
equality for as long as I could remember. But their relationship
just picked up where it left off ten years earlier, despite the
language barrier.
One day Mother excitedly told me, "Ray, Boro Ma has given
me a view about peace that I never considered. You know how it
seems we're always striving for peace in our lives, then I look at the
obstacles and trials that Boro Ma has had to endure and overcome
It made me realize that it is our enemies that give us strength.
Maybe were making life too easy in America. By reducing the
need for struggle, we're inadvertentdy eliminating a natural source
of inner strengthening which is important for feeling a real sense
of peace. Boro Ma has opened my eyes to this insight by the way
she lives."

Another important relationship for Mother was with my
political friend, Baldev Babu, who was instantly impressed by her
intelligence, wit and strength. Since he felt a certain responsibility
for me, Mother was grateful for him in my life. He took it upon
himself to show her some of the historical monuments, and we
traveled to Rajgir, Bodh Gaya, Nalanda, and other places of
interest.
In the summer of 1958, we traveled to Mussoorie in the
Himalayas all together for a month's vacation. Mother was
obviously enjoying it tremendously, yet her concern for my future
never let our conversation for long, no matter how glorious the
environment. It was time to enlist Baldev's advocacy skills to help
convince her not to worry about me. This turned out to be a
mistake.
Oh, he was eloquent and inspiring in his descriptions of how
many people I had helped through my devotion to Thakur and
how lucky she was to have such a son. But her emotional response

had an uncurrent of bitterness, "If Ray's choice is so wise, Baldev,
why dont you give one of your four sons to Thakur? Instead, they
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training for a meaningtul lite - an engineer, a doctor,
a
lawyer, an accountant. How can you tell me something
different is
all right for myson? He bid a hasty
retreat, mumbling something
about how his sons werent interested in spiritual things. Back
all have

square one.

to

Toward the end of 1958, Thakur had been
suffering from high
blood pressure. lo ensure an afternoon rest, guards were
set
around the entrance to his rooms. The problem wasn't from the
outside, though, as we soon realized.

The personal attendants and hangers-on always had private
access to him. Ever-present petty grudges and squabbling
regularly
bubbled to the surface. Thakur handled these "privates" by
bringing the complainant and the defendant face to face.
Shouting matches often ensued. When the emotions were
exhausted, he would quietly suggest a solution that brought
adjustment, however temporary.
It was a living education in the treatment of almost every kind
of psychological aberration. When Thakur then had a stroke,
however, it was apparent he needed more relief from such
exhausting sessions.
One of these emotional encounters occurred one day as
Mother and I went to visit him, accompanied by Janardan, my old
ex-communist friend and fellow speaker. As we neared Boral
Bungalow, shrill shouts could be heard coming from his room.
One of the doctors rushed our to Janardan, pleading, "Theyre
going to kill him before our eyes. You've got to do somethingg
Mother frowned and said she'd go visit Boro Ma. She was
Eical of the way this group of women took advantage of Thakur
and just
As

didnt want to see it or hear it any more.

She wasn't the only one. Many of the well-tempered people on
Staff avoided these situations as well. It required delicate tact

or
d tremendous patience to help Thakur without hurting him
Cn,
Since his compassion made them feel that they were the
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most important people in the world to him. It was almost
impossible to navigate these tough waters.

Janardan bravely entered the room. Immediately one of the
women imperiously shouted at him, "Private talk. Get away"
"Private talk? You can hear every word out in the štreet" he shot
back. Silence from the women sitting on the floor. The only sound
was Thakur's heavy breathing and occasional groan. Janardan
pressed on, "I have one question for you: Just who do you think wll
give you shelter and food and clothes and listen to your nasty little
grievances when Thakur is not here? I'll tell you. Nobody!"
The widows recoiled in shock. "You'll be out on the street
where you belong," he continued, "where your families drove you
because of your selfishness. None of us will think twice about
getting rid of you!" The brutal truth was like a slap in their faces,
and they disappeared out the back door. Peace returned.
Thakur stirred and, looking affectionately at Janardan,
remarked, "Hey, did you ever look in the pit under the open
latrine and see the bugs that are swimming in the defecation?"
"Not often," Janardan admitted.
"Well, Ive come to take those bugs out of the flth and teach
them to stand.and walk like human beings in this world. If youre
unable to endure even their stench, then you'll not be able to stay
with me." That was the last time Janardan ever tried to interfere
with the irascible group around Thakur.

Lite was abruptly disturbed again one afternoon when Mother
calmly mentioned to me that she was finding some growth under
her arm and on her groin. She worried about it, and, thoughI was
apprehensive, I tried to minimize it. Loyal to American medical
treatment, she was unwilling to try any of what she saw as

esoteric medicine, and suggested returning home.
thought you wanted to live here the rest of your lite,

reminded her.
Oh, that was just the excitement of coming back here, sne
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admitted. I felt sad but resigned. We
had almost another two
vears together, and sharing our lives had
brought us so much
I
loser. When told Thakur she was planning to leave, his
sorrow
was transparent, and their emotional farewell was
bittersweet and
flled with tears.
We both knew that this would be
our last farewell, and we
didn't like to think about that. "Ray, I feel
as though I've been
here 20 years instead of 20 months. Its like leaving home."
"It is your home, Mother," I sobbed. I put my arm around
her shoulder and said with an optimism I wasn't feeling, "It will all
work out in a wonderful way we can't imagine." Though I didn't
know it then, that's exactly how it worked out.
We had an entire first-class compartment to ourselves for the
20-hour ride across India. Mother was filled with amazemen
the sunsets. "Ray, almost every evening since Ive been in India,
you can see a bullock cart or a peasant silhouetted in black on the
horizon against the setting sun and a sky filled with golds and
pinks and purples."
They call it 'cow dust time, Mother," I explained. It's as if
India were demonstrating each evening its several-thousand-yearold culture in a breathtaking mural.
After watching her ship disappear over the horizon, I returned
to Deoghar feeling empty. I found myself rushing to help older
Women, and realizedI was missing holding her arm as we walked.
Returning to the work editing Thakur's sayings into English
later,
aud keep me busy much of the time, until three months
everything. "Mother has
when I received a telegram that changed
best."
cancer," my brother Frank wired. "Do what you think
There's
Go back and take care of her, Thakur advised.There's

nobody else."

arrival, Mother once
dmist tears of gratitude at my unexpected
again said softly, "Good old Thakur."

20
America in 1959 was basking in the glow of success, power, and
international philanthropy from the Eisenhower days. That
presidency represented all the idealism of the generation that had
grown up sandwiched between two World Wars. The American
dream ofa family home in the suburbs, two cars in every garage,
and rosy-cheeked children excelling in quality schools was a
product of the free-enterprise system. Most ignored the criticism
that people were leading "lives of quiet desperation," a hint that
material things were failing to fulfill deeper longings.
Civil rights activists were causing ripples in the status quo.
Divorce rates were starting to rise. Morality was loosening and
preaching for a higher moral standard was looked upon as self
righteous and hypocritical. The drug problem was still in embryo
and Alcoholics Anonymous in its infancy.
I returned to an America proud and satisfied with its past,
confident of its present and positive the future would be brighter as long as communisms threat of nuclear war could be neutralized.
Few chose to recognize the fissures forming in the foundation ot
this seemingly idyllic structure.
I was full to overflowing with ideals and dreams that if we
would seek first the kingdom, all things would be added. It was a
futile cry in the America of that time when people believed all
things were added by a healthy economy. Plus, my personal
material status could hardly inspire anyone to change their
priorities.
After visiting with Frank and Bob and their families, I headed
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for Hot Springs. I knew that if I hadn't come back, she would
have ended up in a nursing home, not because she wasn't loved
but
simply because my siblings couldn't have managed for her
in their
homes. And Mother, even before she learned of the cancer, always
would say, "I never want to be a burden on my children."
That
one attitude, so dominant in their generation, gave rise to

the
billion-dollar geriatric industry over the next few decades, replete
with the ubiquitous nursing home.
Members of the First World War generation regarded the
formerly normal obligation to care for one's parents as a burden
more than a divine blessing. They arranged their affairs so as not
to be a similar burden on their own children. Somewhere along
the line, the inner peace and bonding resulting from fulfilling one's
love for their parents had been lost. It wasn't "progressive" enough.
I had assured my brothers that I would care for Mother as
long as necessary. "But you don't have to waste your life," Frank
protested.
Fifteen years of Thakur and life at Satsang kicked in: "Look,
Frank, she's the only mother I have. Let me do what I can for her
now. When she's gone, there won't be another."
Bob had brought me on a tour through a very exclusive
nursing home in the Cleveland area. The supervisor proudly asked
me, "What would they think of this in India?"
"Something akin to cannibalism," I said quietly. The supervisor
they
was shocked. Bob was embarrassed. "Look," I said, "in India
say that when we were helpless, they fed us, wiped away our tears,
patiently taught us to
Sang us to sleep, cleaned up our messes. They
them. It's common
walk, to talk, to live. Now it's our turn to do for
universe.
Sense, and its the way nature has organized the
who cared for his old
Then I related the parable of the man
take the father for a
Tather until his wife's complaints forced him to
his son later did that to him,
walk and push him over a clif. Then
and that son's son to his own tather.
to the clif, the
"Finally in the fourth generation on that trip
taking me, son, to the clift
old father said, I know where you are
to push me over.
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"The son was stunned. "How do you know that?"
Because that's what I did to my father, and he did to his, and
what your son will do to you'. The son grabbed his arm, took his
facher back to the house and said to his wife, "We take care of him
until he dies. I'm not going over that cliff."
So much for all the talk of a nursing home. I realized how
perceptive Thakur was when he told me to go back to America
immediately to make mother's remaining days as comfortable and
bright as possible
Hot Springs was a quiet town in those days. Hot-bath houses
and gambling were he major industries, and the town hosted a
large retired population.
Mother had aged a lot in the few months since I'd seen her off
in Bombay. She was losing weight rapidly, but still had some
energy to get around. So we did what was important to her
going to the Methodist Church, taking leisurely strolls around
-

town, and resting.

In my free time, I was busy writing. Id brought all my notes
of Thakurs saying, and I spent five to six hours a day translatin8
and editing and organizing them into a book. Reading the works
of other philosophers, I easily recognized how contemporary his
ideas were.
As a book took shape, I began to search out publishers and
collect the responses saying, "Thank you for your manuscript but
it does not fit into our publishing program at the present."
One Sunday, our gracious landlords arrived for our weekly
drive in the country. Mother looked forward to it every week.
This was during the time of the Kennedy efforts to gain the

Democratic presidential nomination, and Bobby Kennedy was to
be the guest on the television show, "Face the Nation."
When Mother got her coat on, I said, "Mother, Im not
coming with you today. I want to watch this interview. A
momentary frown flickered across her face and she nodded her
head, although obviously hurt. That was more than a quarter of a
century ag0 loday I can stll dearly sece that hurt look in her eyes
but cant remember a single word Bobby Kennedy said. Despire
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my commitment to ideals of love and
service, my values could still
get turned upside down at times.
As Mother grew weaker, I
found a local woman
to help

out
with the more intimate care-giving.
An old-school AfricanAmerican, Mamie was compassionate,
strong, and straightforward.
They became fast friends. Mamie
and I took turns helping ease
the aches and pains. My Indian skills
of rubbing down her back,
and
legs
arms,
with olive oil would make her
purr. I felt as if I
were taking care of my own child.
One day early in 1960, I got a call from
Don Lutman in New
York. Don was an old and
dear friend from the AFS in Burma.
We had driven jeep ambulances on the Tiddim
Road and kept in
touch. He had even visited Satsang and taken
initiation. He knew
about my attempts to get a book about Thakur published
in the
States.

Tve got a woman working here in the

AFS who knows
Eugene Exman, the vice-president of Harper's." My heart lurched.
After talking it over with Mother, we agreed that she would be all

right with Mamie fora couple of days.

Exman was religion editor as well as vice-president of Harper
& Brothers. He was a comfortable mixture of authority and
atfection, and his gray eyes seemed to look through you. He spoke
with the quiet voice of power. As a bonus, he was familiar with
the heritage of India through contact with Aldous Huxley, Gerald
Heard, and Swami Prabhavananda.
I outlined a brief history of Thakur's life and philosophy, told
him stories and left him with a copy of the manuscript. As I left
his office that day my heart was singing and my mind was
repeating the Name intensely. We met again soon after He
greeted me warmly and handed back the manuscript. "I think ir's
very powerful and will introduce Thakur to the American public.
I was overwhelmed. This was the man who was instrumental
n introducing Albert Schweitzer to America. Then he said, "But
this is nor the book to do that. When you introduce a man to
the people, you first make them acquainted with the man, and
then later his ideas. So we first have to have the story of his life."
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That set me on the path of writing Thakurs biography.
Returning to Hot Springs, I said proudly to Mother, "Look ar
this. Your illiterate and incompetent son ( was her only offspring
without a degree) is now a Harper Brothers writer!"
Tears sprang to her eyes and she said, "Dad would have been
so proud of you." The softness in her voice brought a lump to my
throat. "Tve been thinking a lot about something, Ray. All these
years, I felt that Thakur had kind of taken you away from me.
I felt sad, but I also knew you had your own life to live.
"But lately, in my time of need, I realize that you are the only
one I really have. Bob and Frank and Janet are in no position to
take care of me." I smiled and tried to shrug it off. The lump
kept me from speaking as it grew bigger. Here was an indomitable
woman who had done her duty to her husband and children,
traveled around the world, shared in riots and pains, and adapted
to strange cultures and customs. Shed fought the good fight and
had no regrets. Neither did I.
"Tve realized that Thakur loves me in the same way he loves
you.
you." A feeling of fullness swept over me. My hope that she
would understand Thakur and grow close to him had come to pass
at last.

Thrilled also at the idea of breaking into the exalted world of
American publishing. I began gathering all the material I could
find on Thakur's life. Between ransacking my memory, my notes,
and appealing to India for information, the stories began
accumulating and arranging themselves into a biography.
Thakur's life was so vast and varied that it came down to
deciding what could be included without overwhelming the reader.
An editor at Harpers regularly suggested re-writes here and there,
and finally I ended up with a contract.
When a stroke left Mother partially paralyzed, the rest of my
family stepped in and voted to move her to the nursing home
in Cleveland. I felt wretched looking around at the helpless people
there just waiting to die. And poor Mother was confused. As I left,
I whispered in her ear, "Create havoc! Do you understand? Create
havoc!" She looked at me and seemed to nod her head.
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Within two days, I got a phone call from Bob.
"Mother is
causing to0 much trouble. They won't keep her there.
I'm getting
her an apartment near our house where she can stay, if you'll be
there with her." I agreed immediately and Mamie and I
installed
ourselves
and
her
in the new apartment.
Mother and I played a game each morning after she
had been
bathed and fed. We would agree on how
many laps shed go
around the apartment. With her eyesight almost gone, she used
her hands on the walls and furniture to navigate, and I
sat in the
living room writing at a small desk. As she passed by
me, her hand
would slide up my shoulder, over my head and down
the other
shoulder, a caress tor me and an assurance for her.
Td ask her how many laps that was.
Invariably shed
exaggerate the number. "Mother, you know thats not right."
She'd laugh and recount. But her condition grew inexorably
worse
and the laps, fewer and fewer each day, finally stopped. Thus
it
was how Mother lived out her remaining months in Mentor,
Ohio. Paralytical strokes and deep x-ray had taken their toll. For
a few weeks near the end, the malignancy went into remission.
But all too soon, she began to complain about the pain again.
Minor strokes were gradually sapping her life and dulling her
awareness. Then I got a call to go see Exman in New York. That
day, as I left her to catch the bus for New York, time seemed to
stop and we felt locked together. Then I kissed her and held her
frail body for several silent moments. She squeezed my arm and
whispered, "Take care of yourself. And thanks for everything."
didn't realize it at the time, but now I believe that she knew that
would be the last time we would see each other in this life.
While I was in New York, Mother had another stroke and lost
all consciousness. She was admitted to the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Cleveland, where she passed on a few days later. I
eturned for the funeral, staying by her body for many hours in the
Viewing room. She was buried in the Riverside Cemetery in Rocky
River next to my Dad. Their bodies were again together on earth,.
and I felt sure their spirits were reunited in heaven as well.

21
Back in New York, I set up home in the Seton Hotel and threw
myself into finishing Thakur's biography. I soon reconnected with
Aditya Mookerjee who was in the States working on a
postdoctoral research project at Columbia University. His Ph.D. from
Calcutta University was in nuclear magnetic resonance. He moved
in with me and ended up being a godsend not only as a
companion, but also for help in completing the book.
Aditya's father had been with Thakur in the early days. In
fact, he was the only disciple whom Thakur described
as someone
who understood him. So, along with a large framed picture of
Thakur that Aditya hung on the wall, he brought his
many
experiences from growing up in the old Pabna ashram.

The book grew and, as it did, I tried to touch
on Thakur's
greatness without it sounding mawkish. But chapters kept coming
back from the editors with new criticisms,
and I began feeling
restless and frustrated. It was time for
a break, so I visited an
uncle, Mother's brother, in Washington,
D.C., for a few days.
While I was there, I remembered that fleeting
connection
a
Mother and I had made in Bombay, a
woman named Elsie
Blasdell, also lived in D.C. A Navy psychiatrist,
Elsie had extended
an offer of help ifI was ever in the States,
andI decided to take her

up on it.
Elsie was in her fifties, not more than four feet tall, seemea,
it
with graying blond hair and the brightest blue eyes
Id ever seen.
remember when she burst through the door
of an American
medical mission we were visiting and announced: "My name is

I
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the U.S. Navy. I've come India look,
to
to

to love, and to learn. And who

are you?" she asked

Mother pointedly.
"My name is Rosalie Hauserman.
Ive come to visit my son
lives
with a guru in an ashram," Mother replied.
who
"Where's your son? Elsie walked
over to me, pulled up a
and
said,
"I
have
hair
to talk to you. When can we talk?" I
was
taken by surprise, to say the least.
"Why dont you come to the Marine Shores
Hotel tomorrow
for afternoon tea? I replied and she left as abruptly
as she had
entered.
The next day over tea, Elsie leaned toward me, her large eyes
holding mine in a vice grip, and commanded, "How
can I help
you? I'm here to help you."
A series of thoughts flashed through my mind, from 'Tve
got a
kook on my hands to other less complimentary thoughts.
Istammered, "Well... I don't know offhand.."
Get a paper and pencil," she ordered, "and take down my
address in the States. If you ever need help, just call me." As I was
writing down the information, Mother came over and Elsie barked
out to her, "You should help this boy. Because of him, many
people's lives will be benefired."
Mother took a moment to recover before she was able to
answer, "I'll try my best." As the women talked, I began to relax,
assaw a confidence developing in Mother. She gradually
loosened up, expressing her concerns and objections to how my
life was going. Then she finally brought up her greatest concern,
One thing I cannot understand is Ray's refusal to take a salary
trom Satsang. He insists'on living like a beggar!"
"He's right!" Elsie exploded. "If one wants to truly realize
God, to transform their life into something more than just a dogooder, then they have no alternative but to depend totally on His
grace!"

never
Mother was not to be persuaded so easily. "But
stopped earning. Even after becoming a widow and financially
Omfortable, I continued nursing and earning."
I
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Elsie became almost arrogant. "Ive been a consulting
psychiatrist for the U.S. Navy at $75 an hour. I know what it is to
earn money. Still, I say, Ray is right. To know God, we must
depend utterly on Him. Rays doing what a lot of us would like to
do, but are afraid to do."
It was as ifa light went on in Mothers eyes. Somehow she
was getting a glimpse that my life had some value, some glory, and
wasn't just parasitical. She later confided in me, "Ray, I don't
know whether she is insane or a genius, but I teel more at peace
about you than I have in a long time." Elsie had certainly done
Thakur's work that night. And now it looked like that might

continue.

"What can I do for you?" she asked promptly when she heard it
was me on the phone. We discussed the contract with Harper's to
publish Thakur's life story and the hard time I was having getting
it right.
Tm the daughter and granddaughter of publishers. Bring me
the manuscript." I did, and she read through it that day. "Ir's a
fantastic story, Ray, but you must develop more action and less
moralizing." As we talked, I was impressed with how she could
relate so well to Thakur without ever having known him, and her
enthusiasm was a much-needed breath of fresh air for me.
After completing her critique, she sat back and asked me,
"What else?"
I thought of Thakur's commitment to people over everything
else and said, "Thakur always needs people." Little did I know
what that comment would bring, but from that time on, there
were knocks on my door at all hours from total strangers.
"Are you Ray Hauserman?" I would nod, and then hear the
simple introduction, "Elsie sent me." Wed talk over coffee or tea
about whatever their problem was. Over time, many became
interested in Thakur and ended up taking initiation.
Without a doubt, Elsie was a godsend for me and for tho
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she sent. She was as psychic as they come and often was present
with the person she referred. "She's going to be ill soon..." or

That one has a dull grey aura.

Needs help but will be a burden,"
or "He has a silver blue aura and will be your lifelong supporter
and friend," shed say later. There were times when it felt like
I was getting a private glimpse into someone's personal life. While
some of it was irrelevant or incorrect, much of it was uncannily
accurate.

Our room at the hotel became a real focal point, a gathering
place where Elsie would bring people in need. We would intensely
discuss Thakur's ideas and how to apply them in our lives. The
practice of meditation and the value of a vegetarian diet was still a
long way away tor most Americans, but at least here they could be
explained and accepted.

This was Satsang in America. It was minuscule, but it was alive
and well in the early sixties. I dreamed that Thakur's biography
would contribute something to his vision of a world spinning in a
fountain of love. In the introduction to the book, I had written
that describing his life was like trying to pour the ocean into a
teacup, so that became the title, Ocean in a Teacup.
Now the challenge was to put Thakur's ideas into practical
terms that could be realistically applied in the daily lives of busy
Americans. Soon enough we had yet another opportunity.
One Friday afternoon, Aditya, Elsie, a man named Sam shed
brought, and I got into a discussion about sexuality and the
relationship between men and women. Aditya was explaining that
nature had designed the urge for copulation to occur at a
particular time in the female of every species. When the female
Comes into heat
that is, is capable of reproducing she emits
Vibrations or scents that attract and arouse the male. The point
being that nature's initiative came from the female, not from the
-

male.

"But human beings are different, someone protested.
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Aditya shook his head. "If society were normal, this is how it
would be. But your society has too free a mixing of young people.
When a teenage girl sends out impulses that she can become
pregnant, many young men respond, unaware that it is only
temporary. They become confused and resenttul when the signal
stops."
Sam sighed, "Unfortunately, our society isnt that kind of
normal" Unhappiness was written in big letters on his face and
he proceeded to explain why: "I have a home in the suburbs, an
attractive wife, two healthy children and a successful career in
a large corporation. But something is missing, and whatever it
is, it's getting worse, not better. Lydia isn't happy either. Her
nagging is almost constant. All that keeps us going are the
children."
Aditya was perceptive, "May I ask you, Sam, who is it that
initiates sexual intercourse between you?
"I guess it's generally me," he shrugged. Then he grew
thoughtful and added, "In fact, Id say it's me all of the time, and I
usually have to coax her into it nowadays."
Well, if you want to try an experiment, the results might
surprise you. Don't initiate any more. In fact, just be loving.
gentle, affectionate, and patient. But don't initiate sex at all. Wait
until she asks for it."
"But.. but.. what ifshe doesn't ask? Then what? So I have
to become celibate?" Sam stuttered.
Everyone smiled. "Donit worry, Sam," Elsie reassured. "She'll
ultimately come to you. Its part of woman's nature. Aditya is
right. That desire has been put there by God. When it comes, she
will seek you out. And though you may have to wait, still, the
mutual satisfaction will be worth it!"
He scratched his head. "Ok, Tll give it a try. But I dont
know how long Ill last."
Then Aditya raised his hand in warning. Be prepared. At
first, she will feel resentment.that you aren't after her, thatit seems
you dont love her. Then she'll feel relief. Ultimately, if you
maintain your loving, thoughtful ways, she'll develop more and
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more respect for you. She'll know that you love her for something
more than the satistaction of your own sexual needs. Then
when
that regard comes, everything else will fall into placc. You'll sec.
Try it, Sam."
Sam seemed impressed enough to take a
chance on a
celibacy.
temporary
Then he smiled and said, "I was just thinking
of a high school boy in the Sunday school class I teach.

Id

suggested they wait until they were married before they have
intercourse, when the boy laughed and said, Listen, with cvery ad
in our environment from candy bars to soda, cigarettes
to movies,
radio
on
and TV enticing my passions, there's no way I can

control

my sex urge unless I'm constantly taking cold showers'."
We laughed but Aditya was not to be deterred, "I agree
that
the environment is a problem, but still we do have some control
over our ives and our actions. Yes, its an uphill battle, when
everything else around you is pushing you the other way. But it's
worth the effort. And even more, it's the only way you can really
enjoy sex, instead of being a slave to it."

Weeks passed. Then we got a call from Sam who wanted to
Come see us. He walked up to Aditya and threw his arms around
him, "Aditya, for someone who isn't married, you're a genius!" He
related his story over coffee, saying that things had progressed
through the stages Aditya had predicted. But finally on the
previous night, his wife had initiated sex for the first time in their

relationship, and it was the most fulfilling experience either of
them had in a long time.
"So, Dr. Mookerjee, I think you might consider leaving your
nuclear physics and becoming a sex therapist." After we all had a
good laugh, Sam went on to describe his inner struggles with his
sexual urges, both mentally and physically. As he achieved more
and more balance within himself, Lydias respect for him did grow.
Even the relations with the children changed.
The constant
bickering and tension melted away and the household had become
more peaceful. Sam said it was well worth the effort.
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Ccean in a Teacup was published in 1962, and for a while public
relations for the book consumed as much time as the Satsang work
at the hotel. Gradually, the need for my public appearances
diminished. At the same time, people close to Thakur were
suggesting that I return to India for a visit.
Coincidentally, Exman informed me that Harpers would pay
expenses for a trip to investigate Thakur firsthand. I suspected

that this overt business proposal was underscored by his own, deep
spiritual longing. So off to India we went.
Thakur's eyes shone brightly with joy and affection when we
met again. Tears welled up in mine as I realized that, as long as he
lived, I would never be an orphan in the world. He inquired
about my healch, my clothes, my teeth, just like Mother used to,
and he continued to nurture me in this way for ten more years.
Deeply moved by the warmth of the welcome, Exman told
Thakur, "I feel like a returning hero. I've done a lot of traveling all
over the world, but never have I had a welcome filled with such
transparent joy and affection." He paused, then added more
soberly, "But I have many questions, when you have time."
Thakur smiled, "I will try my best to answer them."
For the next seven days, Exman's curiosity seemed
inexhaustible, inquiring about everything from spiritual
matters to
social and personal problems.
"What exactly do you mean by 'dharma', Thakur? Generally,
in America, we understand this to be the
more contemplative
spiritual exercise practiced in ashrams, aloof from the industrial
world with its mundane concerns."
I think dharma means a way of speaking, thinking and living
that elevates our being and becoming. The dharma
of existence
underlies the foundation of every walk
of life. True dharma
enables every person to stand on his
or her own feet.
"Nothing will be of use to our environment
without the
development of industries. If a person is
not active but oniy
philosophizes, that kind of dharma
is nothing but idle chatter.
"So you feel that the
concept of industry is based on service to
the environment, rather than for
economic gain?"
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"What else? Whatever a man does for his own existence,
happiness, or comfort providing it doesn't hinder the life and
growth of others - I call dharma. My existence depends
on the
condition of my surroundings. If they be unhealthy,
then I too
will become so, and vice versa.
"As my five sense organs receive impulses
from the
environment, I then become conscious of my existence. Without
that, there is no separate existence of T
and even if there is, it
remains unknown to me. The T would cease to exist there
if
were
nothing besides the self. That is why the health of the environment
is so vital, to all of life, for knowing that we exist and
that we are
-

healthy."

Then my old ex-communist friend, Janardan Mookerjee,
entered the conversation: "Thakur, is it always possible to enjoy
happiness and comfort and keep the life and growth of others
intact? It often seems that the good of one group requires the
exploitation of another."
"The awakening of the self to its own existence is closely
intertwined with the environment; therefore, it is certain that any
effort to elevate the environment will uplift not only me but also
others," Thakur replied.
Then Exman asked, "Ray keeps talking about the benefits
from repeating this Holy Name. Can you explain what that is?"
The continuous repetition of a particular word acts upon our
nervous system and stimulates our brain cells, and those cells
become sensitized to the idea of that word. Over time, these cells
become adjusted to the vibration of the image and are not only
able to respond but also to comprehend and understand more of
what that word means," Thakur said.
"What is the particular word, Thakur?"
"Oh, words such as Om, Hring, Cling articulate subtle
vibrations present in creation. Such sounds carry creative power
and develop keenness of perception. Radha soami also carries great
power as the Holy Name. I think in this way, our spirirual
perceptions deepen and develop, and I don't think we can acquire
this particular kind of sensitivity in any other way."
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"But is there no danger to this? Ive heard of instances where
individuals have tried intensely to realize God and have had
nervous breakdowns.
Thakur shook his head. "I believe that repetition of the Name
cures debility. But good habits of health and hygiene must be
observed to keep the body and mind sound when you undertake
spiritual development, otherwise debilities of the body and mind
can become exaggerated. This is similar to harm from improper
physical exercise; there are guidelines to follow here as well. So it
is also true with mental and spiritual exercises.
Gene Exman then turned to his interest in the psychic.
"Thakur, my mother used to be able to cure people on occasion,
just by touching them and praying"
"Yes! Yes!" Thakur became excited. "There is a curative power
active in some people and often comes out through their
extremities."
"Do you think death is curable?"
"I think many deaths are curable. At least those where the
vital organs have not been ruined. Animals also can be revived by
the induction of life energy."
Thakur, Christ spoke of the kingdom of heaven. What did
He mean? Where is it? Is it an actual place? Is it really possible or
practical for us to seek it?"
Thakur beamed. "I think Jesus found the clue to the
kingdom of heaven within Himself. He spoke
of that clue and
how to identify and gain that kingdom. He said
that the kingdom
heaven
is
of
within everyone. All one needs to do is follow His
example."
Janardan interrupted, "But, Thakur, if that kingdom lies
inside, then it is not an objective place at all. It's fraudulent to call
it a real place or kingdom."
"If the kingdom of sorrows and grief is fraudulent, then this
too can be a fraud. But if the kingdom
of sorrow and misery 1s
real, then this is just as real."
When Exman finally asked Thakur for initiation, Thakur
tola
me to give it to him. I did. He seemed
comfortable with tne
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meditation process and more at peace with himself. After he
returned to the States, he wrote me this letter:
"Dear Ray,
"T'm writing to inform you that I reached
New York safely
I was having lunch with an old friend who works
for Time
Magazine, when a woman at a nearby table suddenly collapsed
and
slid onto the floor, unconscious. I immediately
got up and knelt
down beside her. I could find no pulse and she appeared lifeless.
I put my finger on her forehead and began repeating the
Name I learned from Thakur. After about five minutes had
elapsed, she suddenly opened her eyes, looked at me and said,
Thank you. I am all right'.
She got up and resumed lunch with her companion. My
friend looked at me strangely as did many onlookers, but he began
treating me with a new respect after that. That's the story. Please
tell Thakur.

With affection, Gene."

22
With prestigious Harper's publishing Ocean ina

Teacup,

a new

enthusiasm for Satsang swept India. For so long the concentration
of disciples was in the eastern part of the country; now Thakur's
tollowers were pouring in from Bombay, Madras, and Delhi. The
result was a constant stream of people who met with Thakur and
took initiation.
It was the 1960s now. Peace Corps volunteers and a growing
number of hippies from the United States began arriving. Many
of these young people had temporarily glimpsed a powerful inner
world through psychedelic drugs and marijuana.
For a number of those, that fleeting glimpse created a longing
for more. They came and saw that the psychic and spiritual world
could be opened without debilitating drugs through the valid
practice of meditation. The slogan was born: "Drugs can be a
door to the opening of the inner world, but not the room."
The bustle of a constantly expanding Satsang in Deoghar was
keeping me busy and the years sped by. In 1968, I returned from
a fund-raising campaign in Orissa only to find two Frenchmen in
my room: one dressed in purple pajamas, no shirt, very short,
muscular with quick gray eyes and a picture of Lord Shiva tattooed
on the inside of his right arm. His name was Andre Louis. The
other, clothed in a bright red, wrap-around Indian lungi was
Patrick, who was more talkative and boisterous than Andre.
As the days passed, Andre's loyalty became more evident and
he took initiation from me. I discovered he had been born not tar
from Lourdes in the Pyrenes. As a child, he had followed the
Stations of the Cross on his knees with his mother.
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Influenced by the rebellious French socialist movement, he left
school early, making many trips between India and France by
hitchhiking and living off the land. He was a hardcore member of the
"international hippie community resless, desperate, and searching.
When I learned that Andre had made it to his critically ill
mother's bedside in eight days hitchhiking from Delhi to France,
I was impressed. His tenacity and commitment overshadowed the
erratic and seemingly directionless life he led.
Little did I realize that this stocky Frenchman with a Corsican
father, uncommon devotion to his mother, and Lord Shiva on his
arm would later become directly responsible for the physical,
mental, and spiritual salvation of hundreds of young people in the
United States through the simple tools of love and service.
Thakur's observation, "He's a good boy," proved right on. In time,
Andre too became a ritwik.
-

*

Hari Narayan Chakraborty was another young arrival in the sixties
to Satsang. Hari was an intelligent, bright-eyed, teen-ager from
Calcutta filled with enthusiasm. He was referred to me by his
ritwik, Jotin Das. When he was a baby, Hari's family had to leave
East Bengal during the communal riots of 1947 with only the
clothes on their backs. They settled in Habra, a town specially
constructed to house refugees.
He immediately asked me, "Can you somehow help me with a
place to stay? Ill manage the rest. Then I can complete my
education." His father, a school educator, had died recently. His
mother, four sisters and an older and younger brother were under
extreme financial pressure. I gladly made lodging arrangements
and meals at the Ananda Bazaar.
A few weeks later, Thakur called me and said, "Go to Calcutta
and buy two pieces of taan kapur (the white sari material that
Bengali widows wore). Take them to Habra. Give them to Hari's
mother. Pronam to her. Tell her to bring her family here to
Deoghar to live with you.
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Not only was I surprised, I was frightened. Surviving alone
was something I could manage here, but supporting seven children
and a widow was more than I could imagine. I was quite happy to
help Hari when I could, but this? I was extremely nervous when
I asked him, "Permanently?"
"You will be able to help them and they will help you.
The challenge was on. Finding the resources for clothes,
education, medical treatment, and food for a large family put me
I
in high gear. On top of that, I readily discovered could no longer
family
run the house in my haphazard style. This was a Brahmin
and that meant orthodox. Customs and traditions went back
generations, and Ma was determined to run the house accordingly
The kitchen became out-of-bounds. Ma was adamant about
who could and could not touch the food. She would not
compromise the numerous and rigid codes and rules of the
orthodox Brahmin widow. I was amazed to see her fasting on new
moon days, full moon days, quarter-moon days. She fed the
family and guests all these days without herself so much as
consuming a glas of water. For her to do otherwise was
inconceivable.
There were other reasons for the respect and awe I developed
for Ma. Her own studies only went up to the fifth grade, but her
knowledge of plants, herbs, and lore seemed limitless. A case of
indigestion in the middle of the night was quickly treated by
rubbing a paste on my stomach from "weeds" in the yard.
The children all attended the local school, and I watched their
above-average progress with nervous excitement. Despite the
financial mania which now marked most of my days, a kind of
profound contentment was seeping into my being:
Christmas was always celebrated in my house with flowers and
food and me singing some carols in my off-key baritone; but now
also celebrated every Hindu custom and observance. During tne
nd
years with Haris family, I discovered a greater patience and
tolerance within myself.
Obligation for others does alter your perceptions, and tne
spontaneous willingness to sacrifice that I used to display was
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becoming less insufficient. Through my responsibiliry for this
family, I was learning the practical side of theories I had been
preaching tor so many years.
Thankfully, Thakur's "divine economy always seemed
inexhaustible. My resources expanded according to the new needs
and demands. Though at times it felt like I was hanging on to this
ideal by my fingernails, it did work out on a larger scale.

Thakur's health had been subtly deteriorating for some time.
Borda, assuming more and more of the leadership role, did so
reluctantly. An undercurrent of tension between some of the older
disciples and the "official" organization was brewing as the months
went by. Many felt that, without Thakur, they would be neglected,
perhaps even belittled, as Bor-da's group did not always
demonstrate either compassion or understanding.
The issue of succession weighed on everyone's mind. Thakur
had provided some guidance on this by saying that the first place
to look was in the family. If someone suitable is not found there,
then look to the disciples. If someone suitable is not found there,
then a council of elders should be set up until the new incarnation
is made evident.
Beyond this, he had written 30 years earlier that his wish was
for Bor-da to assume leadership because "people will
get a glimpse
of me in him as much as possible." On the next page was a plea to
"help and protect my youngest son, Kazal, because, if my crazy
vision is not wrong, he will perhaps become a great fulfiller of the
future." This left us with a choice between two of his sons;
however, it was not the only clue to the future leadership
of the
Satsang organization.
A more esoteric prediction is found in what is known as
Thakur's Brighu horoscope. To all Hindu astrologers,
a valid
Brighu horoscope is the ultimate in accuracy. In Thakur's,
it is
Written: "He will return to this world as his
youngest son's son."
With the prediction for greatness through both sons and for
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Thakur's returning again, the future was assured. It was the
immediate future that disciples were more concerned about.
As Thakur's departure became more imminent, Bor-da
remained outwardly steady and calm, an anchor during Satsang's
stormiest period.
When Thakur asked me and a few others to move into Boral
Bungalow with him, I decided to do it but not right away. It was
comfortable in the house with Hari's family, after all the initial
adjustments, and I had room to keep guests. Plus, it wasn't as
hectic as the environment around Thakur, where daily crises still
erupted.
himn.
He even asked Bor-da a few times to come live with
Though Bor-da spent most of his waking hours already there, the
few hours a day in his own home were a welcome relief from the
constant turmoil. He too agreed to do it later. His youngest son,
Kazal, newly married with a young daughter, put it off as well.
As I look back it seems so obvious that Thakur was giving us
an opportunity that was not to last long. I think we were all in
denial about his impending departure, blinding ourselves to the
fact that time was running out.

January 26, 1969, was a Sunday. The air was crisp and clear in
Deoghar, the sun shining in a cloudless sky. Refreshing eucalyptus
scent hung in the air. Attendants opened windows and doors so
that the group of about 500 members of the community could
view their beloved Thakur. Bor-da and Kazal were already with
him.
Eighty-one years old, wrapped in a pure white quilt, his face
seemed more radiant and younger than it had for a long time. ne
words of a prayer-hymn, handed down a century before from his
mother's guru, began to vibrate through the still
morning
Everyone bowed their heads as the prayer concluded.
Thakut
appeared happier and stronger than he had for many months. "1he
doctors found his heart, his pulse, his blocd
pressure normal, evern
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his chronic cough seemed to have diminished.
There was a genuine
feeling of relief. At long last
he was going to get better. The
evening prayer was as calm and péaceful as the day
had been.
About the time that attendants were
putting down his
mosquito netting, I was boarding the Delhi Express
at Calcutta on
my way back to Deoghar. Arriving at the
station at 3 a.m., I hired
a cycle rickshaw. It was cold
and I felt exhausted and depressed
from the grucling trip.

There are moments in life that are frozen in time,
indelibly
imprinted on the mind forever. I cannot forget that early
morning,
riding the cycle rickshaw on Rohini Road. I remembered
that
Thakur had asked to talk to me as soon as I
got back, regardless of
the time, but ld said that it would be late. I could go
up to Boral
Bungalow now to see if he was awake, but I was tired, dirty,
depressed, and felt sure he'd be asleep. The decision I made
was
the blunder of my life.
I paid the rickshaw wallah and went up to my room.
Exhaustion overpowered me. I didnt even have the energy to take
off my clothes, wash up or fix the mosquito curtain. Collapsing
on the bed, I was asleep before my head hit the pillow. By the
time I awoke an hour later, one age had ended and a new one had
begun.
Bor-da arrived at 4:45 on the morning of January 27, and
burst into tears at the sight of his father's lifeless body. Word
spread like wildfire. Weeping, sobbing people from all over the
ashram began to stream in.
At 5 a.m. Hari burst out of his room, shouting, "Something
has happened to Thakur. I was meditating and a shadow went
over his picture." My heart was shrinking as I dashed up the road,
passing people whose faces were contorted with grief or numb
with shock.
Bor-da and Kazal stood by the bed. Thakur looked as if he
were nearly asleep. "Father has left us," Bor-da sobbed. Numbness
spread through my arms, legs, and brain. I exchanged helpless
glances with attendants and friends around the room.
Many times over the years, Thakur had innocently exposed
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my pretensions of devotion, which I always vowed to correct.
Now, there were no more second chances. He let us set our own
priorities. For some it was comfort, for others prestige, for others
it was social. But for all of us who claimed to commit ourselves to
making him our priority, the fact was blatant and unvarnished: He
wasn't really first for any of us.
I watched the preparations for Thakur's cremation, feeling
wooden and like an outsider. Bor-da moved with efficiency. The
altar was built in less than six hours. Hindu tradition requires that
the cremation begin before the sun touches the horizon.
By 4 p.m., all was ready. His body was bathed, clothed, and
covered with flowers while sacred Sanskrit scripture was recited.
Ten Brahmins, barefooted and wearing only dhotis, gently lifted
his bedstead onto their shoulders to begin the procession down the
road he had walked up almost 25 years ago to the day with
chousands of homeless refugees.
Distraught disciples kept arriving, lining the road. Emotions
were so intense I felt that something had to give' to release that
pent-up anguish. Spontaneously the chant, "Ra-dha soa-mi! Radha soa-mi! Ra-dha sod-mi!" rose from hundreds, then thousands
of voices. lt kept increasing in volume and harmony as the
procession moved on. "Radha soami" - the name rolled over the
valley like solace from heaven, over, and over, and over.
I dont know whether it was my anguish or imagination, but
felt the Name I had learned at my initiation that seemed so strange
then had truly become my friend and support. I had tasted of its
power many times. Now, as it reverberated around me, I felt that
Thakur was floating on that Name. Though something
irreplaceable was leaving my world, the sound of that Name made
me feel I still had an indestructible link with him, no matter what
the future held.

23
"Dear Bob,
"This is to inform you that Thakur left this world in the early
morning of January 27th, The past two wecks have been times of
shock, desolation and floundering attempts at adjusting cmotionally. As you might imagine, feelings are intense. Streams of men,
women and children are still arriving from distant places to pay
their final respects and partake in the ornate and hauntingly
beautiful Hindu formalities.
"Now that he's nor here, with that radiant, child-like smile
Im feeling how much I was taking for granted ... a love that just
loved. No complaints. No demands. Hell, you just don't run
into that kind of love very often.
"Bor-da has taken over leadership of the organization and the
hospital is under Kajal, who displays a real sense of mission. For
myself, I dont know where to turn right now. Looking back, in
I
my efforts to fulfill his wishes and make them a reality, failed
more often than I succeeded. Sometimes it was for things or
money for people, like hospitals or land or vehicles. Other times
for the non-material things, like companionship, uncondicional
love, a heart open to God.
"Was it worthwhile? I wouldn't have changed very much,
except for those last few days. Id have been more conscious of
him personally and less absorbed in carrying out some mission for

him or thinking of my own personal comfort.
"The fact that I missed the opportunity to be with him at the
end is blatant evidence of my failure and negligence. Over the
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years, I was used to criticizing the wobbly devotion of Christs
disciples who ran and hid when their Lord was in danger. That
self-righteousness has rebounded in my face. I wasn't any beter.
In fact, considering I've spent a quarter century with Thakur, and
not just three years, I'm a whole lot worse.
"Tm seeing now how intensely, wistfully he wanted my heart.
His only desire was that I become totally devoted to the Supreme
Father so that I could communicate this truth about our oneness,
our beingness, to others.
"Well, I didn't make it. But it was the best thing I've ever
gone for in my life. He's left me with things to do and people to
look after - the university, the hospital, the flood project. And I
long to continue to introduce his tools for creating a more
meaningful existence over there in the States. So I'm hoping he
can fill up the void Im feeling and use me to some good.
"Though they say the road is narrow and steep and few are
those who climb it, yet Ill still try. Then, of all men in the world,
who would be more blessed?
"Love, Ray

People would come up to me and ask, "Do you believe Thakur is
dead?" It was hard to say flatly that he had died, because at times
his presence around me was so immediate. Very real were the
dreams when hed be encouraging me or wed be laughing and
joking. These were a force in my day-to-day life, and so Id reply
that Thakur "left his body" but was still very much alive. That felt
more accurate.
One day, months later, Sudhir Choudhury and I were sitting
on the back verandah of the house. Feeling lonely and a litle
sorry for myself, I made the comment that it was hard for me to
understand how so many people made the transition from Thakur
to Bor-da so easily and how others seemed fulfilled with just t
act of bowing to Thakur's picture, while I was finding lite
excruciatingly lonely without him.
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"That's easy to understand," he replied. Sudhir's wisdom and
compassion were legendary, so I listened carefully. "I would
estimate that out of the several million disciples, only a
tiny
percentage had any personal contact with Thakur over a
continuous period. Out of these, only a tiny handful was in close
contact with him.
"Even those who lived here permanently might only see
him
once a day for a few moments to bow and exchange greetings,
and
they never felt the need to get any closer
to him. They had
internalized their relationship with him long before he left,
whereas you and those closer to him have to learn to do that
now."
We smoked for a while in silence, and I shook my head.
Somehow, that just doesn't work for me. Or maybe these folks
are just more spiritually evolved than I am. I mean, how in hell
am I to internalize begging recklessly for some undeserving
character? Or the feelings our most intimate conversations would
stir in me? Instead of making me happy, these memories are only
making my depression worse. Trying to act happy and go on
doing and saying the right things isnt working either. Nothing
seems to have the same glow or energy."
"The tears dont go on forever, Ray. What's important now is
to nurture the dream. Because if the dream becomes tarnished, if
the Satsang family loses the courage or desire to try to love the way
Thakur did, then we lose our polestar, the measure of our own
behavior. It's easy to remember the miracles, the astounding
experiences we've had. Irs just as easy to forget his constant
insistence that we love others the way he loved us.
"If we forget that personal adjustment, personal spiritual
development, and personal mastery over ourselves are primary,
then we're in trouble. If we forget the dream and what it takes to
realize it, then the very purpose for which he came will get lost yet
again lost in an organization of rigid ideology, orchodoxy and
limited patterns of thought. This expansive, dynamic organism
that we know as Satsang will become a narrow sectarian group just
like all the rest. Do you want that?
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"Of course not! Nobody docs. But do you think it can be
avoided" I cried.
Sudhir jumped up. "I think we have to constantly remind
oursclves, and remind others by our example, that in Thakur's
Satsang, there is always a place for the criminal as well as the
contemplative; for the obnoxious as well as the agreeable; for the
foolish as well as the wise; the rejected and helpless as well as the
honored and competent. Only this kind of loving tolerance can
Thakur's efforts.
generate the feeling that will bear the fruit of
"Maybe all of us together will make enough hesitant and
erratic efforts to emulate his love to carry it on. Maybe we will
Ray,
enjoy great praise or a lot of abuse. No matter what happens,
one thing is sure: Each step we take on that road of living an
unconditional love announces to the world, to everyone both in
and out of Satsang, that every single human is truly a child of the
Supreme Father and that a heaven on earth is still our destiny!"

EPILOGUE
the months rolled by, Satsang took shape according to Bor-das
management style. Driven by an overpowering urge to keep
Thakurs memory alive, he erected a huge temple in Deoghar,
called Sri Mandir. This multi-million-dollar project included
thousands of other temples with figures of Thakur and Boro Ma
throughout India. Temple construction became, for a time, the
main mission of Satsang.
The response was immediate and intense. Something in the
Hindu character has a deep affinity with temples. It is in the
culture, in the blood, in the very soul and soil of India. But for
me, standing betore a stone image of Thakur couldn't compare to
his living presence. It was time for me to head back to the States
and see how Satsang USA was doing.
In one sense, it might be easier this time around. The Beatles
had made Maharishi Mahesh Yogi famous, and Transcendental
Meditation was gaining popularity. Religions of the East were
coming into vogue. Young people were in hot pursuit of mystical
experiences.
Maybe now, Thakur's ideas would find more
acceptance in America.
At least now the words yoga and spiritual realization had
gained currency and, unlike last time when the mere mention of
yogurt aroused stares or sarcastic comments, I might now expect
more openness, more acceptance.
Back in New York, the small core group began swelling with
students, with friends, with total strangers. It seemed like
something of value was happening here.
The Friday night meetings were larger, and we hosted periodic
celebrations for members to reconnect.
One factor tended to
inhibit the growth of what could have been an even more vigorous
organization: Thakur's insistence that each person remain true to

As
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his or her original faith. Some didnt care for that, some did;
others returned to their church exclusively. So our success was
s apparent to those on the outside who only measured value
in terms of numbers of members or size of buildings.
But Thakur was adamant when he said, "If you come to me
and leave Christ, then I cannot help you. But if I can help you
understand and follow Christ more truly, I am ready to try." The
ones that stayed with us would later relate that Thakur's
explanations did enliven their own faith and made it more
immediate. Just as importantly, they now did not feel threatened
by other faiths and customs.
One day in 1978, with a letter from India relating that Kajal's
wife had given birth to a son, a bell went off in my brain the
prediction that Thakur would come back as his youngest son's son.
My mind raced. Could it be? Is he back? Now what? I grabbed
the phone to arrange a trip to India to visit Kajal's and Lakshmi
Ma's new son, Bapun.
Whether Bapun turned out to be Thakur or not, there was no
doubt about the wave of excitement that was sweeping through
Satsang East and Satsang West.
On the plane trip, I kept thinking about himn and the practical
problems of recognizing a reincarnation. My last sight of Thakur
was of an eighty-one year old man with white hair. Now I would
see a four-month-old baby. How would I know? Would he
recognize me?
My heart raced.at the thought that Thakur was back. I had
missed him so much. Once in Calcutta, I hopped the
next train
and made a bee line to Boral Bungalow. The attendant told me
that the baby was sleeping and to come back tomorrow, but I
pushed my way past him and into the room.
There on a bassinet lay a beautiful, sleeping baby. As I leaned
over to take in his features, he opened his eyes and reached up to
grab the lathi (talisman) around my neck that Thakur had given
me years before. Yes. I felt instantly at peace.
Less than ten years after Thakur physically left
his body, his
message of life and growth - of being and becoming - was
again
-
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At the ncxr seasonal conference in Deoghar,
almost three quarters of a milion people crowded into the ashram.
And those were just the ones who could make the journey. Now
we all were content to watch Bapun grow.
He was a swcet boy, and his uncanny intuitive nature was
matched by only his naughty behavior, so much like the stories Td
heard of Thakur as a child. He was rambunctious, intelligent, and
fascinating. Once or twice a ycar I made the trip to India to
witness his progress and sce the organization blossoming with
renewed vigor.
On one such trip, I took as a guest my nephew Larry, my
brother Bob's son, who was inquisitive and interested in what
made his strange uncle tick. On one of our touring adventurcs, on
the advice of an acquaintance, we visited a highly realized saint,
called Dipu Maharaj, or DM by his followers. Id met a varicty of
astrologers and yogis, some of whom possessed psychic abilitics,
but nothing that much impressed me. Larry was enthusiastic; I
was less so, but willing to go for his sake.
was almost 60 by that time and had been feeling that I
might not hang around much longer. Id becn driving a taxi and
limo for years my Satsang on wheels and, however helpful for
others the work was, I was fecling less enthusiasm than I'd known
in a long time. As we neared DM's incense shop, I was feeling like
I was nearing the end of my own personal road in this life.
A vigorous man of about 35, DM was about 5'4" with deep,
bright eyes and a radiant high forchead. He spoke little English,
so I translated for Larry over tea. "His leg was to go, but by the
Lord's blessing, it was his shoulder that was damaged."
alive and growing.

-

"Damaging my shoulder ruined my wrestling career. I don't
see any blessing in that," Larry said with some bitterness.
DM shook his head. "No! No! If your leg had been damaged,
you would have been crippled. This is much less harmful."
As DM continued our conversation, I watched
out of the
corner of my eye, as Larry digested the implications of this insight.
DM's familiarity with details of my own personal
life gave me
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more insight than Id ever heard before from any other source. His
accuracy was uncanny.
left with my own perspective expanded. Before this day, I
figured I had a year or two more before left this world. Now, I was
presented with the idea that there might be decades more to come.
But doing what? More of the same, something new?
It turned out to be something very new for me. At one
Satsang meeting in New York, I met Audrey, a young woman with
a soft face and kind eyes. Our powerful attractions developed over
the months and blossomed on visits to India. Soon after we
married, our son Raymond was born in 1988. We moved to
Virginia Beach, Virginia, finding harmony with the Edgar Cayce
philosophy and his group there. Satsang USA was going strong in
New York and now in Virginia, touching lives with hope and
offering tools for nurturing individuals processing of being and

I

becoming
My story goes on for many more years, growing in love with
Audrey and Raymond, sometimes faltering, other times
succeeding, like waves lapping on the shore, but always with the
polestar of our Ideal to measure ourselves by. These chapters,
however, remain private.
The ones in this book were set to paper with the hope that the
Love that so changed my life for the better might inspire you to
find your own ldeal, devote yourself to it to the best of your
ability, and ride it as high and as far as you can.
"Be. Live in Love."

LONG BEFORE it was fashionable for Americans to make
spiritual pilgrimages to India, Ray Hauserman found himself, at
the end of World VWar I, In the presence of an extraordinary
teacher, or Thakur. Unlike other gurus, Thakur did not preach
of overcoming the world or getting off the wheel of karma or
how to find nirvana. His philosophy centered on spiritual
evolution through social action and unconditional love,
honoring our "beingness" and the process of becoming all that
we are and all that we can grow to be.

RAY'S LIFE STORY IS, in his own words, a love story; or as
you will see, a journey through love and to love. Read how his
Christian background became enriched and enlivened by a
Hindu Brahmin is a Bengal jungle.

